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1990-1991 REGIS COLLEGE 
BULLETIN SUPPLEMENT 
Introduction 
This 1990-1991 Bulletin Supplement includes all changes to the 1989-1991 Regis College Bulletin that occurred within 
the 1989-1990 academic year, were effective for the 1990-1991 academic year, and were received by December 31 , 1990. 
The format and organization of the supplement follow that of the 1989-1991 Bulletin. Every effort has been made to make 
the supplement a •stand-alone• document. 
The following notations have been utilized to help the user identify the type and magnitude of changes from the 1989-1991 
Regis College Bulletin. 
ADD-
DELETE-
CHANGE-
REPLACE-
Indicates that material has been added to the 1989-1991 Regis College Bulletin text 
Indicates that material is included in the 1989-1991 Regis College Bulletin and is highlighted 
for omission effective for the 1990-1991 academic year. 
Indicates that a minor revision in text has been made. The specifiC change is printed in bold type, 
except for headings which are already shown in bold as required by the Bulletin format or when 
minor text changes involving elimination of a word or two has occurred. 
Indicates that a significant change in text has occurred which requires complete replacement of 
a section. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
REPLACE 
HISTORICAL HIGHLIGHTS 
18n The College, then known as Las Vegas College, was first established in Las Vegas, New Mexico. 
1894 A second venture, known as Sacred Heart College, was started at Morrison, Colorado, while the Las Vegas College 
continued to operate in Las Vegas, New Mexico. 
1887 Las Vegas College and Sacred Heart College at Morrison, Colorado, were combined and moved to the newly 
completed Main Hall in Denver, Colorado, where the joint operation was known as the College of the Sacred Heart. 
1888 Classes began with 75 students on September 5. 
1889 The College was empowered to confer university and college degrees by an Act of the State Legislature of Colorado 
on April1 . 
1890 Ten degrees were awarded. 
1911 The Gymnasium was completed behind Main Hall. 
1921 On April 19, the Articles of Incorporation were amended to change the name of the College to Regis College. 
The North Central Association of Colleges and Schools granted accreditation as a junior college. 
1922 Regis purchased an additional 40 acres of land, extending the campus to its present boundaries of Federal and 
Lowell Boulevards on the east and west, West 50th and West 52nd Avenues on the south and north, 
a total of 90 acres. 
1923 Carroll Hall student residence and an addition to Main Hall were completed. 
1924 Lay members joined the Jesuits on the faculty of Regis College. 
1934 Regis College lost its accreditation with the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools, due to granting four-
year degrees for which accreditation had not been received. 
1937 Regis Men's Club was created as lay board to advise Jesuit Trustees on publicity, advertising, facilities, 
and alumni relations. 
1944 Dramatic effect of World War II on enrollment was shown by the fact that Regis graduated three students. 
1945 Coeducational evening classes were established. 
1949 Building which now houses the Student Chapel was completed. 
1951 Loyola Hall, main classroom building, was completed. 
1952 Regis received accreditation from The North Central Association of Colleges and Schools to 
grant four-year degrees. 
1956 The first female faculty member was hired. 
1957 O'Connell Hall student residence and the Student Center were completed. 
Regis had its first graduating class of more than 100 students. Renovation of other major campus buildings, 
extensive renovation of campus facilities, and re-landscaping were completed. 
1958 The Civis Princeps award was created to recognize outstanding citizens of Colorado and the Directors of Regis was 
established to expand the involvement of contributors. 
1960 The Regis College Fieldhouse was completed. 
1963 The Student Center was substantially enlarged. 
1964 DeSmet Hall student residence was completed. 
1966 A $22 million capital fund-raising campaign was completed and the Science Hall and Dayton Memorial Library 
(built with a grant from Mrs. Elizabeth Dayton) were completed. 
1968 Status of College was changed to a coeducational institution effective September 1. 
1972 West Hall student residence was completed. David M. Clarke, S.J., became the 17th President of R99is College 
and the first President who held offiCe by virtue of a vote of the Board of Trustees rather than by appo1ntment by 
the Provincial and approval by the Trustees. 
1973 The American Association of University Professors was voted in as the collective bargaining agent for 
the campus faculty. 
1974 USAMEOS program was established. 
1975 Carroll Hall was renovated and became residence for Regis Jesuit Community. 
19n Centennial Year. RECEP I career education program began in Colorado Springs at the request of Fort Carson. 
1978 Presidenfs Council was established. MBA (Master of Business Administration) program was established. 
1979 The High School and College became separate corporations under separate leadership. 
RECEP II program was established. 
1980 The $5 million Campaign for Commitment was completed. 
1981 Portfolio program was established (now called Adult Learner Services). 
1982 Old gymnasium was renovated and became the Regis College Theater and offices for RECEP II and was dedicated 
as O'Sullivan Center. MAACCD (Master of Arts in Adult Christian Community Development) program 
was established. 
1983 Administrative reorganization was carried out: four Vice Presidents directly under the President; Academic Dean 
for Campus Programs and Academic Dean for Career Programs directly under the Academic Vice President. 
The Southeast campus was established. 
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1984 The Sterling campus was established. 
1986 The Loveland campus was established. . 
1987 Coors Life Directions Center, built with a grant from the Adolph Coors Foundation, w~ comp~ted. 
1988 Regis assumed responsibility for Loretto Heights College and campus and moved Nurs1ng and Fme Arts programs 
from the Loretto Heights campus to the Lowell campus. University With~ut Walls program was as~u.med by Regis. 
1989 The College completed the National Commission on the Future o! Reg1s College and the $15 !llllhon, ~ve-~ear 
Commitment to the Future development program. The Loretto Heights campus was sold to Te1kyo Umvers1ty for 
May OCCUPIDI?Y. 
1990 Regis entered mto a cooperative agreement to provide academic programs for Teikyo-Loretto Heights 
University and announced plans tor the School for Pacific Studies. The governance structure changed to create 
separate Campus Programs, Career Programs, and Health Care Management Programs under the guidance of 
a central academic planning team. The Boulder campus was established in cooperation with IBM. 
1990 The by-laws were changed to reduce the required Jesuit percentage on the Board from one-half plus one to one-
third plus one in order to create broader lay representation. The Wyoming campuses at Cheyenne and Gillette were 
established. Reg is Jesuit High School moved to Parker and Arapahoe Roads in southeast Denver and the College 
purchased and occupied the High School buildings and grounds. 
1991 On July 1 Regis College becomes Regis University with three constituent divisions: Regis College (traditional 
programs), The School for Professional Studies, and The School for Health Care Professions. Regis continues 
academic direction of Teikyo-Loretto Heights University. 
THE MISSION OF THE 
COLLEGE 
ADD 
FOREIGN STUDENTS ADMISSIONS 
This school is authorized under Federal Law to 
enroll non-immigrant alien students. 
REPLACE 
REGIS COLLEGE ACADEMIC CALENDAR 
1990/91 ACADEMIC YEAR 
SEMESTER 
TRADITIONAL STUDENT PROGRAMS 
Fall1990 
Spring 1991 
START DATE 
08·29·90 
01·15-91 
END DATE 
12-14·90 
05-03·91 
UNIVERSITY WITHOUT WALLS (including CBTE and Teacher Recertification programs, UWW Portfolio) 
Fall1990 (Segment 4) 
Spring 1991 (Segment 7) 
Summer 1991 (Segment 1) 
16WEEK 
09-04-90 
01·21-91 
04-15-91 
12-21-90 
05-10-91 
08-02-91 
UNIVERSITY WITHOUT WALLS (including CBTE and Teacher RecertifiCation programs, UWW Portfolio) 
16W1-Fall1990 (Segment 5) 
16W2-Fall1990 (Segment 6) 
16W1-Spring 1991 (Segment 8) 
16W2-Spring 1991 (Segment 9) 
16W1-Summer 1991 (Segment 2) 
16W2-Summer 1991 (Segment 3) 
14WEEK 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
14W·Fall1990 
14W-Spring 1991 
14W-Summer 1991 
ON-SITE 
14W-Fall1990 
14W-Spring 1991 
10WEEK 
START DATE 
10·15-90 
11·12·90 
02-11-91 
03-11-91 
06-03·91 
07-15-91 
START DATE 
09-05-90 
01·07·91 
04·22·91 
09-10·90 
01·14·91 
CORRECTIONAL CENTERS, MASTER OF NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT 
1 OW1 -Fall1990 
1 OW2·Fall1990 
1 OW1 -Spring 1991 
1 OW2-Spring 1991 
SWEEK 
START DATE 
07-22-90 
10-07·90 
12·30·90 
03-17-91 
HEALTH RECORDS INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
8W1 -Fall1990 
8W2-Fall1990 
8W1-Spring 1991 
8W2-Spring 1991 
8W1 -Summer 1991 
START DATE 
08-27·90 
10-29-90 
01 ·07-91 
03-11·91 
06-10-91 
END DATE 
02·01·91 
03·01·91 
05-31·91 
06-28-91 
09·20-91 
11 ·01·91 
END DATE 
12·15-90 
04·13·91 
08-03-91 
12·14-90 
04·26·91 
END DATE 
09·29·90 
12·15-90 
03·09·91 
05-25-91 
END DATE 
10·19-90 
12-21·90 
03-01·91 
05-03·91 
08-23-91 
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RECEP I, REGIS STERLING, REGIS CHEYENNE, REGIS GILLETTE/PORTFOLIO 
START DATE END DATE 
8W1-Fall 1990 08-29-90 10-23-90 
8W2-Fall 1990 10-24-90 12-18-90 
8W1 -Spring 1991 01-02-91 02-26-91 04-30-91 8W2-Spring 1991 02-27-91 06-25-91 8W1-Summer 1991 05-01-91 
8W2-Summer 1991 06-26-91 08-20-91 
RECEP IVPORTFOLIO 
8W1-Fall1990 09-04-90 10-27-90 
8W2-Fall1990 10-29-90 12-22-90 
8W1 -Spring 1991 01-07-91 03-02-91 
8W2-Spring 1991 03-04-91 04-27-91 
8W1-Summer 1991 05-06-91 06-29-91 
8W2-Summer 1991 07-01 -91 08-24-91 
7WEEK 
ON-SITE 
START DATE END DATE 
7W1-Fall1990 09-10-90 10-26-90 
7W2-Fall1990 10-29-90 12-14-90 
7W1-Spring 1991 01 -14-91 03-01 -91 
7W2-Spring 1991 03-11-91 04-26-91 
7W1-Summer 1991 05-13-91 06-28-91 
7W2-Summer 1991 07-08-91 08-22-91 
MSM, MSCIS 
7W1-Fall 1990 09-04-90 10-20-90 
7W2-Fall 1990 10-29-90 12-15-90 
7W1-Spring 1991 01-07-91 02-23-91 
7W2-Spring 1991 03-04-91 04-20-91 
7W1-Summer 1991 05-06-91 06-22-91 
7W2-Summer 1991 07-01-91 08-17-91 
6WEEK 
RECEPI 
START DATE END DATE 
6W1 -Fall 1990 08-21 -90 09-27-90 
6W2-Fall 1990 10-02-90 11-08-90 
6W3-Fall 1990 11-13-90 12-20-90 
6W1 -Spring 1991 01-08-91 02-14-91 
6W2-Spring 1991 02-19-91 03-28-91 
6W3-Spring 1991 04-02-91 05-09-91 
6W1 -Summer 1991 05-14-91 06-20-91 
6W2-Summer 1991 06-25-91 08-01 -91 
SWEEK 
RECEP II, IBM, SPECIAL PROGRAMS/PORTFOLIO 
START DATE END DATE 
5W1-Fall1990 09-03-90 10-06-90 
5W2-Fall1990 10-08-90 11-10-90 
5W3-Fall1990 11-12-90 12-15-90 
5W1 -Spring 1991 01-07-91 02-09-91 
5W2-Spring 1991 02-11 -91 03-16-91 
5W3-Spring 1991 03-18-91 04-20-91 
5W1-Summer 1991 05-06-91 06-08-91 
5W2-Summer 1991 06-10-91 07-13-91 
5W3-Summer 1991 07-15-91 08-17-91 
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OTHER SUBSESSIONS 
ACCELERATED NURSING 
START DATE END DATE 
Fall1990 09-24-90 12-14-90 
Spring 1991 01-07-91 03-22-91 
Summer 1991 04-01-91 06-14-91 
AMI NURSING 
Fall1990 08-28-90 12-18-90 
Spring 1991 01-08-91 05-14-91 
AMI2 NURSING 
1st Class-Fall 1990 07-12-90 09-06-90 
2nd Class-Fall1990 09-13-90 12-20-90 
1st Class-Spring 1991 11-29-90 02-14-91 
2nd Class-Spring 1991 02-21 -91 04-25-91 
CAMPUS SUMMER SCHOOL 
Session A-Summer 1991 05-06-91 05-10-91 
Session B-Summer 1991 05-13-91 06-07-91 
Session G-Summer 1991 06-10-91 07-26-91 
Session D-Summer 1991 07-29-91 08·09-91 
MAACCD, MACSA 
Spring 1991 01 -02-91 05-31-91 
Summer 1991 06-24-91 12-06-91 
MAC,CSA 630-Summer 1991 07-15-91 12-06-91 
RN DEGREE COMPLETION- COLORADO SPRINGS 
Fall1990 08-16-90 12-20-90 
1st Class-Spring 1991 11-08-90 01 -24-91 
2nd Class-Spring 1991 01 -31-91 03-21-91 
RN DEGREE COMPLETION (WEDNESDAY)- DENVER 
1st Class-Fall 1990 07-18-90 09-05-90 
2nd Class-Fall1990 09-12-90 11-14-90 
1st Class-S~ring 1991 11 -28-90 02-27-91 
2nd Class- pring 1991 03-06-91 04-24-91 
1st Class-Summer 1991 05-01·91 06-19-91 
2nd Class-Summer 1991 06-26-91 08-28-91 
RN DEGREE COMPLETION - DENVER 
Block 1-Fall 1990 08-11 -90 12-16-90 
Block 11-Fall 1990 07-28-90 12-15-90 
STUDENT LIFE 
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES 
CHANGE 
The objective of the Student Health Servic!-l is to pro· 
vide routine ambulatory medical care, mmor emer-
gency services, and health education to traditional 
undergraduate students. Each student is required to 
undergo a physical examination and be current with 
Immunization before arrival at Regis. This information 
becomes part of the studenfs medical record which is 
maintained and updated with each subsequent contact 
with the Student Health Service. Students arriving on 
campus without having had a physical examination or 
updated Immunization record will be required to 
report to the Health Service. This service will be 
administered at a cost to the student. 
FINANCIAL AID 
LOANS (Repayable Assistance) 
Plus/SLS (Supplemental) Loans 
CHANGE 
Parents can borrow $4,000 a year for each dependent 
child in college. Independent undergraduates and 
graduate students may borrow up to $4,000 per year on 
their own behalf. Arst year students may not be 
eligible for $4,000. These loans have a variable 
interest rate which will not exceed twelve percent 
(12%), and repayment begins 60 days after disburse-
ment. Students borrowing on their own behalf may be 
able to make interest-only payments until graduation. 
Parents may also be eligible for deferment. A bank, 
savings and loan, credit union, or the Financial Aid 
Office should be contacted for an application. 
ENDOWMENTS, 
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT 
AWARDS AND HONORS 
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS 
DEAN'S LIST 
CHANGE 
Any degree-seeking student who carries a semester 
load of 15 or more graded hours (12 or more graded 
hours for Correctional Centers students) and who 
earns a minimum semester grade point average of 
3.700 will be placed on the Dean's list A student who 
is required during a semester to take a Pass/No Pass 
course and who also carried 12 or more graded hours 
with a 3.700 semester grade point average will be 
eligible for inclusion on the Dean's List. 
DELETE 
COLORADO SOCIETY OF CERTIAED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNT ANTS AWARD. 
ADD 
THE JAMES F. GILSINAN CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
A WARD. This award is named in honor of the founder 
of the criminal justice program at Regis. It is awarded 
to a graduating senior with a flexible major in criminal 
justice who, in the judgment of the faculty of the pro· 
gram, best exhibits a critical, humanistic understanding 
of crime and the crim inal justice system. 
THE C. WRIGHT MILLS AWARD. This award, named 
in honor of a scholar who exemplified the sociologisrs 
quest for critical insight into the workings of the social 
order, is given to an outstanding graduating sociology 
major whose academic work, in the judgment of the 
faculty of the department, best exhibits the spirit of C. 
Wright Mills. 
EXTRAORDINARY 
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 
THE FRESHMAN SUCCESS PROGRAM 
REPLACE 
The Freshman Success Program seeks to improve 
academic performance of College freshmen. Students 
selected for the program have shown some evidence of 
su!f!cient ability to succeed in college, even though ~is 
ab1hty may not have been demonstrated clearly in h1gh 
school. The primary goals of the Freshman Success 
Program are to provide comprehensive academic en· 
hancement support services (structure, guidance. and 
support) needed to be a successful Ieamer and the 
development of self-regulation processes which facili· 
tate a strong start academically. 
Each spring, a committee appointed by the Dean tor 
Enrollment Management, reviews the application files ofsf~:!~nts who do not meet all requirements for regular 
adm1ss1on. W~en high school grade point averages do 
not meet.certain selective admission requirements b~t ~tandard1zed entrance exams indicate evidence of abil· 
ity • the committee may suggest Freshman Success 
Program placement. 
~reshman Success Program students receive special· 
IZed. academic advising, access to a variety of a~· 
demlc and non-academic support systems (includ1ng 
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supervised study sessions and retreats), and special in-
struction in reading, writing, study strategies, and other 
aspects of learning-how-to-learn processes. A pro-
gram fee, required of all Freshman Success students, 
is assessed upon entrance into the program to help 
offset the cost of providing these services. 
Freshman Success Program students remain in the 
program for two semesters. They are required to attend 
all of their classes. Students are expected to maintain 
at least a 2.000 cumulative grade point average and a 
·c· in each of the Learning Support courses. Students 
are also restricted from extracurricular activities which, 
in the judgment of the Program Director, might interfere 
with their academic achievement. Formal participation 
in extracurricular activities will be discussed with the 
student and the Program Director and a decision will be 
rendered on a case-by-case basis. With successful 
completion of their freshman year, students are recog-
nized as students in "good standing• and are admitted 
unconditionally into Regis College. 
ACADEMIC INFORMATION 
REGISTRATION AND STUDENT RECORDS 
ADD 
Class Level 
Class levels are determined by the number of semester 
hours earned by a student as follows: 
Class 
Freshman 
Sophomore 
Junior 
Senior 
CHANGE 
Graduation Honors 
HoursEamed 
0·29 
30-59 
60·91 
92or 
more 
University Without Walls students who complete 30 
to 53 hours of graded course work at Regis College and 
Loretto Heights are eligible for •Graduation with Distinc· 
tion· if they have a cumlative grade point average of 
3.500 for course work completed. 
ADD 
Transcript Notations 
A student in good standing is eligible to continue, return, 
or transfer elsewhere. A student whose Regis College 
cumulative grade point average is below 2.000 may 
continue or return m a probationary status. "Admitted 
on Probation: "Probation New: or "Probation Contin-
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ued" is recorded as appropriate on the transcript. A 
student who is suspended from the College is not 
eligible to return for one calendar year. ·suspension· is 
recorded on the transcript. A student who is dismissed 
from the College is not eligible to return. "Academic 
Dismissal· is recorded on the transcript. All notations 
are recorded within the appropriate semester from 
approximately 1950 to present. 
Additionally, "Disciplinary Suspension• and "Discipli-
nary Expulsion· are recorded within the appropriate 
semester from 1990 to present. Students may petition 
to remove "Disciplinary Suspension• from the transcript 
by appealing to the Vice President for Student life. 
NotifiCation of "Disciplinary Expulsion• will appear on 
the transcript for five years. Following that period, a 
student may petition the College to have this notation 
removed from the transcript. 
GRADUATION 
Application 
CHANGE 
The filing of a formal Application for Graduation with the 
OffiCe of the Registrar is required at least one semester 
prior to the semester in which the student expects to 
complete graduation requirements or for undergradu-
ate students after 92 semester hours. Specific 
application deadlines are available from the individual 
programs. Failure to make application by the proper 
date may delay graduation. A Regis cumulative grade 
point average grade of 2.000 is required in order to 
apply for graduation. 
ADD 
Application Information 
The Application for Graduation form must be submitted 
to the OffiCe of the Registrar before eligibility for gradu-
ation can be evaluated. This application should be 
submitted to the Office of the Registrar at least one 
semester prior to the semester in which the student 
expects to complete graduation requirements or for un-
dergraduate students when 92 semester hours have 
been completed and for graduate students when 24 se-
mester hours have been completed. The deadline for 
submitting graduation applications is the second Mon-
day of the first month of the semester in which the 
student anticipates completion of all degree require-
ments. A Regis cumulative grade point average of 
2.000 for undergraduate students and 3.000 cumula-
tive grade point average for graduate students is re-
quired in order to apply for graduation. Failure to apply 
by the deadline or falling below the required cumulative 
grade point average may delay graduation to a subse-
quent semester. 
Application Processing 
1. Each student completing course work at an insti-
tution other than Regis College must complete a 
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Concurrent Enrollment form in advance to ap-
prove transfer of credit to Regis. 
2. Letters of Early Grade Release are required ~ 
the Graduation Department, Office of the Re{!'S-
trar, five (5) working days before the graduation 
date for which the student has applied to gradu-
ate. 
3. All documentation of Portfolio credit, awards and 
offteial test score documentation must be re-
ceived in the Office of the Registrar five (5) days 
prior to the graduation date for which the student 
has applied to graduate. 
4. All offteial transfer transcripts from other institu-
tions documenting credit needed for fulfillment 
of a Regis degree requirement must be received 
bytheOfftee of the Registrar no later than four (4) 
weeks following the graduation date each se· 
mester. 
Delays in the receipt of these materials to the Office of 
the Registrar by the stated deadlines may delay gradu-
ation to a subsequent semester. 
DEGREE AWARD 
Students graduate the semester that all requirements 
are met and documentation of such is received by the 
Office of the Registrar. Incomplete grades, late appli-
cation for graduation, or late transcripts of transfer 
credit may cause the degree to be awarded at a later 
date. 
CAMPUS PROGRAMS 
DEGREE OFFERINGS 
Office: Office of Admissions 
Regis College 
West 50th Ave. and Lowell Blvd. 
Denver, CO 80221 
(303) 458-4900 
Degree Offer1ngs 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS 
MAJOR: 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MAJORS: 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
MAJORS: 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MAJORS: 
General Studies 
Communication Arts 
*Dance 
English 
French 
History 
Philosophy 
Political Science 
Religious Studies 
Sociology 
Spanish 
Theatre 
Theatre/English 
*Acting 
*Design/Theatre Technology 
*Musical Theatre 
*Theatre 
*Note: These majors are not available to incoming students. 
Accounting 
Biology 
Business Administration 
Emphases in: 
Finance 
International Business 
Management 
Marketing 
Chemistry 
Computer Information Systems 
Computer Science 
Economics 
Environmental Studies & Human Ecology 
Mathematics 
Professional Accounting 
Psychology 
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CAMPUS PROGRAMS 
Minor Areas 
REPLACE 
The minor area consists of 12 upper division h~urs, in 
which all grades must be ·c· or better, _selected 1n con-
sultation with the major advisor. The mrnor ~rea should 
lend support to the development of th_e m~JOr an_d t~ 
ultimate objective of the student. No mrnor rs requrred rf 
there is a double major. 
Minor areas available are: 
Accounting 
Art 
Biology 
Business Administration 
Chemistry 
Christian Leadership 
Communication Arts 
Computer Science 
CriminaJ Justice 
Economics 
Education 
Secondary Education 
English 
Environmental Studies and Human Ecology 
French 
German 
Hispanic Studies 
History 
Liberal Arts 
Mathematics 
Philosophy 
Physical Education 
Emphases in: 
Coaching 
Recreation 
Physics 
Political Science 
Psychology 
Religious Studies 
Sociology 
Spanish 
Theatre 
Writing 
DIVISIONS 
CHANGE 
DIVISION OF HUMANITIES 
Vacant Position, Director 
Fine Arts: 
Richard H. Stephenson, M.F.A., Ph.D. 
Communication Arts: 
Janellen Smith, Ph.D. 
English Language and Literature: 
Joanne Karpinski, Ph.D. 
Modem and Classical Language and Literature: 
Deborah Gaensbauer, Ph.D. 
DIVISION OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 
CHANGE 
Allee Reich, Ph.D., Director 
Education and Physical Education: 
William Kelly, Ph.D. 
History and Political Science: 
Terry Schmidt. Ph.D. 
Psychology: 
Gary Guyot, Ph.D. 
Sociology: 
Allee Reich, Ph.D. 
ACADEMIC 
INFORMATION 
niE CAMPUS ACADEMIC YEAR 
Undergraduate Programs 
CHANGE 
The academic year is divided into two semesters of_16 
weeks each. The first semester begins with Orientati~n 
Week in late August and ends in mid-Decem~r. It rs 
followed by a Christmas vacation of approxrmate~ 
three weeks. The second semester begins in e~ 
January and ends at approximately the close of the first 
week in May. 
The Summer Session extends from early May through 
the middle of August. 
Co"ectional Centers Program 
The academic year is divided into tour 1 0-week terms. 
ACADEMIC STANDING AND PENAL TIES 
Academic Suspension 
CHANGE 
Academic suspension is action taken by Regis College 
for any probationary student with an una~t~e 
grade pornt average. This renders him or her rnehgr~le 
to retum to Regis for a period of twelve months. Ounng th~t ti.me the student must satisfactorily complete (g~ 
of C or better) at least 12 semester credits (or equ!va· 
!ant. q~arter credits) at another regionaJiy accredrted 
rnstitution. The student must obtain prior approval fro~ R~is College of transferability of this course work. 
Th_rs action may be taken for any student whose cumu· lativ.~ grade point average has fallen below 2.000. In 
addrtion, such .action may be taken tor any student 
whosecumulatrve grade point average has fallen belOW 
a provisional grade point average agreed upon be· 
tween the student and the Director of Academic Advis· 
ing. Academic suspension is recorded on the studenfs 
permanent record (transcript). 
Criteria for determining if student may be suspended: 
1. Any student on academic probation whose cumula· 
tive grade point average has fallen below the mini-
mum standard established for his/her class level 
will, under ordinary circumstances, be suspended. 
CLASS CREJJ(T HOURS ATTEMPTED GPA 
Freshmen 0 to 29 1.600 
Sophomore 30 to 59 1.800 
Junior 60 to 91 2.000 
Senior 92 or more 2.000 
2. Any student on academic probation whose cumula· 
tive grade point average has fallen below 2.000 will 
be suspended, (the table in item #1 notwithstand· 
ing). 
3. Any transfer student accepted by Regis College on 
probation for the first 12 to 15 credit hours may be 
suspended at the completion of the 12 to 15 hours 
if his/her Regis cumulative grade point average is 
below 2.000. 
4. Commitment Program students are, by definition, 
on probation when they enter Regis College. The 
Commitment Program student is suspendable if a 
grade of ·c· or better is not earned in all Commit· 
ment courses, or if the cumulative grade point aver-
age falls below 1.600 (the standard established for 
all freshmen). 
5. Freshman Success Program Students are, by 
definition, on probation when they enter Regis 
COllege. The Freshman Success Program stu-
dent Is suspendable If a grade of "C" or better Is 
not eamed In all Freshman Success courses, or 
lfthe cumulative grade point average falls below 
2.000. 
6. Any student who has fulfilled an agreed-upon 
provisional grade point average for the semester 
may be given the status of Probation Continued. 
This is a student (usually a freshman) who has 
earned an extremely low cumulative grade point av-
erage and consequently finds it almost mathemati· 
cally impossible to attain a sufficiently high grade 
point average to restore him/her to Good Standing 
or even to place the student above the minimum for 
his/her class level. Such students have entered 
into an agreement with the Director of Academic Ad· 
vising who acts for an educational standards com· 
mittee. The agreed-upon grade point average is set 
within a range of what is a fair and reasonable ex-
pectation for the student in question (frequently be· 
tween 2.000 and 2.300). A student failing to make 
the agreed-upon grade point average for the semes-
ter is suspendable. 
7. Three semesters are the maximum a student may 
be on probation during his/her academic career. 
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(Commitment Program students have a maximum 
of three semesters after the completion of their first 
two semesters at Regis College.) Thereafter, failure 
to maintain a 2.000 cumulative grade point average 
will result in automatic suspension. 
8. Part-time students (those enrolled for 11 or fewer 
semester hours) and special students are held to 
the same standards as full-time students. 
CAMPUS PROGRAMS 
EXPENSES 
ADMISSION FEES 
Application Fee 
CHANGE 
A non-refundable fee of $30.00 is required with the 
completed application for admission from all new stu· 
dents, transfer students, and non-degree-seeking stu-
dents. 
Advance Deposits 
A non-refundable deposit of $100.00 is required for 
students enrolling at Regis College for the first time 
(new students, transfer students, and non-degree-
seeking students.) This deposit is applied to the stu· 
denfs account after the end of the drop/add period. 
For students who plan to live on campus, an additional 
non-refundable deposit of $100.00 is required each 
academic year. This $1 00.00 includes a $75.00 room 
reservation deposit which is applied to the studenrs 
account after the end of the drop/add period and a 
$25.00 dorm deposit which is applied to the studenfs 
account when he or she ceases to be a dorm resident 
or at the end of each spring semester. 
UNDERGRADUATE 
STUDENT CHARGES 
PER SEMESTER FOR 1990-91 
TUmON 
CHANGE 
Full-time, 12·18 credit hours .................... $4,720.00 
Part-time, per credit hour under 12 hours .... $ 307.00 
Overload, per credit hour over 
14 
18 hours in addition to 
the full-time rate .................................... $307.00 
STUDENT FEES 
Application Fee (One-time fee, 
paid upon submission of the prospective 
studenfs application to Regis) ................ $30.00 
Orientation Fee (One-time fee for 
new students) .......................................... $50.00 
Athletic Facilities Fee 
Full-time students .................................... $30.00 
Part-time students ...................................... $9.00 
Computer Services Fee .................................. $50.00 
Health and Counseling Fee (Full-time 
students only) ........................................ $75.00 
Student Activity Fee 
Full-time students .................................... $55.00 
Part-time students (6-11 credit hours) •..... $45.00 
Late Registration Fee (Per day) ...................... $30.00 
Course Drop/Add Fee (Each course)............ $10.00 
Course Withdrawal Fee (Each course) .......... $10.00 
Graduation Fee (One-time fee, paid in the 
final semester before graduation.) .......... $75.00 
Course and Program Fees 
Language Lab ...................................•.... $45.00 
Science Lab .............................................. $80.00 
StudentTeaching .......................................... $165.60 
Commitment Program .................................. $780.00 
Freshman Success Program ........................ $780.00 
Transcript Fee .................................................. $5.00 
1.0. Replacement Fee .................................... $15.00 
Returned Check Fee ...................................... $25.00 
HOUSING CHARGES 
Freshmen and sophomores who are unmarried and 
from outside metropolitan Denver are required to reside 
on campus and take their meals in the Student Center 
dining rooms. 
DeSmet and O'Connell Halls 
Double occupancy .................................... $1,155.00 
Regular single occupancy ........................ $1,365.00 
Large single occupancy (one student 
occupying a double occupancy room) $1 ,975.00 
West Hall 
Double occupancy .................... .. .............. $1 ,565.00 
Large single occupancy ............................ $2,710.00 
MEALPLANSANDCHARGES 
Every resident student is entitled to select one of 
several meal plans. The plans are designed to meet a 
variety of preferences and offer Dining Hall meals and/ 
or Cash Value in various combinations. The current 
student charge sheet lists descriptions of each plan. 
Cash Value consists of credit which may be used 
throughout the school year in the Dining Hall, the Snack 
Bar, the Ranger Station (for food items only), and for 
pizza delivery offered by the campus food service. 
Meals are served in the College Dining Hall of the 
Student Center. Three meals are served Monday 
through Saturday and two on Sundays and holidays. 
The Dining Hall is closed during vacation periods. All 
meals are carefully planned by a national food service 
firm specializing in the operation of college dining 
facilities. 
Upon selection of a meal plan, each student will be 
provided with a meal card. All students who live on 
campus must participate in a meal plan and off-campus 
students may participate if they wish. Meal plan serv-
ices are not transferable between students. 
Any student may purchase Cash Value in increments of 
$25.00 from the food service and may charge the cost 
to his or her student account. 
20 meals per week ...................................... $1,565.00 
15 meals per week ...................................... $1140.00 
1 0 meals per week ...................................... $1070.00 
75 meals per semester plus 
$350 cash value ......................... ........... $1140.00 
PAYMENT OF STUDENT ACCOUNTS 
Returned Checks 
CHANGE 
(\ny student who presents a check to the College that 
IS not. accepted for payment by the bank because of in-
suffiCient funds, nonexistence of an account or other 
reasons for which the student is responsible, ~charged 
a fee of $25.00. Within two weeks of the notification 
dat~, the st~dent must make payment by cash or 
cert1fl8d cash1er's check equal to the total of the invalid 
check plus the fee. Failure to do so may result in 
registration denial and a financial hold on academic 
transcrtpts and diploma. 
HEALTH AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE 
CHANGE 
Hosp~l!zation , dental care, and personal visits to or by 
a phys1c1an are the responsibility of the student and his 
or h~r parents or legal guardians. Charges for such 
serv1~s are sent directly by the physician, surgeon, or hosp1~1 to the student or the studenfs parents or legal 
guard1ans. 
Every precaution is taken in the College science labo· r~:es to provide !or the safety and well-being of ~ tv nts .. Ad:equate Instruction regarding the hazards 1nv~ ed IS ~1ven and, when necessary special safety 
equ1pment 15 provided. ' 
The College recommends that all students be covered 
by some form of hospital and surgical insurance. 
Student Accident and Sickness insurance can be pur-
chased by the student at the beginning of each semes-
ter through the Business Office. Policy terms and exclu-
sions should be carefully reviewed before enrollment. 
The present cost is $113.00 per semester or $301.00 
for an entire calendar year. The carrier is Guarantee 
Trust Life Insurance Company of Chicago, Illinois. This 
insurance supplements the routine care offered by the 
Student Health and Counseling Services. 
ADMISSION TO 
CAMPUS PROGRAMS 
Transfer Students 
ADD 
Students who wish to transfer to Regis should: 
1 . Request an application for admission from the 
Admissions Office of Regis College. 
2. Return the completed application with a $30.00 non-
refundable fee (check or money order). 
3. Submit official transcripts covering all course work 
taken from each college or university attended. Fail· 
ure to submit all previous transcripts of course 
work will lead to cancellation of admission or sus-
pension from the College. 
4. Submit evidence from the last college attended cer-
tifying that the student remains in good academic 
and disciplinary standing. 
5. Note that transcript evaluations are completed by 
the OffiCe of the Registrar at Regis College only after 
the student has been admitted. 
CAMPUS PROGRAMS 
CHANGE 
PROGRAMS OF STUDY AND CORE STUDIES 
REQUIREMENTS 
Candidates for Bachelor's degrees are required to com-
plete the following core studies requirements. In addi-
tion, departmental requirements for the major and minor, 
listed alphabetically in this section, must also be met to 
earn the bachelor's degree. 
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core Studies Requirements 51·62 SH 
Communication Arts 3 SH CA 21 0. 
Economic Systems 3 SH EC 200, PS 310, or 
SO 472. Additional 
courses may be OOded 
to this list at a later 
date. 
English Composition 3 SH EN 203, EN 325, or 
the equivalent. The 
course a student takes 
to fill this requirement 
is determined by a 
placement exam. 
Fine Arts Core 2 SH FAC 200. 
Literature/ 9-10 SH Included are one 200-
Humanities levelliterature/hu-
manities course 
(some humanities pre-
fix courses do not ful-
fill this requirement) 
and two courses from 
among 300.Ievel Eng-
lish literature or hu-
manities, and 400· 
level foreign language 
literature courses. 
Philosophy 6 SH PL 250 and one 
three-hour elective. 
Religious Studies 9 SH AS 200 and two 
three-hour electives. 
Social Sciences 9 SH Must include 3 hours 
of Non-U.S. History 
and EllliER, an 
addltlonal3 hours of 
any history, plus 3 
hours of one of the 
following: CJ, PS, 
PY, SO, OR 6 hours 
of one of the follow-
Ing: CJ, PS, PY, SO. 
Mathematics/Natural 7-9 SH 
Science 
Must include one 
course in Mathemat-
ics and one course in 
a Natural Science with 
a Jab. 
" 
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Foreign Language 
ACCOUNTING 
REPLACE 
0·8 SH The introductory level 
(first year proficiency) 
of a foreign language 
is required unless a 
student demonstrates 
proficiency through 
that level. 
Effective August ~ , ~ 990, the only accounting degree 
offered by the Division of Business will be the Profes· 
sional Accounting Degree. The major in Accounting will 
no longer be offered. The Professional Accounting 
Degree is designed for students who are preparing to 
take the CPA examination after graduation. The Pro-
fessional Accounting Degree does not require a minor. 
Students who have officially declared a major in Ac-
counting prior to August~ , ~990 , may continue their 
program for the major in Accounting. A Bachelor of 
Science Degree in Business Administration with an 
emphasis in accounting is available and is described in 
the Business Administration section of this Bulletin. 
CHANGE 
Departmental Regulations: 
~ . A student will not be permitted to enroll in an lnde· 
pendent Studies course or Special Studies course 
unless he/she has a grade point average of 3.000 or 
better. Any deviation from the above minimum 
grade point requirement will require approval of the 
Division Director upon recommendation of the stu· 
denrs advisor. 
2. A student will not be permitted to enroll in an Intern· 
ship unless he/she has a grade point average of 
2.500 or better. Any deviation from the above mini· 
mum grade point requirement will require approval 
of the Division Director upon recommendation of the 
studenrs advisor. Also, a student must be of junior 
or senior status to enroll for an Internship. A maxi· 
mum of nine (9) semester hours of Internship credit 
may be earned with only three (3) hours applying 
toward upper division major requirements. No more 
than one Internship may be taken each semes-
ter. 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS (AC) 
CHANGE 
AC 340. PRINCIPLES OF MANAGERIAL ACCOUNT-
ING (3). This course is an introductory study of man-
agemenrs use of accounting information. Topics in· 
eluded are cost accounting, break-even analysis, and 
financial statement analysis. Prerequisite: AC 3208. 
NOTE: Taught only In Career Programs. 
REPLACE 
AC 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN ACCOUNTING (3-9). 
Credit may be earned through faculty-directed field 
experience. Arrangements must be made in advance 
with the Internship Director and Division Director. 
Students majoring in Accounting or Professional Ac· 
counting may use up to three hours of AC 498E·W to 
meet their upper division major requirements. Up to 
three additional hours of internship credit may be ap-
plied to most minors, and another three hours may be 
used as general elective credit. In any case, no more 
than nine hours of internship credit from the Division of 
Business may be counted toward graduation. 
ASTRONOMY 
CHANGE 
AS 250. PRINCIPLES OF ASTRONOMY (3). This 
course is a basic survey of the universe for non-science 
majors. Topics include a brief history of astronomy, 
lunar exploration, planets, comets, asteroids, the sun, 
star properties, binaries, clusters and galaxies, and 
stellar evolution. Co-requisite: AS 25~ . 
AS 251. PRINCIPLES OF ASTRONOMY LABORA· 
TORY (1 ). This is a laboratory course to accompany 
AS 250. The lab includes observations, demonstra· 
tions, and student experimentation. 
BIOLOGY 
ADD 
B~ 206 • . INVESTIGATIVE BIOLOGY (6). This course 
~111 provade students an opportunity to experience an 
mtroduction to biological research in a college setting. 
Students will learn basic research skills for acquiring 
new. i~ton:nation about nature through active, hands-on 
participation. The course is directed toward minority 
students presently in their junior or senior year of high 
sC!'ool who have acquired an introduction to biological 
scaence and who have demonstrated scholastic ability 
and an interest in science careers. 
REPLACE 
BL4:42. INVESTIGATIVE BIOLOGY I (3). This course 
provides 8: general background of methods and funda· 
mental ~kills ~or undertaking original research. Stu· 
dents Will be g1ven experience in recognizing biological 
PfOblems, as!<i!"9 the •nghr questions, developing a 
p.an for ~btain1ng a~~wers, using biological journals 
and the library, acqu1nng data, using microcomputers 
to~ da~ handhng and statistical analyses, and writing a 
scaentifac paper. Prerequisites: BL 364 and BL 365. 
BL 443. INVESTIGATIVE BIOLOGY II (3). The 
student will undertake, with supervision, a selection of 
research projects so that all aspects of biological re-
search can be experienced, from recognizing a re-
search problem to writing a scientific paper. Prerequi-
site: BL 442. 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Areas of Emphasis 
REPLACE 
1. An area of emphasis consists of 9 upper division 
hours in one of the following areas: 
a. Accounting 
b. Finance 
c. International Business 
d. Management 
e. Marketing 
2. Each business (BA) course has a designation indi-
catingtowhichareaofemphasisitapplies. Courses 
for the accounting emphasis are listed with the 
prefix (AC) and are found in the Accounting section 
of the Bulletin. 
3. The Internship and Ethical Decision Making classes 
do not apply to the area of emphasis. However, it is 
strongly recommended that students take these 
courses. 
4. Students may elect to complete two areas of em-
phasis by taking an additional 9 hours in a second 
area. 
5. Recommended minors for Business Administration 
majors: 
a. Accounting: 
Accounting 
Economics 
Mathematics 
b. Finance: 
Accounting 
Economics 
Mathematics 
c. International Business: Political Science 
d. Marketing: Liberal Arts 
e. Management Liberal Arts 
CHANGE 
Departmental Regulations: 
1. A student will not be permitted to enroll in an Inde-
pendent Studies course or ~ial Studies course 
unless he/she has a grade po1nt average of 3.000 or 
better. Any deviation from the above minimum grade 
point requirement will require approval of the Divi-
sion Director upon recommendation of the student's 
advisor. 
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2. A student will not be permitted to enroll in an Intern-
ship unless he/she has a grade point average of 
2.500 or better. Any deviation from the above mini-
mum grade point requirement will require approval 
of the Division Director upon recommendation of 
the student's advisor. Also, a student must be of 
junior or senior status to enroll for an Internship. 
Internship credit cannot be applied to meeting 
requirements for an area of emphasis. No more 
than one Internship may be taken each semes-
ter. 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS (BA) 
ADD 
BA 216A. SUPERVISION SKILLS 1: INFLUENCE 
MANAGEMENT (1 ). Nothing is so critical to the sur-
vival and success of a leader as the ability to influence. 
This course focuses on influence practices, tactics, and 
concepts. Feedback on the use of influence practices 
and opportunity to develop an action plan to enhance or 
fine tune performance as an influencer are key compo-
nents of this course. NOTE: Taught only in Career 
Programs. 
BA 2168. SUPERVISION SKILLS 1: MANAGEMENT 
SKILLS (1). Management skills go beyond technical 
job knowledge. Skilled managers must be effective 
communicators, accomplished problem solvers. and 
excellent group facilitators. This course provides an in-
troduction to effective verbal communication, leader-
ship style theory and assessment, theories of motiva-
tion, and theories of group dynamics. NOTE: Taught 
only in Career Programs. 
BA 216C. SUPERVISION SKILLS 1: INTRODUC-
TION TO SUPERVISION {1). This course aims to 
develop a sound working knowledge of management 
principles and the skills required for successful super-
vision. Participants in this dass will acquire an under-
standing of the role and responsibilities of the supervi-
sor. Group presentation and small group discussion 
will cover such topics as management principles, role of 
the supervisor. responsibilities and skills, and availabil-
ity and utilization of services. NOTE: Taught only in 
Career Programs. 
REPLACE 
BA 230.1NTRODUCTION TO COMPUTING (3). This 
course introduces students to microcomputers and 
computer systems. It includes a general description of 
how a computer works and what it can do. The course 
recognizes the impact of the microcomputer on society 
and provides a unique basis for matching educational 
curricula to the realities of present-day student needs. 
The student will be introduced to major categories of 
software: word processing, databases, and electronic 
spread sheets. Students will learn to create and ma-
nipulate files . This is not a programming course. but the 
fundamentals of program design are introduced. Pre-
requisite: none. Cross listed with CS 200. 
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ADD 
BA 31 OA. BASIC ENGLISH REVIEW (1 ). This course 
examines the mechanics of basic English, with special 
emphasis on troublesome areas of business writing. 
Participants will review parts of speech, rules of gram-
mar and punctuation, and the elements of sentence 
structure. All exercises are designed to help partici-
pants recognize and correct errors, improve the clarity 
of their written communication, and gain skill and con· 
fidence in producing business writing. NOTE: Taught 
only in Career Programs. 
BA 310B. EFFECTIVE LISTENING SKILLS FOR 
MANAGERS (1). This course enables participants to 
assess their listening habits in the organizational set-
ting and to learn how to overcome barriers to effective 
listening through practical techniques. Through a vari-
ety of exercises, participants will focus on the different 
types of listening (understanding and retention, mean-
ing and implied meaning), learn the principles of effec· 
tive listening and become aware of their own listening 
habits. NOTE: Taught only in Career Programs. 
BA 310C. DEVELOPING PRESENTATION SKILLS 
(1 ). This course develops the basic skills necessary for 
the effective delivery of oral presentations in vanous 
settings. Participants will focus on skill building by 
designing and delivering different types of oral presen-
tations and receiving both class and instructor feed-
back. Videotape replay will be used and evening 
preparation time is required. NOTE: Taught only in 
Career Programs. 
BA 316A. SUPERVISION SKILLS II: COMMUNICA· 
TIONS TOOLS FOR MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE (1 ). 
This course gives participants the ability to successfully 
put into practice new communication techniques. The 
emphasis will be placed on how to build trust and 
rapport, deal with difficult people, exert influence, and 
direct discussions toward solutions. NOTE: Taught 
only in Career Programs. 
BA 316B. SUPERVISON SKILLS II: BUILDING 
DELEGATION SKILLS (1 ). This course provides par-
ticipants with an opportunity to assess, improve, and 
refine their delegation skills through exercises, discus-
sions, and case studies. Emphasis will be on increas-
ing organizational effectiveness by placing the deci-
sion-making process on a lower managerial level, pro-
viding a support system for subordinates to handle their 
increased responsibilities, and facilitating individual ac-
countability. NOTE: Taught only in Career Programs. 
BA 316C. SUPERVISION SKILLS II: ADVANCED 
SUPERVISORY DEVELOPMENT (1). This course is 
designed for first and second-line superisors who have 
taken Supervision Skills I and who want to further de-
velop their supervisory skills in team management, 
facilitation, and coaching. NOTE: Taught only inCa. 
reer Progams. 
BA 350A. HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT: 
PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL AND EFFECTIVE 
INTERVIEWING (1 ). This course provides an introduc-
tion to the performance appraisal and interview proc-
ess. Topics covered include legal issues in interviews, 
definition of a behavioral hypothesis, job/candklate 
profiles, performance standards, and effective perform· 
ance appraisal and follow-up systems. NOTE: Taught 
only in Career Programs. 
BA 3508. HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT: 
EEO/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND YOU (1). Equal 
opportunity and affirmative action affect many of the 
day-to-day decisions made by management. This 
course is designed to study the issues involved. It 
provides an overview of management responsibility in 
the areas of equal employment opportunity, affirmative 
action, sexual harassment, and discrimination. NOTE: 
Taught only in Career Programs. 
BA 350C. HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT: 
CORRECTIVE DISCIPLINE (1 ). Dealing with discipl~ 
nary problems can be one of the most difficult faoets of 
a supervisor's job. This course provides an introduction 
to the Coors discipline system. Topics included are 
preventing discipline problems, problem identification, 
and effective administration of discipline. NOTE: Taught 
only in Career Programs. 
BA 351 A. MANAGING EFFECTIVE WORK GROUPS: 
COORS EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT TRAINING (2). 
Employee involvement plays a significant role in a 
continued effort to fulfill the Coors Values Statement. 
The process of employee involvement has a positive 
effect on productivity, quality of work life, and employee 
job satisfaction. This course presents the appropriate 
tools and techniques for buildmg quality teams, as well 
as providing the mechanics necessary for a positive 
and successful application of the employee involve· 
ment team process. NOTE: Taught only in Career 
Programs. 
BA 352A. QUALITY CONTROL: JURAN ON QUAL· 
fTY !MPROVEMENT (1). This course is designed to 
prov1d~ an ori~ntation to concepts, tools, techniques, 
and sk1lls r~latmg to quality. It w ill provide the basiS for 
unders.tandmg the value of quality control and its impor· 
tan~ 1n successful operations. Topics include the 
proJec~ c_oncept, Pareto princip le, project diagnosis, 
remediation, and evaluation. NOTE: Taught only in 
Career Programs. 
BA352B. OUALFTYCONTROL: MANAGING QUAL· 
fTY (2). This course enables mangers to understand 
the need for quality improvement which is not limited to 
the r_nanufacturing function. Participants Jearn about 
q_uah!Y·related activities across the company. Empha· 
SIS w1~l be pi~ on the fundamentals of departmental 
pla~n.~ng, res1~ta~ce to planning, problem solving ~nd 
dec1s1on r:naking 1n the planning process, and the 1m· 
plementation and monitoring of realistic workable planS. 
NOTE: Taught only in Career Programs. 
CHANGE 
BA 361. VALUE ISSUES IN CONTEMPORARY B~S!NESS (3). This course addresses the ethical 
pnnc1ples of government and private business policies 
and the ethical issues which result from those policies. 
Prerequisite: PL 250. NOTE: Taught only in Career 
Programs. 
ADD 
BA 380. MANAGING IN A TECHNICAL ENVIRON-
MENT (3). This course focuses on general manage-
ment principles and the unique challenges represented 
in the management and/or supervision of •knowledge-
based" workers. Use of these newly acquired skills is 
reinforced through in-dass activities. Prerequisite: 
Junior-level standing. NOTE: Taught only in Career 
Programs. 
CHANGE 
BA 425. CONSUMER BEHAVIOR (3) (MKT).In this 
course students analyze the factors that influence con-
sumer behavior and use this knowledge to develop 
sound marketing strategies for goods and services. 
Prerequisite: BA 420. 
ADD 
BA 428. INTERNATIONAL MARKETING (3). This 
course presents the scope and challenge of marketing 
goods and services in foreign countries. The cultural, 
legal, political, geographic, technological, and eco-
nomic influences on international marketing will be 
discussed. This course also covers establishing mar-
kets, market research , distribution channels, export 
processes, and marketing strategies. Prerequisite: BA 
420. NOTE: Taught only in Career Programs. 
BA 429. ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION (3) . This 
is an introductory course in advertising and promotion 
principles. Emphasis will be placed on personal selling, 
mass selling, and sales promotion. Prerequisite: BA 
420. NOTE: Taught only in Career Programs. 
BA 440A. MANAGERIAL PLANNING (1) . This 
course provides project management personnel with a 
comprehensive program addressing effective planning 
and control. It studies organization, team building and 
developing, implementing and managing project plans. 
It also examines control schedules, resources, and 
costs. NOTE: Taught only in Career Programs. 
BA440B. MANAGERIALPLANNING(1). Thiscourse 
aims to develop further planning skills of project man-
agement personnel. Participants will gain increased 
knowledge in planning skills and the development of 
individual and staff planning abilities. The central focus 
of the program will involve discussion and demonstra-
tion of developing realistic and workable plans, over-
coming resistance to planning, and effective measures 
for plan implementation and monitoring. NOTE: Taught 
only in Career Programs. 
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CHANGE 
BA 441. GOVERNMENT FINANCE AND FISCAL 
POLICIES (3) (FIN). This course studies the economic 
effects of taxes and other sources of government reve-
nues, as well as decision processes involved in making 
public expenditures. It also covers the decisions made 
by professional financial managers working in the gov-
ernment sector. Cross listed with EC 450. Prerequi-
sites: EC 320 and EC 330. 
ADD 
BA 450A. HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
SKILLS II (1 ). Participants will learn how to evaluate 
specific behaviors and how to write objective perform-
ance data based on observation. They will Jearn how to 
present employee performance data to management 
and performance feedback to the employee. NOTE: 
Taught only in Career Programs. 
BA459A. LEADERSHIP SKILLS: MANAGING FOR 
INSPIRED PERFORMANCE (1 ). This course will 
define and develop the critical areas of high perform-
ance in management induding leadership, motivation, 
counseling, coaching, and confrontation skills. Addi-
tional topics include observation and feedback skills. 
NOTE: Taught only in Career Programs. 
BA 459B. LEADERSHIP SKILLS: IMPROVING 
MANAGERIAL EFFECTIVENESS (1 ). This course 
investigates leadership including how to manage for 
inspired performance and improve managerial effec-
tiveness. Emphasis will be placed on managerial 
objectives, conflict and change, effective communica-
tion, management in action, and improving individual 
effectiveness. NOTE: Taught only in Career Pro-
grams. 
BA 466A. MANAGEMENT SKILLS: LEADERSHIP/ 
PLANNING AND ORGANIZING (1 ). This course is 
part of a systematically designed series of modules in-
tended to address the role and responsibilities of to-
day's supervisor. This program offers in-depth training 
in areas critical to the success of supervisors. This 
module includes leadership, its role and requirements, 
as well as processes for planning, organizing vs. plan-
ning, and organizing skills. NOTE: Taught only in 
Career Programs. 
BA 466B. MANAGEMENT SKILLS: DECISION-
MAKING/PROBLEM-SOL VINGIDELEGA TION (1 ). 
This course is a continuation of BA 466A. It examines 
decision-making processes, definition of delegation, 
value of delegation, effective delegation, problem iden-
tification, and problem-solving methods. NOTE: Taught 
only in Career Programs. 
BA 466C. MANAGEMENT SKILLS: COMMUNICA· 
TION/MOTIVATION (1 ). This course is a continuation 
of BA 4668. It examines theories and methods of com-
munication and motivation, as well as the value of 
effective communication and motivation skills in the 
employee-supervisor relationship. NOTE: Taughtonly 
in Career Programs. 
CHANGE 
BA 470. PRINCIPLES OF REAL ESTATE (3) (FIN). 
This course includes a study of the laws governing real 
estate transactions, property appraisal, acquisition and 
sale of both residential and commercial property, and 
property management. Prerequisite: BA 430. Junior 
standing. 
BA 480. PRINCIPLES OF INSURANCE (3) (FIN). This 
course studies personal and commercial casualty and 
life insurance, and includes discussions concerning 
estate management. Prerequisite: BA 430. Junior 
standing. 
BA 481A. BUSINESS LAW I (3) (FIN). This course 
studies law and society contracts, agency and employ-
ment, sales, personal property and bailments. Pre-
requisite: Junior standing. 
ADD 
BA 494. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS (3). This 
course will examine the theoretical underpinnings of 
international economics. Emphasis will be placed on 
international trade theory, trade policy, exchange rate 
determination, factor movements, underdevelopment, 
balance of payments, national income, the international 
financial system and institutions, and regional trading 
blocks. Cross listed with EC 481. Prerequisites: EC 
320 and EC 330. NOTE: Taught only in Career 
Programs. 
REPLACE 
BA 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN BUSINESS (3-9). In 
this course credit is earned through faculty-directed 
field experience. Arrangements must be made in 
~dv~nce with ~he Internship ~irector. Students major-
mg rn Accountrng or Professronal Accounting may use 
up .t~ three ~ours o~ AC 498 E-W to meet their upper 
drvrsron maJor requrrements. Up to three additional 
hours of internship credit may be applied to most 
minors, and another three hours may be used as 
general elective credit. In any case, no more than nine 
hours of internship credit from the Division of Business 
can be counted toward graduation. 
CHEMISTRY 
CHANGE 
CH 431. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY (1). 
This course consists of one four-hour laboratory period 
per week with experiments to accompany CH 430A or 
CH 4308. Co-requisite: CH 430B. 
CH 496E-W. SPECIAL TOPICS IN CHEMISTRY (3) 
This course is an in-depth treatment of areas not 
normally covered in regular course offerings. The 
content will be selected from one or more of the follow-
ing areas: industrial, polymer, forensic, pharmaceuti-
cal, and environmental chemistry. chemical kinetics, or 
other topics of interestto groups of students and faculty. 
Prerequisite: Approval of the Department Chairperson. 
CH 498E-F. INTERNSHIP IN CHEMISTRY (3). This 
course offers a working environment in which practical 
experience in the application of chemistry is obtained 
under appropriate supervision. Arrangements must be 
made in advance with the Director of Experiential 
Education and the Chemistry Department Chairperson. 
Credit for this course may be applied to the major area 
only when special requirements are mel Prerequisite: 
Approval of the Director of Experiential Education and 
the Department of Chemistry Chairperson. 
DELETE 
CH 498F. INTERNSHIP IN CHEMISTRY (2). 
COMMUNICATION ARTS 
CHANGE 
lower Division Departmental Requirements: 
CA 230: Mass Media (3 hrs.) 
CA 306: Persuasion (3 hrs.) 
CA 310: Interpersonal Communication (3 hrs.) 
Upper Division Departmental Requirements: 
CA 495: Senior Seminar (1-3 hrs.) 
Upper Division Electives (Six courses to be selected 
from the following): (18 hrs.) 
CA 400: Intercultural Communication 
CA 401: Directing the High School Speech 
Program 
CA 403: Foren~ics Participation (Total of 
3 credrts; 1 credit per semester) 
Advanced Public Speaking 
Argumentation 
CA404: 
CA405: 
CA414: Small Group Communication (Cross 
listed With py 445) 
CA 415: Mass Communication Law 
CA 416: Public Relations 
CA 418: Organizational Communication 
CA 442.: Br~dcast Principles and Practices 
CCA 
445
· ~edra Concepts and Construction 
A 464: Frlm Criticism 
CA 474; News Writing and Reporting 
CA 486· Mass Communication and Society (CrosS 
listed With SO 486) 
CA 498= Internship in Communication Arts 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS (CA) 
REPLACE 
~~~s :EECH .COMMUNICATIONS (3). This course 
and an intro~~~ryrew of the process of communication 
ron to communication theory. It offers 
practical training in the fundamentals of effective pres-
entation for individuals in both public speaking and 
group communications settings. The discussion of 
contemporary issues and the analysis of public dis· 
course are emphasized. This course is required of all 
students seeking a bachelor's degree from Campus 
Programs. 
CHANGE 
CA 230. MASS MEDIA (3). This is a survey of 20th 
century mass communications media, stressing the 
socio-cultural impact of the media on the modem mind. 
It includes consideration of film, television, radio, and 
the print media. 
REPLACE 
CA 442. BROADCAST PRACTICES AND PRIN-
CIPLES (3). This course is a basic study of the structure 
and function of electronic media as institutional organi· 
zations, as social and political institutions, and as 
cultural phenomena. Theories of mass communication 
are surveyed and the broad impact of media is exam-
ined. Prerequisite: CA 230 or approval of the instructor. 
CA 445. MEDIA CONCEPTS AND CONSTRUCTION 
(3). This course is an exploration of the conceptualiza-
tion process for the design of mass media messages. 
Students will examine the role of audience research in 
the development of mass communication content and 
they will study the various research methods used to 
measure audience variables and message impact. 
Prerequisite: CA 230 or approval of the instructor. 
COMPUTER 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
ADD 
CS 241. PASCAL 1: CONTROL STRUCTURES (3). 
This is the first of a two-part format dealing with the topic 
of Computer Science. Basic concepts of computer 
organization will be discussed. Further, the course is 
concerned with: 1) developing a precise and logical 
methodolgy in reducing complex and unformatted data 
to algorithmic format, 2) providing a first look at the 
concepts and methodologies of structured program-
ming and design, and 3) explicating the uses and 
abuses of control structures. No assumption is made of 
any computer literacy. Prerequisites: MT 201 and MT 
231 orMT205orapprovalofinstructor. NOTE: Taught 
only in Career Programs. 
CS 333. SOL (3). This course undertakes a compre-
hensive introduction to the ANSI standard structured 
query language. Topics to be covered include various 
extensions to the language, design and implementation 
of a relational data base, data manipulation, joining 
tables, creating and using views, use of subqueries and 
data security and integrity. Prerequisites: MT 201 and 
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MT 231 or MT 205; CS 241. NOTE: Taught only in 
Career Programs. 
CS341. PASCALII: DATASTRUCTURES(3). This 
is the second of a two-part format dealing with the topic 
of Computer Science. The course moves from con-
cepts discussed in CS 241, dealing with computer 
organization, structured programming and design, and 
control structures, to the study of data structures, file 
organization, and file processing. Sound programming 
practices will continue to be emphasized. The PASCAL 
programming language will be used in presenting algo-
rithms used in the solution of problems. Prerequisites: 
CS 241 or approval of instructor. NOTE: Taught only 
in Career Programs. 
CS 360. ADA PROGRAMMING (3). The fundamental 
concepts of the Ada programming language are dis· 
cussed. Where appropriate, concepts analogous to the 
Pascal programming language are compared . The 
course lays the foundation for courses that discuss the 
more advanced features of Ada. This course assumes 
that the student already has a working knowledge of at 
least one third generation programming language such 
as PASCAL or Modula-2. 
CS 370. ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE (3). This course will 
provide the student with assembly language skills using 
a variety of source codes. The student will study ZBO 
8080, Tl, and DEC Macro-11 instructions. Source file 
creation using a variety of software editors and debug-
gars will be studied. Both mnemonic and opcode 
approaches to assembly language programming will be 
presented. Prerequisites: CS 220 orCS 225 orCS 230 
or CS 310, or approval of instructor. NOTE: Taught 
only in Career Programs. 
CHANGE 
CS 420. ADVANCED PROGRAMMING (3). This is a 
more advanced course in computing in which struc· 
tured programming skills are further developed. Ad· 
vanced features of program design and analysis, func-
tions, subroutines, arrays, records, files, debugging, 
testing and validation of larger programs, and docu-
mentation are topics that will be presented. The com-
puter language used in CS 420 may be different from 
the computer language the student teamed in the 
prerequisite CS course. Prerequisites: CS 340 and a 
programming language ( CS 220, CS225, CS 230, or 
CS 310) or consent of the Instructor. 
ADD 
CS 421. STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING (3). This 
course develops structured programming skills. Topics 
to be presented include structured programming as 
related to program design and analysis, functions, 
subroutines, arrays, records, files, debugging, testing 
and validation of larger programs and documentation. 
The course is based on a structured, multi-phased 
approach to program development. A series of steps 
involving the understanding of a problem, problem defi· 
nition, graphic design methodologies (structure ch~. 
etc.) and program specifiCation through psuedocodmg 
are used. Prerequisite: CS 320. NOTE: Taught only 
in Career Programs. 
CS 422. ADVANCED C PROGRAMMING {3). This 
course develops advanced programming skills using 
the C programming language. Topics to be presented 
include advanced features of C as related to program 
design and analysis, functions, subroutines, arrays, 
records, files, debugging, testing and validation of larger 
programs and documentation. The course is based on 
a structured, multi-phased approach to program devel· 
opment in the C programming language. The student 
will develop a series of modules which become part of 
a tool kit to be used in the development of future 
programs. The tool kit modules will include various 
graphics features of the C programming language. 
Prerequisite: CS 320. NOTE: Taught only in Career 
Programs. 
CS 423. ADVANCED ADA {3). This is a second course 
in the Ada programming language. It is an extension of 
the first course and investigates advanced features of 
the language including generics, access types, excep-
tions. advanced types, and tasking. Prerequisite: CS 
360. NOTE: Taught only in Career Programs. 
CS 424. GRAPHICS {3). This course provides an 
understanding of computer graphics, with an emphasis 
on graphics, algorithms, and code design. Other sub-
~ects that will be presented include graphical interfaces 
1mage generation, and user interaction. Prerequisite: 
CS 435. NOTE: Taught only in Career Programs. 
CS 481. OBJECT -oRIENTED DESIGN AND ANAL Y-
SIS (3). The fundamental concepts of the object-ori-
ented p~digr:n for software engineering are discussed. 
The obJect-onented approach is developed from the 
"object model" and compared and contrasted with the 
more traditional structured design approach. Examples 
of ~bject·oriented C¥lalysis and design are presented in 
vanous programmmg languages, especially Ada and 
C++. Several case studies are examined. Prerequi· 
sites: CS 360 and CS 423 or equivalent. CS 320 (or 
equivalent) is recommended. NOTE: Taught only in 
Career Programs. 
ECONOMICS 
CHANGE 
Departmental Regulations: 
1. A student will not be permitted to enroll in any 
Independent Studies course or Special Studies 
course unless he/she has a grade point a-..erage of 
3.000 or better: Any ~viation fr~m the above mini-
mum grade pomt reqwrement Will require approval 
of the Division Director upon recommendation of the 
studenrs advisor. 
2. A ~tudent will not be permitted to enroll in an Intern-
ship unless he/she has a grade point average of 
2.500 or better. Any deviation from the above mini· 
mum grade point requirement will require ap 
proval of the Division Director upon recorruneooa. 
tion of the studenrs advisor. Also, astudentll\.:$1 
be of junior or senior status to enroll for an lntem-
ship. A maximum of nine (9) semester hours of 
Internship c_redit may be earn~ .. ~ith on!'f threep) 
hours apply1ng toward upperdiVISionmajOrrequit~ 
ments. The remaining six (6) hours mustbelake!l 
in two separate courses in different semesters. No 
more than one Internship may be taken each 
semester. 
REPLACE 
EC 450. GOVERNMENT FINANCE AND FISCAL 
POLICY (3). This course studies the economic effects 
of taxes and the sources of government revenues, as 
well as the decision processes involved in makilg 
public expenditures. It also covers the decisions made 
by professional financial managers working in ttle 
government sector. Cross listed with BA 441. 
EC 480. INTERNATIONAL TRADE (3) (MKTORINT 
BUS). The focus of this course is on both the theoretiCal 
factors underlying international trade and the practical 
aspects of international business marl<eting. The course 
covers theories of comparative advantage, govern· 
ment efforts to restrict and support trade, and problems 
encountered in international marketing. Prerequisites: 
EC 320 and EC 330. Cross listed with BA 492. 
ADD 
EC 481. INTERNATlONAL ECONOMICS (3). This 
course will examine the theoretical underpinnings of 
international economics with emphasis on intemati~nal 
~ade theory, trade policy, exchange rate determ~t~a· 
tion, factor movements, underdevelopment, baJanCe.of 
payments, national income, the international finanoal 
system. and in.stitutions, and regional trading bJocJ<s. 
Cross listed With BA 494. Prerequisities: EC 320 and 
EC 330. NOTE: Taught only in Career Programs. 
CHANGE 
EC 495F-W. SEMINAR ON CURRENT ECONOMIC 
PROBLEM~ (3). The objective ofthiscourseis~tocus 
on economiC analysis of problems of current tmJ>O!:· 
tance. The Specific subject matter of the course will 
change as problems confronting our economy chanQ8· 
In general, the course will look into the background and 
effects of economic policies selected to deal with these 
problems. Prerequisites: EC 200, EC 320, EC 330, 
and consent of Instructor. 
ADD 
E~ 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN ECONOMICS (3-9). In 
this course credit may be earned through taculty-di· 
rected fieldwork. Arrangements must be made in fdv~nce With the Internship Director and Division Dir~· ~rt ~~nts may earn as many as nine hours of credit, 
P u on Y. . ree hours may be applied in the major area. 
rerequlslte: Approval by the Division Director. 
E 
EDUCATION 
DELETE 
ED 201. INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION IN TliE 
UNITED STATES (2). 
ED 203. RELDWORK IN EDUCATION IN TliE UNITED 
STATES (1). 
ADD 
ED 204. INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION IN TliE 
UNITED STATES (3). This course is a survey of theory 
and practice in American education based on analyses 
of current practices and future projections, historical 
contributions, philosophical approaches, and sociologi-
cal foundations. It also requires that each student be 
assigned to a Denver-Metro area school for 30 hours of 
field work. 
DELETE 
ED 448. TliE SCHOOL LIBRARY AS A CLASs-
ROOM (3). 
ED 587. TEACHING MICROPROCESSING IN ELE-
MENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS (3). 
ENGLISH 
ADD 
EN 474. COMPARATIVE LITERATURE: BACK· 
GROUNDS (3). This course will study significant works 
in English translations and in relation to their influence 
on the traditions embodied in English and American lit-
erature. 
CHANGE 
EN 480. TECHNICAL AND REPORT WRmNG (3). 
This is a course focusing on written communication in 
science, industry, and business. Students will practice 
a variety of forms of technical writing, including short 
recommendation and progress reports, laboratory or 
research reports, proposals, and feasibility studies. 
The need to evaluate each writing task in terms of 
purposes and audience will be emphasized. 
FINE ARTS: CORE 
ADD 
FAC 200. RNE ARTS: CORE (2). This course is an 
introduction to the arts as an expression of human 
values in all cultures. The class includes experiences 
in art, music, and theatre, and involves students in the 
processes of creative thinking. 
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FINE ARTS: DANCE 
REPLACE 
Courses in Dance are being phased out during the 
1990-1991 academic year. Students currently major-
ing in dance must complete all dance courses for the 
major by the summer of 1991 . Dance courses will no 
longer be offered beginning in the fall of 1991. 
FINE ARTS: MUSIC 
ADD 
FAM 448E·W. GUITAR ENSEMBLE (2). This course 
will utilize an acoustic ensemble with an emphasis on 
playing different styles of music, learning to use dynam-
ICS, rhythm, and harmonic structure. 
CHANGE 
FAM 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDIES IN MUSIC 
(1-3). Course work is available to students who wish to 
pursue interests which fall outside the normal bulletin 
offerings. The student should contact the music pro-
gram director to make arrangements. 
FINE ARTS:THEATRE 
REPLACE 
Major requirements for Theatre emphasis 
Lower division Theatre requirements: 
1. FAT 221 . Introduction to the Theatre 
2. FAT 223. Acting I 
3. Five semester hours FAT 300E-I. Technical 
Theatre Practicum and/or 
FAT 301 E-W. Practicum in Acting and Directing 
4. FAT 336. Fundamentals of Directing 
or 
FAT 313. History of the Theatre 
or 
FAT 339. Playwriting I 
Upper division Theatre requirements: 
5. FAT 423. Acting II 
or 
FAT 436. Directing the Play 
6. FAT 438. Drama Criticism 
7. FAT 439. Playwriting II 
or 
FAT 495E-W. Seminar in Theatre History 
8. FAT 490E-W. Independent Study in Theatre 
or 
FAT 498E-W. Internship in Theatre 
9. FAT 491 . Senior Project in Theatre 
10. Three semester hours of electiYe upper division 
theatre courses 
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS (FAT) 
REPLACE 
FAT 221 . INTRODUCTION TO TiiE THEATRE (3). 
This course is an introductory survey oftheartoftheatre 
through discussions about the fundamental elem~nts 
and forms of dramatic literature, acting, and techntcal 
theatre, and their signifiCance in contemporary society. 
ADD 
FAT 223. ACTING I (3). This course is designed for 
both the major and the non-major. It studies fundamen-
tal principles, theories, and practice to develop vocal 
and physical skills and interpretative theatre techniques. 
FAT 225. TECHNIQUES OF TiiEATRE PRODUC.. 
TION (3). This course studies the theory and practice of 
technical theatre skills. Students will be introduced to 
contemporary methods of scenery building and shift-
ing, stage lighting and sound, and costume and make-
up. Prerequisite: FAT 221 . 
FAT 300E-W. TECHNICAL THEATRE PRACTICUM 
(1-2). This course involves participation in the back-
stage production elements of a play produced by Regis 
College Theatre. Assigned work is specified in a 
contract created by the student and the instructor. This 
course is required of all theatre majors. 
REPLACE 
FAT 301E-I. THEATRE PRACTICE (1). This course 
involves participation in a play production by Regis 
College, either as an actor or as an aide in technical or 
backstage duties. One credit hour per production; no 
more than two credits per semester. This course is 
required of all theatre majors. Prerequisite: FAT 221 or 
approval of the instructor. 
DELETE 
FAT 318. STAGE MOVEMENT (2). 
FAT 323. ACTING I (3). 
ADD 
FAT 333. PERFORMANCE SKILLS FOR FILM AND 
TELEVISION (3). This course is designed to meet pre-
professional preparation needs for actors or students 
entering fields which utilize film and television in some 
facet of their operation. Students will develop camera 
presence and learn orK:amera performance tachniques 
1n various settings. 
FAT 402E-W. ADVANCED THEATRE PRACTICUM 
(1-2). This course involves advanced work in acting, di-
recting, or technical theatre on a play produced by 
Regis College Theatre. Specific assignments arranged 
with the instructor. Prerequisites: FAT 221 or FAT 223 
and approval of the instructor. 
FAT 418. STAGE MOVEMENT (2). This course in-
volves the study and practice of advanced stage move-
ment the development of properly centered move-
ment: relaxation techniques, pantomime, and stage 
fighting. Prerequisite: FAT 223 or approval of instruc-
tor. 
CHANGE 
FAT 422. ACTING TECHNIQUE WORKSHOP (2).1n 
this course visiting professional artists will train stu-
dents in acting techniques in an intensified time frame. 
Prerequisites: FAT 221 , FAT 223, and approval of the 
instructor. 
FAT 423. ACTING II (3). This course will study the 
theory and practice of the acting traditions of various 
periods, as well as the avant garde trends of contempo-
rary theatre. Cooperative classroom projects will be 
used. Prerequisites: FAT 221 and FAT 223. 
ADD 
FAT 460E-W. TOPICS IN THEATRE ART (3). This 
course explores current dramatic issues and subjects 
of special interest not regularly taught, such as theatre 
in contemporary politics, street theatre, specific thea!· 
rical styles, etc. 
FAT 490E-W. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN THEATRE 
(1-3). Students may design individual course work for 
in-depth investigation of problems or interests in theatre 
not covered by regular course offerings. Arrangements 
to be made with the Director of Theatre. 
ADD 
FAT 495E-W. SEMINAR IN THEATRE HISTORY (3). 
This course focuses on specific periods, including an in· 
dep~ study of their dramaturgy, stage practices, and 
theones. Students will be required to choose a play 
from~ periOd and research aspects of history, social 
~nnect1o~s. prOduction history, and its contemporary 
Interpretation. Prerequisite: FAT 313. 
DELETE 
FAT 495E. SEMINAR IN GREAT PERIODS OF 
DRAMA I (3). 
FAT 495F. SEMINAR IN GREAT PERIODS OF 
DRAMA II (3). 
ADD 
FAT ~SE-W. INTERNSHIP IN THEATRE (1-3). This 
~u~ Involves practical on-the-spot training in acting, 
directing! and technical theatre. Written requirements 
Will be stipulat~ by the instructor. Prerequisites: ap-
proval of the Director of Experiential Education, the 
Department Chairperson, and the Director of Theatre. 
DELETE 
FAT 498J. INTERNSHIP IN THEATRE (3). 
CHANGE 
THEATRE/ENGLISH 
Major Requirements: 
1. FAT 221-lntroduction to the Theatre 
FAT 301 E-W-Theatre Practice 
2. 12 upper division hours of English which must 
include the following: 
a. 3 hours of Shakespeare 
b. 3 hours of literature through the 18th 
century. excluding Shakespeare 
c. 3 hours of literature of the Romantic, 
Victorian, or Modem Periods 
3. 12 upper division hours ofTheatre Studies courses. 
4. The Fine Arts Theatre Area and the Eng I ish Depart-
ment must jointly approve any studenfs request for 
substitution of upper division courses. 
FRENCH 
ADD 
FR 423. TRANS LA TION/INTERPRETATIONICOM-
POSmON (3). This course gives practice in advanced 
composition, translation, and stylistic analysis in French 
and is intended to develop grammar, vocabulary, and 
analytic skills in a contemporary and realistic context. 
Prerequisite: FR 3098 or equivalent. 
HISTORY 
CHANGE 
HS 442. HISPANIC CIVILIZATION (3). This course 
studies the development of Spain from prehistoric times 
to the present. Emphasis is placed on historical and 
cultural developments. Major themes include Moorish 
culture, the Reconquista, the Catholic kings, economic 
and political decline, the Bourbon reforms, and the 
Spanish Civil War. 
HS 464. 19TH CENTURY EUROPE, 1789-1914 (3). 
This course studies the great age of European dyna-
mism. Emphasis is placed on political and economic 
events. Major themes include the French Revolution, 
industrialization, the rise of the working classes, Marx-
ism, the unification of Italy and Germany, nationalism, 
the New Imperialism, and the origins of World War I. 
HS 465. EUROPE SINCE 1914 (3). This course studies 
the transformation of Europe following World War I. 
Emphasis is placed on economic, political, and ideo-
logical developments. Major themes include World War 
I, Versailles, the rise of totalitarianism, World War II, the 
collapse of the European empires, and the loss of 
European pre-eminence. 
HS 468. MODERN GERMAN HISTORY (3). This course 
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studies the course of German history from 1815 to 
1945. Particular attention is given to the age of revolu-
tion, the evolution of German nationalism, the unifica-
tion movement, Bismarck and imperial Germany, the 
First World War and Versailles, the Weimar Republic, 
Hitler and the Third Reich, and Germany's involvement 
in World War II. Special emphasis is placed on the 
origins of the Third Reich. Prerequisite: HS 214 or 
approval of the instructor. 
HONORS PROGRAM 
CHANGE 
FROM THE REGULAR CORE 
(* indicates availability as a special Honors section) 
Social Science (3) 
Laboratory Science (4) 
Mathematics (3) 
English Composition (EN 325 recommended) (3) 
Foreign Language (1st Year Proficiency) 
* RS 200 (3) 
* CA210 (2) 
* PL250 (3) 
* FAC 200 (2) 
English Literature or Humanities (3) 
Non-US History (3) 
NOTE: Honors Students are encouraged to take the 
Humanities Colloquium (HU 201/202) to fulfill their 
literature/humanities and non-US history requirements. 
CHANGE 
HO 328E-W/428E-W. ECONOMY AND TECHNOL-
OGY (4). Courses in this area of concentration study 
the provision and distribution of the materials which 
shape our lives and compare our present situation with 
that of our contemporaries elsewhere and with socie-
ties at other times in human history. 
HO 338E-W/438E-W. NATURE AND THE COSMOS 
(4). These courses investigate how the human mind 
relates to the physical universe and show how scientific 
discovery relates to the culture in which it takes place. 
ADD 
HO 348E-W/448E-W. PERSONAL VALUES (4). 
Courses in this area concentrate on the development of 
values and ideals. They explore aesthetic, ethical, and 
social values, how these interrelate, how we judge their 
appropriateness and completeness, as well as the 
psychological processes at work in values acquisition. 
CHANGE 
HO 368E-W/468E-W. TRANSCENDENCE/ULTIMACY 
(4). These courses focus on the major ways in which 
human beings have understood the Divine, the Good, 
the One. They include inquiry into the origin and nature 
of the human quest for transcendence and the study of 
the major issues raised about traditional understand-
ings of the transcendent by the modem world. 
HO 378E-W/478E-W. THE POLIS: HUMAN POLm-
CAL AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATION (4). Courses in 
this area will analyze major theoretical statements and 
literary models of how human society might best be 
organized, as well as some major historical examples of 
how, in fact. sodal organization has been achieved. 
HO 400. HONORS SEMINAR (4). This seminar is the 
final step in the honors program. providing an integra-
tive overview of the other seminars. Students meet 
regularly to act as a guiding committee for individual 
honors projects devised by the students in consultation 
with the Director. 
HO 490E-W.INDEPENDENT STUDY (1-3). With the 
consent and collaboration of an instructor and the 
approval of the Director of the Honors Program, an 
individual student is given the opportunity to explore an 
idea, an issue, a problem or project from an interdisci-
plinary perspective. 
Students interested in the Honors Program should 
contact the Director of the Program. 
HUMANITIES 
ADD 
HU 204. HUMANITIES THROUGH THE ARTS: 
CLASSICAL PERIOD THROUGH THE 19TH CEN-
TURY (3). This is a values-based historical survey of 
the arts in the western world. Important works of 
painting, sculpture. architecture. literature. music and 
dance from the classical period through the nineteenth 
century are studied with the goal of understanding 
artistic styles and the values revealed by them. NOTE: 
Taught only in Career Programs. 
LATIN 
ADD 
LT 301 A. INTERMEDIATE LATIN (3). This is an intro-
duction to classical Latin literature. prose and poetry. 
with readings from Cicero. Catullus. Horace, and Vergil 
and further study of Latin grammar. Prerequisite: L T 
201A and LT 201 B or equivalent. 
MATHEMATICS 
CHANGE 
MT 100. REMEDIAL MATHEMATICS (0). This course 
is for students who are defiCient in high school mathe-
matics. Three lectures per week. Prerequisite: Place-
ment exam. (See department regulation I 1.) Pass/No 
Pass grading only. 
PHILOSOPHY 
ADD 
PL 405. ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL PHILOSOPHY (3). 
This course is an examination of the origins of philoso-
phy in ancient Greece and traces the development of 
philosophy up to the medieval syntheses. The focus is 
on how the classical world view developed a hierarchi· 
cal vision of reality. Major figures studied include Plato, 
Aristotle. the Stoics, Augustine. and Aquinas. Pre· 
requisite: PL 250. NOTE: Taught only in Career 
Programs. 
PL 406. SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH CEN-
TURY PHILOSOPHY (3). This course is an examina-
tion of the intellectual revolution that occurred in the 
17th and 18th centuries constituting a radical break with 
the classical world. Emphasis is placed on to how philo· 
sophical discourse of the Renaissance and Enlighten· 
ment forms the underpinnings of much of our world· 
viewtoday. Prerequisite: PL250. NOTE: Taughtonly 
in Career Programs. 
PL 407. NINETEENTH CENTURY PHILOSOPHY (3). 
This course is an examination of the intellectual revolu· 
tion of the 19th century. Study is focused on how 
historical change came to be seen as the key to the 
nature of everything. Major fiQures studied include 
Hegel, Marx. Kierkegaard. Darw1n, Mill, and Neitzsche. 
Prerequisite: PL 250. NOTE: Taught only in Career 
Programs. 
PL 408. TWENTIETH CENTURY PHILOSOPHY (3). 
This course will examine 20th century developments in 
philosophy. It will focus on what has been called the 
•linguistic _tum· in philosophy; that is, the notion that 
language IS the space within which our understanding 
of reality and ourselves takes place. The ubiquity of 
lang~age ~-how itforced philosophy to re-evaluate its 
own identity 1s explored. Major figures studied are 
Jones, Dewey, Sarte, Camus. Wittgenstein, Whitehead, 
Macintyre, Foucault, Derrida, and Rorty. Prerequisite: 
PL 250. NOTE: Taught only in Career Programs. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ADD 
PE.~O. WEIG_HTTRAINING (1). Thiscoursewillstudy 
res~ti~ exerose emphasizing individual programs trom beg1~m~g through advanced levels. The student will 
~1ve l~struetion in the use of free weight and rna· ch1n~. different types of resistive exercises, correct 
tec~mque for exercises. and safety procedures in the we~~~ room. Additionally, the student will learn about 
!lexlbihty, a~aerobi~ and aerobic exercises, and their 
Importance m relation to resistive training. 
PHYSICS 
CHANGE 
PH 205B. GENERAL PHYSICS LABORATORY II (1). 
A continuation of PH 205A. Accompanies PH 202B and 
PH 204B. Fee required. 
PH 250. MODERN REVOLUTIONS IN PHYSICAL 
SCIENCE (3). The goal of the course is to trace the 
development of the radical changes in our understand-
ing of nature at the level of the atom and of light. The 
historical period to be studied begins with the quantum 
hypothesis of Max Planck in 1900 and continues to the 
present. In the course the student will study the major 
innovations in proper time sequence and will be able to 
duplicate some of the famous experiments which pro-
vided verifications of the new theories. This course sat-
isfies the general studies science requirement. Co-re-
quisite: PH 251 . 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
CHANGE 
Major Requirements: 
1. PS 205-lntroduction to Political Science 
2. PS 215-United States National Politics 
3. PS 231-lntemational Relations 
or 
PS 241-Gomparative Politics and Government 
4. 18 upper division hours of Political Science courses 
to include one course in each of the following areas: 
a. United States (403, 406,407,413,414,416, 
421, 495J) 
b. International or Comparative (432, 439, 445, 
449, 450, 495G,495H) 
c. Political Thought (482E-W) 
d. Internship In Political Science 
CHANGE 
PS 400. UNITED STATES CONSTITUTIONAL LAW I 
{3). This course is a study of the development of the 
U.S. Constitution in the areas of judicial review, execu-
tive and legislative powers, federalism and the frame-
work of the U.S. government. The case method will be 
employed. 
PS 401. UNITED STATES CONSTITUTIONAL LAW II 
{3). This course is a study of the development of the 
U.S. Constitution in the areas of civil rights and civil 
liberties with a focus on due process of law, rights of 
persons accused of crimes, rights of privacy, criminal 
procedure, freedom of expression, association and 
religion, and equality under the law. The case method 
will be employed. 
ADD 
PS 416. THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS AND 
THELEGISLATIVEPROCESS(3). Thiscourseexam-
ines the U.S. Congress, its procedures, structures, per-
sonnel, powers and restraints with special attention 
given to its relationships to other government forces. 
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CHANGE 
PS 432. INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL ECONOMY 
(3). This course is a review and analysis of the interac-
tions and interrelationships between political and eco-
nomic factors at the global level, including such topics 
as monetary management, trade, multi-national corpo-
rations, foreign aid, cartels, and debt. Both the Western 
System and the North-South System will be consid-
ered. Prerequisites: PS 205 and 231 or permission of 
the Instructor. 
PS 439. UNITED STATES FOREIGN POLICY SINCE 
WORLD WAR II (3). This course reviews and evaluates 
the nature and conduct of U.S. foreign policy since 
1945, emphasizing the policies adopted by the U.S. to 
deal with the perceived international system. Both 
intended outputs and actual outcomes of policy will be 
discussed. Contemporary challenges will be consid-
ered. Prerequisites: PS 205 and 231 or permission of 
the Instructor. 
PS 445. COMPARATIVE PUBLIC POLICY (3). This 
course is a comparative examination of public policy in 
western industrialized nation-states emphasizing the 
interaction and interdependency of politics and eco-
nomics. Basic issues of public policy, including distribu-
tion, extraction, and regulation will be described and 
evaluated with a concern for identifying both the range 
of possible choices and the actual outcomes of adopted 
policies in a variety of circumstances and conditions. 
Prerequisites: PS 205 or PS 241 or permission of the 
instructor. 
PS 449. COMPARATIVE FOREIGN POLICY (3). This 
course is a comparative study and analysis of the 
foreign policies of a variety of important contemporary 
nation-states, emphasizing their views of the interna-
tional system, foreign policy objectives, policy-making 
and implementing processes, foreign policy outputs, 
and the outcomes of policy. Prerequisite: PS 215, PS 
231 or PS 241 or permisston of instructor. 
ADD 
PS 493E-W. SEMINAR: INTERNATIONAL POLl-
TICS (3). This course is an intensive study of selected 
issues and problems of International Politics, with special 
emphasis on individual research interests. It includes 
preparation and presentation of a major research proj-
ect. Enrollment is limited to junior and senior level 
students. 
PS 494E-W. SEMINAR: COMPARATIVE POLITICS 
(3). This course is an intensive study of selected issues, 
problems, and regions in comparative politics, with 
special emphasis on individual research interests. It 
indudes the preparation and presentation of a major 
research project. Enrollment is limited to junior and 
senior level students. 
PS 495E-W. SEMINAR IN POLITICAL SCIENCE (3). 
This is an intensive study of selected topics, issues, or 
problems in political science. Enrollment is limited to 
junior and senior level students. 
... 
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PS 496E-W. SEMINAR: UNITED STATES POLmCS 
(3). This is an Intensive study of selected issues of U.S. 
politics, with special emphasis on individual r~search 
projects. It includes preparation a~d pr~senta~o~ of a 
major research project. Enrollment IS limited to JUniOr or 
senior level students. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ADD 
PY 462. BEHAVIORAL AND STRESS MANAGE· 
MENT (3). This course is an examination ~f current 
techniques used in the treatme~t o~ ~hav1or~l ~nd 
physiological problems as seen 1n clinical and mst1tu· 
tional settings. Topics include stress management, 
relaxation therapy, biofeedback, desensitization, as-
sertiveness training, cognitive therapies, modeling, re-
inforcement, punishment, programmed instruction and 
other behavioral management techniques. Prerequi· 
site: PY 250. NOTE: Taught only in Career Programs. 
CHANGE 
PY 490E-W INDEPENDENT STUDY (1-3). This course 
is for advanced psychology students and is to be 
arranged through the department chairman. Prerequi· 
site: junior standing. 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
CHANGE 
Major Requirements: 
1. Lower division prerequisites: 
a. AS 200- Introduction to Relig ious Studies 
b. RS 300 - Introduction to Biblical Studies 
c. Either of the following: 
RS 301 -Introduction to the Christian Faith 
RS 360- Christian Values 
2. 18 upper division hours of Religious Studies (RS, 
RC, or RE courses applicable) which must include 
the following: 
a. Biblical Studies course (3 hours} 
b. Non-Christian Religion course (3 hours) 
c. Systematic/Philosophical Theology course (3 
hours) 
3. Senior Synthesis (RS 499) 
4. Senior Comprehensive Exam 
Minor In Religious Studies: 
1. 12 upper division hours of Religious Studies 
selected with the approval of the major advisor. 
ADD 
Minor in Christian Leadership: 
1. Lower Division Prerequisites: 
a. RS 200 - Introduction to Religious Studies 
b. RS 340- Christian Ministry 
(Also recommended: RS 300 - Introduction to 
Biblical Studies) 
2. Participation in the Christian Leadership Advising 
Group. . . . 3. 12 upper division hours of Reltg1ous StudieS (RS,RC, 
or RE courses applicable) which must include at 
least one •Faith and Justice Institute" core course. 
4. Christian Leadership Internship (arranged with stu· 
dent's advisor). 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS (RELIGIOUS STUDIES) 
REPLACE 
RS 300. INTRODUCTION TO BIBLICAL STUDIES 
(3). This course is a survey of the Hebrew and Christian 
Scriptures (Old and NewT estaments) which introduces 
the resources and methods of modem academic study 
of the Bible. 
ADD 
RS 305. OLD TESTAMENT THEMES (3). A survey of 
the history, cultural background, and literature of the 
Old Testament focusing on specific Old Testament 
themes. No previous background in biblical studies is 
required. NOTE: Taught only in Career Programs. 
RS306. NEWTESTAMENTTHEMES(3). Asurveyof 
the history, cultural background, and literature of the 
New Testament, emphasizing the person of Jesus and 
the Gospels and writings of Paul. No previous back-
ground in biblical studies is required. NOTE: Taught 
only in Career Programs. 
RS4051. ISSUES IN CONTEMPORARY CHRISTIAN-
ITY: POVERTY AND HOPELESSNESS (3). Each 
phase of Issues in Contemporary Christianity will deal 
with one major issue or area selected from the range of 
practical issues that face contemporary Christianity. 
This course will survey contemporary Christian thought 
on the issue of poverty and hopelessness, as well as 
relevant resources from the social sciences, philoso· 
phy, and the humanities. Cross listed with SO 4051. 
Prerequisite: AS 200. NOTE: Taught only in Career 
Programs. 
RS 422. JESUS OF NAZARETH (3). This course is .a 
study of Jesus of Nazareth, the signifiCance of h1s 
person, life and message in the context of his historical 
exiStence, and the faith traditions of Christian ~pies. 
Prerequisite: RC 220A or RC 220B. NOTE: Taught 
only in Career Programs. 
RS 498E-W. INTERNSHIP IN RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
(1.-3). This course is taken by arrangement with the 
Director of Experiential Education and the Department 
Chairperson. 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS (RELIGION AND 
CULTURE) 
RC 410. NATIVE AMERICAN RELIGIOUS TRADI-
TIONS (3). This course is a survey of major themes in 
the m~. and ritual systems of selected Native Ameri· 
can. rellg10-culturaJ traditions. Attention will be given to 
Native American groups representing varied geographi· 
cal regions of North America (e.g. Woodlands Plains 
Southwest). Prerequisie: RC 220A or RC 2208.' NOTE: 
Taught only in Career Programs. · 
SOCIOLOGY 
ADD 
SO 4051. ISSUES IN CONTEMPORARY CHRISTlAN-
ITY: POVERTY AND HOPELESSNESS (3). Each 
phase of Issues in Contemporary Christianity will deal 
with one major issue or area selected from the range of 
pr~ctical issues that face contemporary Christianity. 
Thrs course will survey contemporary Christian thought 
on the issue of poverty and hopelessness, as well as 
relevant resources from the social sciences, philoso-
phy, and the humanities. Cross listed with AS 4051. 
Prerequisite: AS 200. NOTE: Taught only in Career 
Programs. 
~0 418. THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT (3). This course 
~s ~ ~tudy 9f the causes, dynamics and effects of the 
rndrvrdual, rnterpersonal, and collective action of the 
wom.e~·s movement from 1900 to the present. Pre-
reqursrte: SO 325. NOTE: Taught only in Career 
Programs. 
CHANGE 
. so ~51. JUVENILE DELINQUENCY (3). This course 
rs an rn-depth study of the theories and current research 
on the causes and treatment of crime among American 
youth. Cross listed with CJ 451 . Prerequisite: S0200 or 
consent of the instructor. SO 350 is recommended. 
SPANISH 
ADD 
SP 423. TRANSLATION/INTERPRETATION/COM-
POSITION (3). This course gives practice in advanced 
composition, translation, and stylistic analysis in Span· 
ish and is intended to develop grammar, vocabulary, 
and analytic skills in a contemporary and realistic con-
text. Prerequisite: SP 3098 or equivalent. 
ASSOCIATE OF 
ARTS DEGREE*: 
CORRECTIONAL 
CENTERS 
CHANGE 
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Students will be required to complete a total of 60 se-
mester hours with a grade point average of 2.000. At 
leas~ 12 semester hours must be completed through 
RegiS College. The following courses are required for 
the Associate of Arts in General Studies: 
English Composition (EN203 or higher) .................. 3 
Literature and/or Humanities .................................... 6 
Mathematics ( MT 201 or higher) .............................. 3 
Philosophy and o A r · Stud' r e rgrOUS res ........................ 9 
Social Sciences ........................................................ 6 
Electives ................................................................ 33 
TOTAL COURSE REQUIREMENTS ...................... 60 
A ·c· (2.000) grade point average is required for gradu-
ation. Students must complete at least 12 semester 
h~urs through Regis College. All other academic poli-
CI9S and procedures listed in the Regis College Bulletin 
and Supplements are in effect for this program . 
"!f!is degree is offered only through the Regis Correc-
tiOnal Centers Program. Contact Gil Gardner, Ph.D., 
Executive Director, or John Palan, Ph.D., Director. 
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CAREER PROGRAMS 
DEGREE AND CERTIFICATE OFFERINGS 
Degree Offerings 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
In the text which follows, the acronym RECEP means REgis Career Education Program I or II 
Program: Recep II 
CHANGE 
Office: 
Major: 
Minors: 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Program: 
CHANGE 
Office: 
Majors: 
Adult Learning Center 
Lowell Campus 
(303) 458-3530 
Religious Studies 
Business Administration 
Computer lnfonnation Systems 
Philosophy 
Psychology 
Economics 
Sociology 
Women's Studies 
No minor required if second degree 
University Without Walls 
Adult Learning Center 
Lowell campus 
(303) 458-4300 
Th«: foll~wing are examples of majors available throughout th" Oth r m~Jors 1n areas sue~ as humanities, social sciences fine arts1s ~~~~~~tics :nd 
SCience may be available through consultation with a UI.JIN./ advisor. 
Business Management 
Business/Journalism 
Communication 
Counseling 
Cross-Cultural Studies 
Geology/Geophysics 
Holistic Health Care 
Human Services 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
ADD 
CHANGE 
ADD 
Program: 
Office: 
Majors: 
Minors: 
Double Major 
Double 
Emphasis 
Legal Studies 
Minority Studies 
Natural Sciences 
Public Administration 
Research and Statistics 
Science 
Vocational Rehabilitation 
Women's Studies 
Recep I 
Colorado Springs Campus 
(719) 634-3706 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Emphases in: 
Finance 
Flexible 
International Business 
Management 
Marketing 
Computer lnfonnatlon Systems 
Computer Science 
Professional Accounting 
.,.echnlcal Management 
Accounting 
Business 
Business Communications 
Communication Arts 
Computer Science 
Criminal Justice 
Economics 
Mathematics 
Philosophy 
Psychology 
Religious Studies 
Social Science 
Sociology 
Split Minor 
No minor required If second degree 
* This major is not available to incoming students 
A double major is available. A minor area is not required when a multiple major 
is selected. All requirements for both majors must be met. 
The double emphasis is only available for the Business Administration major. 
The student must complete the four upper division Business Administration re-
quirements and nine (9) credit hours of upper division courses in each of any two 
of the four Business Administration emphases: 
Finance 
International Business 
Management 
Marketing 
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Program: 
CHANGE 
ADD 
Office: 
Majors: 
Minors: 
Double Major 
Double 
Emphasis 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Program: 
Office: 
Majors: 
Minor: 
Recep II 
Adult Learning Center 
Lowell Campus 
(303) 458-3530 
Business Administration 
Emphases in: 
Finance 
Flexible 
International Business 
Management 
Marketing 
Computer Information Systems 
Technical Management• 
Business Administration 
Computer Information Systems 
Economics 
Philosophy 
Philosophy and Religious Studies 
Psychology 
Religious Studies 
Sociology 
women's Studies 
No minor required if second degree 
"This major is not available to incoming students. 
A double major is available. A minor area is not required when a multiple major 
is selected. All requirements for both majors must be met. 
The double emphasis is only available for the Business Administration major. 
The student must complete the four upper division Business Administration re-
quirements and nine (9) credit hours of upper division courses in each of any two 
of the four Business Administration emphases: 
Finance 
International Business 
Management 
Marketing 
Regis In Sterting 
Sterling Campus 
(303) 522-6600 (x616) 
Business Administration 
Technical Management• 
Sociology 
No minor required if second degree 
"This major is not available to incoming students. 
ADD 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Program: 
Office: 
Major: 
Minors: 
ADD 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Program: 
Office: 
Majors: 
Minors: 
ASSOCIATES OF SCIENCE 
Program: 
Office: 
Majors: 
CERTIFICATE OFFERINGS 
Program: 
Regis in Wyoming 
Cheyenne Campus 
(307) na-1282 
Business Administration 
Split minor - six semester hours of upper division course work in 
each of two areas: 
Communications Arts 
Computer Information Systems 
Social Sciences 
Sociology 
Regis in Wyoming 
Gillette Campus 
(307) 682-6372 
Business Administration 
Nursing (proposed) 
Split minor -- six semester hours of upper division course work in 
each of two areas: 
Communication Arts 
Computer Information Systems 
Sociology 
United States Army Medical Equipment and Optical School 
Fitzsimons Army Medical Center 
•Biomedical Equipment Maintenance 
•Biomedical Electronic Equipment Maintenance 
•Biomedical X-Ray Equipment Maintenance 
•Biomedical Equipment Specialist 
~hese majors are not available to incoming students. 
Master of Arts Adult Christian Community Development 
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CHANGE 
Office: 
Certificate: 
ADD Program: 
Office: 
Certificate: 
CHANGE 
Program: 
Office: 
Certificate: 
CHANGE 
Program: 
Office: 
Certificates: 
Program: 
Office: 
ADD Office: 
Certificate: 
Program: 
Adult Learning Center 
Lowell Campus 
(303} 458-1845 
Professional Certificate in Adult Christian Community Development (prior 
Master's Degree required} 
MNM 
Adult Learing Center 
Lowell Campus 
(303} 458-4334 
Certificate in Nonprofit Management 
Recep I 
Colorado Springs Campus 
(719} 634-3706 
Second Major 
Recep II 
Adult Learning Center 
Lowell Campus 
(303} 458-3530 
Computer Information Systems 
Management 
Second Major 
Recep II 
Coors/On-Site 
(303} 2n-2a11 
IBM/On-Site 
Boulder campus 
(303) 530-9514 
Second Major 
University Without Walls 
CHANGE 
Office: 
ADD 
Certificates: 
Adult Learning Center 
Lowell campus 
(303) 458-4300 
Certificate in Management 
Second Major 
MASTER OF ARTS IN ADULT CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNITY SERVICE AND ADMINISTRATION 
CHANGE 
Program: MAACCD/MACSA 
Office: Adult Learning Center 
Lowell Campus 
(303) 458-1845 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Program: 
Office: 
Emphases in: 
Program: 
Office: 
Emphases in: 
Program: 
Office: 
MBA--Denver 
Adult Lear1ng Center 
Lowell Campus 
(303) 458-4080 
Finance and Accounting 
Individualized (not recorded on diploma or transcript) 
Information Systems 
International Business 
Marketing Strategy 
Operations Management 
MBA--Colorado Springs 
Colorado Springs Campus 
(719) 634-3706 
Finance and Accounting 
Individualized (not recorded on diploma or transcript) 
Information Systems 
International Business 
Marketing Strategy 
Operations Management 
MBA--Sterling 
Sterling Campus 
(303) 1-522-6600 (x616) 
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Emphasis in: Individualized (not recorded on diploma or transcript) 
Program: MBA-- Wyoming 
Office: Cheyenne Campus 
(307) na-12a2 
Gillette Campus 
(307) 682-6372 
Emphasis in: Individualized (not recorded on diploma or transcript) 
ADD 
MASTER OF NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT 
Program: 
Office: 
MNM 
Adult Learning Center 
Lowell Campus 
(303) 458-4334 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER INFORMATION SCIENCE 
Program: 
Office: 
MSCIS 
Adult Learning Center 
Lowell Campus 
(303) 458-3530 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT 
CHANGE 
Program: MSM 
Office: Adult Learning Center 
Lowell Campus 
(303) 458-3530 
REGIS COLLEGE CAREER 
PROGRAMS 
CAREER UNDERGRADUATE 
PROGRAMS 
CHANGE 
RECEP II- Denver 
This program offers the Bachelor's degree at locations 
throughout the Denver metropolitan area and Love-
land. Majors available are Business Administration, 
Computer Information Systems, and Religious Studies. 
Minors available include: Business Administration, 
Computer Information Systems, Economics, Philoso-
phy, Philosophy and Religious Studies, Psychol· 
ogy, Religious Studies, Sociology, and Women's Stud-
Ies. Certificates are available in Computer Information 
Systems and Management. Nine five-week sessions 
and six eight-week terms are offered during each year. 
CHANGE 
Regis in Sterling 
The Bachelor of Science Degree is offered by Regis 
College in Sterling, Colorado. A major Is available in 
Business Administration. A minor is currently available 
in Sociology. Six eight-week terms are offered during 
each year. 
ADD 
Regis in Wyoming 
The Bachelor of Science degree is offered by both the 
Cheyenne and Gillette Campuses. A major is available 
in Business Administration at both campuses. The 
Gillette campus also offers a degree in nursing. 
The Gillette campus is currently offering a split minor 
with choices between Communications Arts, Computer 
Information Systems, and Sociology. The Cheyenne 
campus is offering Social Science as an additional 
choice. 
REPLACE 
University Without Walls 
The University Without Walls (UWW) program is an 
innovative approach to the Bachelor of Arts degree and/ 
or Colorado early childhood, elementary, middle school, 
and secondary teacher certification. Colorado teachers 
needing six (6) credits for recertification or added en-
dorsements to credentials can also achieve this through 
University Without Walls. The teacher education pro-
gram (CBTE) is competency-based. UWW addresses 
the needs of the mature, self-directed Ieamer through 
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flexibility and individualization in the design of degree or 
teacher certification programs. Transfer credit, CLEP 
and DANTES testing, challenge exams, assessment of 
prior learning, and independent studies may be used to 
reduce the time needed to complete programs through 
UWW. Registration and orientation occur nine times 
during the year for each 16-week academic period 
(Learning Segment). 
REPLACE 
Adult Leamer Services 
Adult Leamer Services provides academic support to 
all Career Programs, as well as Health Care Manage-
ment Programs, by offering assessment through Port-
folio (Experiential Learning) and other forms of prior 
learning (CLEP, DANTES, in-house Challenge Exams, 
and NLN exams). The Miller Analogies Test (MAT) for 
graduate admission is also offered. Although this pro-
gram does not offer a degree, it is responsible for 
granting Regis College credit through the above serv-
ices. 
ADD 
New Ventures and Corporate Education 
The Office of New Ventures and Corporate Education 
fulfills both internal and external roles at Regis College. 
Externally, the offiCe cultivates corporate partnerships 
whereby Regis provides curriculum, and professional 
and career development programs for various corpora-
tions. The office also facilitates the accreditation of 
corporate and other off-campus training courses. 
Courses offered for New Ventures Partnerships include 
the notation "Taught in Career only Programs" in the 
course description. Other courses with this notation are 
offered by Career Programs at Regis College campus 
sites. 
Regis Adult Learner Delivery Systems is the program 
which franchises accelerated bachelor's degree pro-
grams in business administration and computer infor-
mation systems. The offiCe also oversees the market-
ing feasibility Stl:'dies, cu~culum developme~t. an~ re-
cruitment planmng for chent colleges and un~vers1ties. 
Other external roles include leadership training pro-
grams, which involve customized training needs as-
sessments and the design of organization-specific train-
ing courses. Additionally, the Offi<?& off~rs con~u lt!ng 
services in a wide range of areas mclud1ng des1gn1ng 
and directing adult educational programs, manage-
ment consultation skills and literacy training, academic 
counseling, and on-site educational programs. 
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GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
ADD 
Master in Community Service and Administration 
(MACSA) 
Service to others is one of the crowning features of 
contemporary life. Preparation and enriching tho~e 
who administer service organizations is the focus of th1s 
new graduate program. Those in adult education ad-
ministration or church administration will develop com-
petencies most useful to their work in this program. It 
is designed for those in full-time working situations and 
blends intensive summer residency courses of three 
weeks with at-home guided learning experiences and 
projects with a strong practical bent. The program 
requires 36 graduate hours of which 18 are taken on the 
Regis College campus, and culminates in a final project 
which demonstrates the acquisition of sound theoreti-
cal knowledge and practical skills in community service 
administration. The program's leaming format employs 
a wide variety of adult teaming methods: intensive 
group learning, individual teaming contract, expert 
facilitation, critical thinking exercises, whole brain learn-
ing, and creative learning processes designed to bring 
forth holistic development related to practical problem 
solving. 
The summer residency faculty include experts in adult 
education and organizational administration from the 
Regis College faculty and from other educational set-
tings around the country. Among faculty from else-
where are Drs. Laurent Daloz, Stephen Brookfield 
Evelyn and James Whitehead, Malcolm Knowles, and 
Larry Lasoncy. The program is served by a full-time 
staff under the direction of Or. David Thomas. 
UNDERGRADUATE CORE 
STUDIES AND GENERAL 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
CHANGE 
GENERAL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS RECEP 1 
RECEP II, Sterling, and Wyoming ' 
In ~dditi~n to the completion of the general studies 
maJor, m1nor and e.lect1ve areas, each degree candi: 
date must also sat1sfy each of the following require-
ments: 
1. Coml?letio~ of 128 semester hours of academic 
~ork rn ~h1ch the ~didate has earned a cumula-
tive Reg1s grade po1nt average of 2.ooo. 
2. No course in which the candidate has race· ed 1 th!l" a ·c· grade is acceptable credit in thelmv . ess 
mrnor areas. a.JOr or 
3. At least half of the upper division hours of the major 
and of the minor must be taken with Regis. Stu-
dents majoring in Computer Information Systems 
must take 12 upper division hours of course work 
with the CS prefix at Regis. Those majoring In 
Computer Science must take 15 upper division 
hours of course wort< with the CS prefix at 
Regis. Students enrolled in RECEP I and RECEP 
11 are not allowed to take upper division courses in 
their major or minor elsewhere once course work 
is begun at Regis. This does not prevent the 
student from using methods such as PEP, CLEP, 
Portfolio, or Regis credit-by-exam to establish credt 
for upper division requirements, nor does it change 
the minimum residency requirement. 
4. A minimum of 30 graded semester hours must be 
taken in residence with Regis. 
5 . A maximum of 29 semester hours of technical 
credit may be applied to the 128 semester hours 
needed for graduation in certain degree programs. 
6. Any course taken toward any major or minor in a 
department or division will also count toward the 
general studies requirements. A single course 
cannot, however, satisfy two Regis College gen· 
eral studies requirements. 
CHANGE 
CHANGE OF MAJOR OR MINOR: RECEP I, 
RECEP II, Sterling, and Wyoming 
When a student changes his/her major or minor, the 
student's initial transcript evaluation may bechangedlo 
reflect new policies of credit evaluation. The new major 
or minor will fall under the policies in effect in the current 
Bulletin or Supplement. All other areas of the degree 
will continue to be governed by the policies under which 
the previous mutual agreement/degree plan was s~ned. 
A student who is returning to Regis after having let hisl 
her mutual agreemenVdegree plan expire, with no 
notiftcation to the college of an attempt to complete the 
degree, must reapply. (The application fee is waiVed.) 
The student's initial credit evaluation may be changed· 
The ne:ev degree plan will follow the degree requr~ 
":Ients rn effect on the date the new degree plan 15 
SIQned by the Registrar. 
The student who is in the process of comple.ti~ a 
degree and whose degree plan is nearing exprratiOil 
should make a written request to the Aca~ic De~ 
for Ca;:eer Programs for an extension of time to com 
plate hIs/he~ degree. 1 ncl uded in the request should be 
an ex~lanation of the circumstances which caused the 
delay 1n the completion of his/her degree. The~; 
demte ~CJfl for Career Programs will make the '""" ~temunatton regarding the degree requirements fOr 
th1s student. 
< 
CHANGE 
CORE STUDIES REQUIREMENTS: UWW 
Fine Arts 
Humanities 
Social Sciences 
Natural Sciences 
REPLACE 
6 SH Two courses repre· 
senting two disci· 
plines chosen from 
Art, Dance, Music, 
Music Theatre, The-
atre, History or any 
of the Arts. 
6 SH Two courses rep~ 
senting two disci· 
plines chosen from 
English, French, Hu· 
manities, Philoso-
phy, Religious Stud· 
ies, and Spanish. 
6 SH Two courses repre-
senting two disci· 
plines chosen from 
Anthropology, Be· 
havioral Science, 
Black Studies, Eco· 
nomics, History, 
International Rela· 
tions, Political Sci· 
ence, Psychology, 
Social Science, So· 
ciology and 
Women's Studies. 
6SH Two courses repre-
senting disciplines 
chosen from Biology, 
Chemistry, Ecology, 
Mathematics, Natu· 
raJ Science, Nutrition, 
and Physics. 
GENERAL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS: UWW 
1. Completion of 128 semester hours of academic 
work in which the candidate has earned an overall 
minimum grade point average of 2.000. 
2. A minimum of 30 semester hours must be earned 
through Regis College to meet the residency re· 
quirement. 
3. A minimum of 42 credits in the area of concentra· 
tion or major, and a minimum of 43 semester hours 
in liberal arts learning. Electives may be used to 
reach the 128 semester hour degree requirement. 
4. The liberal arts learning requirement s~pulates two 
courses in each area of liberal arts: F1ne Arts, Hu· 
manities, Social Sciences, and Natural Sciences 
and Mathematics. A student may have more than 
two courses in any division, or the 43 se~ester 
hours of liberal arts may be completed w1th other 
39 
electives. 
5. Skill-level and skills-oriented courses, while appro-
priate among the 43 semester hours of electives, 
may not serve among the requirements. A total of 
ten (1 0) skill-level semester hours may be ac· 
cepted in a degree plan. 
RECEPI 
COLORADO SPRINGS 
RECEP 1- Bachelor of Science: 
Professional Accounting 
Upper Division Accounting 
Major Requirements 
AC 41 OA Intermediate Accounting I 
AC 41 OB Intermediate Accounting II 
ADD 
AC 41 OC Intermediate Accounting Ill 
AC 420 Advanced Accounting 
DELETE 
AC 430 Accounting for Business 
Combinations 
AC440 
AC450A 
AC450B 
AC460 
AC470 
AC480 
Cost Accounting 
Income Tax Accounting I 
Income Tax Accounting II 
Not for Profit Accounting 
Accounting Theory 
Auditing Principles and Procedures 
RECEP 1- Bachelor of Science: 
Computer SCience 
Core Studies Requirements 
REPLACE 
Lower Division Computer 
SCience Requirements 
CS241 
CS341 
CS370 
MT360A 
MT360B 
Pascal: Control Structures 
Pascal: Data Structures 
Cor Ada 
Assembly Language 
Geometry & Calculus I 
Geometry & Calculus II 
30SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
45SH 
20SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
4SH 
4SH 
40 
Upper Division Computer Science Major 
Requirements 
CS435 
CS445 
CS440 
CS425 
CS450 
CS498E 
CS420 
Data Structures 
Database Management 
Computer Concepts 
Systems Analysis & Design 
Data Communications & Networks 
Senior Internship in Computer 
Scienceor . 
Advanced Programmmg 
Upper Division Computer Science Electives 
chosen from courses listed below: 
CS420 
CS423 
CS430 
CS495E 
CS424 
CS481 
Advanced Programming 
Advanced Ada 
Operating Systems 
Artificial Intelligence 
Graphics 
Object Oriented Design 
and Analysis 
Upper Division Minor Requirements 
MT405 
MT 415 
MT 470A 
MT 4708 
Electives 
Numerical Methods 
Linear Algebra 
Mathematical Statistics I 
Mathematical Statistics II 
27SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
9SH 
12SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
24SH 
Twenty-four (24) electiv~ semester. hours ~f general 
academic credit are requ1red. Techn1cal cred1ts may be 
used to fulfill this requirement. 
Technical credit is defined as college-level credit in the 
practical, industrial or mechanical arts, or the applied 
sciences. The credit must come from a COP A-accred-
ited collegiate institution. 
Technical credit is divided into the categories of theory-
based and skill-based. Theory-based credit encom-
passes courses in which learning the technical disci-
pline involves the learning of traditional academic areas 
and/or the technical discipline serves as a significant 
device for developing the Ieamer's aesthetic or critical 
sense and ability to apply mental knowledge to the 
physical world. Skill-based credit encompasses courses 
which focus on the uncritical assimilation of previously 
defined skills, techniques, or bodies of knowledge. 
Nine (9) credit hours of skill-based technical course 
work will be allowed to satisfy general elective require-
ments in any degree program. Additional skill-based 
technical course work may be accepted on a one-third 
of face value basis toward a general elective credit. 
Theory-based technical course work will be accepted 
as general elective credit, subject to the credit hour 
limitations and requirements of each specifiC degree 
program. 
TOTAL COURSE REQUIREMENTS 12BSH 
Recep 1 _ Bachelor of Science: 
Computer Information Systems 
Core Studies Requirements 
REPLACE 
Lower Division Computer Science 
Major Requirements 
CS241 
CS341 
CS230 
CS333 
MT270 
BA380 
Pascal: Control Structures 
Pascal: Data Structures 
Cobol 
SOL 
Introduction to Statistics 
Managing in a Technical 
Environment 
Upper Division Computer Science 
Major Requirements 
45SH 
1BSH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
15SH 
CS435 
CS445 
CS425 
CS455 
CS450 
Data Structures 3 SH 
Data Base Management 3 SH 
Systems Analysis and Design 3 SH 
Management Information Systems 3 SH 
Data Communications 3 SH and Networks 
Upper Division Computer Science Electives 
chosen from courses listed below 9SH 
CS420 
CS424 
CS485 
CS495E 
CS498E 
Advanced Programming 
Graphics 
Computers and Society 
Artificial Intelligence 
Senior Internship in CS 
Upper Division Minor F~eld 12SH 
The minor area consists of 12 upper division h~ursin~ 
area other than Computer Science selected 1n co~ 
tation with an academic advisor. This areaandsho~ ult 
support to the development of the major bJ(tf 
mate objectives of the student. Minor are~ .of 5 . 
available include Accounti09, Business. ~nm!nal ~ 
tice, Business Communication, Commumcati;ology' 
Economics, Mathematics, Philosophy, Psy A 
Religious Studies, Social Science, and soooiOQYcreot 
split minor, twelve semester hours of 40Q-Ievel alSO 
from two areas with six (6) hours in each ~a. ~r 
be earned in consultation with an academiC a · 
RECEP II - DENVER 
RECEPII-BachelorofSclence: 
Business Administration 
Business Administration Areas of Emphasis: (Select a 
minimum of one area of emphasis) 
REPLACE 
Rnance Emphasis 
BA 430 Corporate Financial Policy 
(Required) 
Two electives with Finance Emphasis 
BA435 
BA488 
BA433 
BA438 
REPLACE 
Fundamentals of Investments 
Introduction to Business Research 
(Finance Research) 
Money and Banking 
International Finance 
lntemational Business Emphasis 
Three electives selected from: 
BA428 
BA438 
BA469 
BA492 
BA488 
BA494 
REPLACE 
International Marketing 
International Finance 
International Management 
International Trade 
Introduction to Business Research 
(International Business Research) 
International Economics 
9SH 
3SH 
6SH 
9SH 
Management Emphasis 9 SH 
BA 452 Management of Human 
Resources (Required) 3 SH 
Two Electives with Management Emphasis: 6 SH 
BA 454 Organizational Behavior 
BA 488 Introduction to Business Research 
(Management Research) 
BA 462 Managing Small Business 
BA 453 Gender Issues in Organizations 
BA 469 International Management 
ADD 
Marketing Emphasis 
BA425 
BA428 
BA429 
BA488 
CHANGE 
Consumer Behavior 
International Marketing 
Advertising and Promotion 
Introduction to Business Research 
(Marketing Research) 
Upper Division Minor Requirements 
41 
9SH 
12SH 
The minor consists of 12 upper division hours in an area 
other than Business selected in consultation with an 
academic advisor. Minors available include Computer 
Information Systems, Economics, Philosophy, Phi-
losophy and Religious Studies, Psychology, Reli-
gious Studies, Sociology, or Women's Studies. Refer 
to RECEP II minor listings for specific upper division 
requirements. 
RECEP 11- Bachelor of Science: 
Computer Information Systems 
REPLACE 
Core Studies Requirements 
Lower Division Computer Science 
Requirements 
CS 240 Computer Science 1: 
Control Structures 
CS 340 Computer Science II: Data 
Structures 
CS 31 0 Pascal Programming 
CS 320 C Programming 
45SH 
12SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
Upper Division Computer Information Systems 
Major Requirements 24 SH 
Eight Electives selected from: 
CS414 
CS421 
CS422 
CS425 
CS430 
CS435 
CS440 
Information Resource Management 3 SH 
CS445 
CS450 
CS455 
CS460 
CS470A 
Structured Programming 3 SH 
Advanced C Programming 3 SH 
Systems Analysis 3 SH 
Operating Systems 3 SH 
Data and File Structures 3 SH 
Computer Concepts and Software 
Systems 3 SH 
Database Management 3 SH 
Data Communications 
and Networks 3 SH 
Management Information Systems 3 SH 
Decision Support Systems 3 SH 
Artificial Intelligence: 
An Overview 3 SH 
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CS 4708 ArtifiCial Intelligence: 
Expert Systems 
Upper Division Minor Requirements • 
3SH 
12SH 
The minor consists of 12 upper division hours in an area 
other than Computer Information Systems selected 
in consultation with an Academic Advisor. Minors 
available include Business, Economics, Philosophy, 
Philosophy and Religious Studies, Psychology, 
Reglious Studies, Sociology, or Women's Studies. 
Refer to specific RECEP II minor listings for upper 
division requirements. 
•prerequisites for upper division major/minor courses 
may differ from Campus Programs course listings. 
Contact an academic advisor for prerequisite require-
ments. 
Electives 35SH 
Thirty-five (35) elective semester hours of general aca-
demic credit are required. Technical credits may be 
used to fulfill this requirement. 
Technical credit is defined as college-level credit in the 
practical, industrial or mechanical arts, or the applied 
sciences. The credit must come from a COP A-accred-
ited collegiate institution. 
Technical cr~it is divided into the categories of theory-
based and sk1ll-based. Theory-based credit encom-
passes courses in which learning the technical disci-
pline involves the learning of traditional academic areas 
and/or the technical discipline serves as a significant 
device for developing the learner's aesthetic or critical 
sense and ability to apply mental knowledge to the 
physical world. Skill-based credit encompasses courses 
which focus on the uncritical assimilation of previously 
defined skills, techniques, or bodies of knowledge. 
Nine (9) credit hours of skill-based technical course 
work ~II be allowed to satisfy general studies require-
ments tn any degree program. Additional skill-based 
technical course WC?rk may be accepted on a one-third 
of face value bas1s toward general elective credit 
Theory-based technical course work will be accepted 
~ .ge~eral elective .credit, subject to the credit hour 
hm1tat1ons and reqUirements of each specifiC degree 
program. 
TOTAL COURSE REQUIREMENTS 12BSH 
RECEP II - Bachelor of Arts: Religious Studies 
REPLACE 
Lower Division Religious 
Studies Requirements 39SH 
Three courses from among the following: 
RC220A 
RC220B 
RS305 
RS306 
Religious Traditions I (Eastern) 
Religious Traditions II (Western) 
Old Testament Themes 
New Testament Themes 
Upper Division Religious Studies 
Major Requirements 
Six courses from among the following: 
RC 400E 
RC410 
RE470 
RS422 
RS 495E 
RS 495F 
RS495G 
Themes in Religion and Culture: 
Religion in America 
Native American Religious 
Traditions 
Adult Spiritual Life and Growth 
Jesus of Nazareth 
Seminar in Christian Thought 
Seminar in Biblical Studies 
Seminar in Christian History 
RECEP II Minors* 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
1BSH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
Upper Division Business Minor Requirements 
12 semester hours from among the following: 
BA 420 Marketing 3 SH 
ADD 
BA425 Consumer Behavior 3SH 
ADD 
BA429 Advertising and Promotion 3SH 
BA430 Corporate Financial Policy 3SH 
ADD 
BA433 Money and Banking 3SH 
BA435 Fundamentals of Investments 3 SH 
BA452 Management of Human Resources 3 SH 
ADD 
BA453 Gender Issues in O rganizations 3SH 
BA454 Organizational Behavior 3SH 
BA461 Management 3SH 
BA462 M~aging Small Business 3SH 
BA481A Bustness Law 1 3SH 
DELETE 
BA481B Business Law 11 3sH 
ADD 
BA488 ~tr?ductio~ t? Bus1ness Research 3 sri BA495E ~ical DeciSIOn Making tn sH 
ntemporary Bus ness 3 
ADD DELETE 
Upper Division Philosophy Minor RS400E Themes in Christianity: Historic 
Requirements 12SH Themes in the Modem Church 3SH 
RS400F Themes in Christianity: Modern 
PL405 Ancient and Medieval Philosophy 3SH Theology 3SH 
PL406 17th and 18th Century Philosophy 3SH RS400G Themes in Christianity: 
PL407 19th Century Philosophy 3SH Sacraments 3SH 
PL408 20th Century Philosophy 3SH RS402E Themes in New Testament Studies: 
Theology of the New Testament 3SH 
ADD Upper Division Sociology Minor Requirements 12 SH 
Upper Division Philosophy and 
Religious Studies Minor Requirements 12SH 12 semester hours from the following: 
50403 Sociological Theory 3SH 
A split minor in Philosophy and Religious Studies re-
quires six semester credits of upper division Philosophy ADD 
courses and six semester credits of upper division 
Religious Studies courses of the student's choice in 50418 The Women's Movement 3SH 
consultation with an academic advisor. 50436 Environment and Energy 3SH 
Prerequisites: 50472 Wealth and Power in the U.S. 3SH 50476 Sociology of Work 3SH 
PL250 Introduction to Philosophy 
RC220A Religious Traditions I (Eastem) 
or ADD 
RC220B Religious Traditions II (Westem) Upper Division Women's Studies Minor 
Requirements 12SH 
ADD BA453 Gender Issues in Organizations 3SH 
Upper Division Psychology EN423 Thematic Studies in American 
Minor Requirements 12SH Literature (Women in American Fiction) 3SH 
12 semester hours from among the following: PY 4961 Psychology of Gender 3SH 50418 The Women's Movement 3SH 
PY 418 Psychology of Business 3SH and Industry RECEP II - CERTIFICATE IN 
PY445 Group Psychology 3SH 
py 451 Interviewing Techniques 3SH COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
PY462 Behavioral and Stress REPLACE Management 3SH 
PY 4961 Psychology of Gender 3SH Course of Studies 
Upper Division Religious Studies CS200 
Introduction to Computing 3SH 
12SH CS240 Computer Science 1: Control Minor Requirements Structures 3SH 
CS340 Computer Science II: 3SH 
AC400E Themes in Religion and Culture: 
Data Structures 
3SH CS414 Information Resource Religion in America Management 3SH 
DELETE CS425 
Systems Analysis & Design 3SH 
CS445 Data Base Management 3SH 
Themes in Religion and Culture : CS455 
Management Information Systems 3SH 
AC 400F 3SH Christianity One of the Following Four Courses: 
ADD CS310 Pascal Programming 3SH 
RC410 Native American Religious 
CS450 Data Communications 
3SH and Networks 
3SH 
Traditions CS460 Decision Support Systems 3SH 
RC422 Jesus of Nazareth 3SH BA495E Ethical Decision Making in 
AC470 Adult Spiritual Life and Growth 3SH Contemporary Business 3SH 
TOTAL COURSE REQUIREMENTS 24SH 
~ 
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RECEP II-CERTIFICATE IN MANAGEMENT 
REPLACE 
Course of Studies 
BA420 
BA452 
BA454 
BA461 
BA488 
BA495E 
Marketing 3 SH 
Management of Human Resources 3 SH 
Organizational Behavior 3 SH 
Management 3 SH 
Introduction to Business Research 3 SH 
Ethical Decision-Making 
in Business 3 SH 
One of the Following Four Courses: 
CS200* 
BA462 
BA469 
BA481A 
Introduction to Computing 
Managing a Small Business 
International Management 
Business Law I (Contracts) 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
·cs 200 is recommended as the first course for stu-
dents who are not familiar with micro-computing appli-
cations to business. 
TOTAL COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
REGIS STERLING 
Sterling - Bachelor of Science: 
Business Administration 
REPLACE 
Core Studies Requirements 
Lower Division Business Administration 
Requirements 
AC320A 
AC320B 
EC320 
EC330 
Principles of Accounting I 
Principles of Accounting II 
Principles of Economics 1 
Principles of Economics II 
Marketing 
Business Law 
Finance 
Management 
Upper Division Business Administration 
Requirements 
BA421 
BA435 
BA454 
BA495E 
Marketing & Management Policies 
Fundamentals of Investments 
Organizational Behavior 
Ethical Decision Making in 
Contemporary Business 
Management Emphasis: 
21SH 
45SH 
21SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
2SH 
3SH 
2SH 
2SH 
21SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
BA462 
BA469 
BA490E 
Managing Small Business 
International Management 
Independent Study in Business 
Upper Division Minor Requirements 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
12SH 
Twelve (12) semester hours in an area other than Busi· 
ness. The Sociology Minor is currently available at 
Regis Sterling. 
Electives 29SH 
Twenty-nine (29) semester hours of general academic 
course work. Technical credits may be used to fulfill this 
requirement. 
ADD 
Technical credit is defined as college-level credit in the 
practical, industrial or mechanical arts, or the applied 
sciences. The credit must come from a COPA-aocred· 
ited collegiate institution. 
Technical credit is divided into the categories of theory· 
based and skill-based. Theory-based credit encom· 
passes courses in which learning the technical disci· 
pline involves the learning of traditional academic areas 
and/or the technical discipline serves as a signifwt 
device for developing the Ieamer's aesthetic or critical 
sense and ability to apply mental knowledge to the 
physical world. Skill-based credit encompasses courses 
which focus on the uncritical assimilation of previous~ 
defined skills, techniques, or bodies of knowledge. 
Nine (9) credit hours of skill-based technical course 
work ~II be allowed to satisfy general studies require· 
ments m any degree program. Additional skil~t>ased 
technical course work may be accepted on a one-third 
of face value basis toward a general elective credit 
Theory-based technical course work will be accepted 
~ .ge~eral elective credit, subject to the credit hour 
limitations and requirements of each specific degree 
program. 
TOTAL COURSE REQUIREMENTS 128SH 
DELETE 
Sterling-Bachelor of Science: Technical Mana!lt 
ment 
REGIS WYOMING 
ADD 
Wyoming - Bachelor of Science: 
Business Administration 
Core Studies Requirements 
Lower Division Business Administration 
Requirements 
AC320A 
AC320B 
EC320 
EC330 
MT270 
AC340 
Principles of Accounting I 
Principles of Accounting II 
Macroeconomics 
Microeconomics 
Introduction to Statistics or 
Managerial Accounting 
Management 
Marketing 
Business Law 
Upper Division Business Administration 
Requirements 
BA421 
BA430 
BA 454 
BA495E 
Marketing and Management 
Policies 
Corporate Financial Policies 
Organizational Behavior 
Ethical Decision Making in 
Contemporary Business 
Management Emphasis 
Choose three (3) of the following: 
BA453 
BA463 
BA469 
BA490E 
BA491 
Gender Issues in Organizations 
Issues in Management 
International Management 
Independent Study in Business 
(Management Orientation) 
Public Policy Towards Business 
Upper Division Minor Requirements 
Split Minor 
24SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
21SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
9SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
12SH 
Six (6) hours in each of two (2) different subject areas. 
Choices include: Communication Arts, Computer In for· 
mation Systems, Social Sciences, or Sociology. 
UNIVERSITY 
WITHOUT WALLS 
REPLACE 
Degree-seeking University Without Walls students 
create a degree plan in consultation with uww super-
VISory faculty and outside experts. A degree plan 
~hould follow the requirements listed in the Core St~d­
tes Requirements and in General Degree ReqUI_re-
ments for UWt/tl. All students in the teacher education 
program develop a certification plan, but those who 
enter the program with a bachelor's degree do not 
develop a degree plan. 
Course Consultant 
Course Consultants are chosen for their expertise in 
45 
their field. They, together with the studenfs faculty 
advisor, are the faculty teaching, supervising, facilitat-
ing, and evaluating each independent study course. 
Criteria for their qualifications are the same as for the 
degree consultants. Course consultants must present 
resumes and consultant registration cards to UWtN and 
be approved by the UWt/tl Faculty Development Coor-
dinator before beginning work with UWt/tl students. 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
(COMPETENCY BASED TEACHER EDUCATION) 
CHANGE 
CBT 496. CBTE SEMINAR: CURRENT LEGAL AND 
ETHICAL ISSUES (1). A weekly two (2) hour seminar 
which meets throughout the 12-month year, and is 
required for CBTE students during their first semester 
in the program. CBTE students-at-a-distance meet the 
requirement by working individually with the instructor. 
The seminar is designed to insure clarity regarding 
requirements for teacher certification and to provide an 
overview of educational issues and current trends. The 
seminar also provides an arena for handling program-
matic processes and procedures. Guest speakers are 
often asked to lead the seminar. 
ADD 
CORPORATE 
EDUCATION/NEW 
VENTURES 
Purpose 
New Ventures and Corporate Education provide quality 
educational programs and services to business, gov-
ernment. education, and community organizations. Pro-
grams are delivered throug~ a var!ety of vehicles, in-
cluding Corporate Partnerships, Jomt Ventures, Lead-
ership Institutes, Adult Learning Delivery Systems, and 
Educational Services. 
Coors/Regis Partnership 
This corporate partnership was ~stablished in 1 ~.87. Its 
purpose is to enhance educational opportunitieS for 
Coors employees. Employees participating in the Coors 
Employee Development program can receive college 
credit and apply the credit to a certificate or degree 
program at Regis. 
Professional Certificate in General Supervision 
This certifiCate contains~~ ess~ntial skil~s required for 
effective first-line superv~s1on . It IS compriSed of a com-
bination of Coors Employee ~?Svelopme!'t courses ~nd 
academic courses. Twenty·SIX (26) cred1ts are reqUired 
tor completion of the certificate. 
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Employee Development 
Required Courses 
BA216 
BA350 
BA351 
BA352 
BA466 
Supervision Skills 
Human Resource Development 
Managing Effective Work Groups 
Quality Control 
Management Skills 
Academic Required Courses 
EC 330 
ENG290 
MAT 111 
Principles of Econo~~ II • 
Business Communtcatlons 
Mathematics•• 
Elective Courses (Choose Two) 
AC320A 
AC3208 
CS240 
CS414 
BA420 
EC320 
Principles of Accounting I 
Principles of Accounting II 
Introduction to Computer Science I 
Information Resource 
Management 
Marketing 
Principles of Economics I 
2SH 
3SH 
2SH 
1 SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
• Red Rocks Community College course offered at 
Coors. 
""Red Rocks Community College course offered at 
Coors. A higher level Math can be substituted (MT 201) 
TOTAL COURSE REQUIREMENTS 26SH 
Admission Requirements 
To be admitted to the program for the Professional Cer-
tificate in General Supervision, potential students must 
obtain the permission of Coors Management, the 
Employee Development Department, and the Program 
Director. Admission is determined by experience, 
academic preparation, and career goals. 
Grading and Transfer Policy 
Coors Employee Development lower division courses 
receive grades of Pass/Fail. Upper division courses 
receive letter grades. Six semester hours of credit may 
be transferred into this certificate program. 
ACADEMIC 
INFORMATION: 
UNDERGRADUATE 
CAREER 
PROGRAMS 
ASSESSMENT PROGRAMS: ADULT LEARNER 
SERVICES 
REPLACE 
Credit by Examination 
(In-House Challenge Exams) 
Students who have experience in academic areas can 
earn credit for courses offered at Regis College by 
taking and passing (at a ·c·1evel or above) an exami· 
nation prepared by a faculty member. A Pass •p• or No-
Pass •Np- grade is awarded and the results are posted 
on the student's permanent record. 
ADD 
National League of Nursing (NLN) Exams 
Students pursuing their BSN .degr~ cane~ ~e<frt in 
anatomy and physiology, m1crob1ology, nutritiOn and 
chemistry by taking the NLN exams. 
CHANGE 
Portfolio Assessment: Academic 
Credit for Prior Learning 
RECEP, MBA, Regis Sterling and Regis Wyoming 
Students 
Regis College Is a member institution of the Council for 
Adult and Experiential Learning (CAEL),. an e_duca· 
tiona! association for the purpose of fostenng vahd and 
reliable assessment of p rior learning outcomes. The 
College utilizes CAEL guidelines in its procedures for 
evaluating experiential learning. All AECEP, ~~A. 
Regis-Sterling and Regis-Wyoming studen~ peti~n· 
ing Adult Leamer Services for academic cred1t forpnor 
learning must enroll in BA 220, Career Management 
The course emphasizes the life-long learning process. 
including assessment of skills, values, interests. knowi!S· 
edge, adult development, and career stages. Studell 
will also gain an understanding of portfolio ~ 
ment. A portfolio is a formal, written c:ommunicafiOO 
outlining past teaming experiences which can bedOCU· 
mented for evaluation by a professional for the pu~d tt
of awarding college credit. Please cheek Wit!' A ~ 
Leamer Services for more information regarding tt\IS 
process. 
ADD 
American Society for Training and Development 
The professional Trainer Series o! m~utes . is ~ spon~ored by the College in conJunction Wltll .. .d 
Amencan SoCiety of Training and Development T~~ 
modules are designed to grant certification for~.~ 
prof~ssionals and may eventually be cr~tt·Ot:O'~? 
Reg1s classes. Regis Adult Leamer ServiceS admiiV' 
sters the program. 
ACADEMIC INFORMATION 
UWW Course Numbering System 
CHANGE 
Natural Sciencss and Mathematics (40-49) 
41 Astronomy 
42 Biology 
43 Chemistry 
44 Ecology 
45 Environmental Studies 
46 Mathematics 
47 Natural Sciences 
48 Nutrition 
49 Physics 
ADD 
Education (50-59) 
50 Early Childhood Education 
51 Elementary Education 
52 Middle Schoof Education 
53 Secondary Education 
Registration for Career Programs 
REPLACE 
AECEP If--There is an open registration during weeks 
1-~ of_ the current session for the upcoming session. 
Write-In and walk-in registrations are accepted during 
the~e f~ur weeks. Phone-in registrations are accepted 
begc lnmngTuesdayofweek2through Fridayofweek4. 
hanges in registration are accepted at no charge 
thr~ugh Friday of week 4. All registration is closed 
~unng week five of the current session for the upcom-
~~g session. (Week five is the week prior to the begin-
nmg of a new session). 
late registration will be accepted with a fee assessed 
a~r the close of registration (Friday of week 4) and 
pn~r to tJle first class meeting, space permitting. Late 
reg1~trat1ons will not be accepted on the day class 
begms. 
Tuition or deferment fee is due and payable at the first 
class meeting of each session. Tuition may be paid in 
athedvance .. Students who are not registered and attend 
first mght cannot receive credit for the course. 
Drop/Add 
CHANGE 
DRECEP I, Regis in Sterling and Regis In Wyoming-rap/Add mayoccurthefirs'tweekofclass. Students in ~turday dasses may Drop/Add on the Monday follow-
Ing the first class session. No Drop/Add is allowed after 
Week one. 
CHANGE 
~--Drop/Add must occur within two weeks of the 
rst day of the learning segment. 
ADMISSION 
ADD 
Admission Requirements: RECEP II 
47 
Unde~raduate student applicants to Career Programs 
who :-v1sh to seek a degree are subject to the following 
requ~rements: 
1. An applicant must pay the initial application fee. 
2. OffiCial documents from accredited high schools 
~lieges and universities, credit-grantinp organiza-
tions approved by the American Counci on Educa-
tion (ACE), and from national standardized exami-
natio~ programs (~LEP, PEP, DANTES) must be 
submitted for cred1t evaluation. Notarized military 
documents, including DO 214, should be submitted 
by active duty and former military personnel. OffiCial 
GED scores can be submitted in lieu of a high school 
diploma. 
3. All undergraduate student applicants to the pro-
grams are subject to the following conditions: 
a. Applicants must be 23 years of age. 
b. The applicants will document at feast three years 
of full-time work experience (including home-
making) or its equivalent. 
c. Entering students will be classified accordingly: 
Freshmen 0-29 semester hours 
Sophomore 30-59 semester hours 
Junior 60-91 semester hours 
Senior 92 or more semester hours 
Transfer credit may include credit from other in-
stitutions, national standardized examination pro-
grams, in-housecreditbyexamination, and credit 
earned through portfolio assessment. All the 
transfer credit submitted will not necessarily be 
applied to a studenrs degree plan. 
d. All applicants will complete a written essay as a 
part of the application process. 
e. Applicants who have thirty (30) or more transfer 
credit hours will be classified as •conditional 
sophomores· until offiCial documents are proc-
essed. -conditional sophomores• are allowed to 
take 9 semester credit hours of 5-week course 
work at Regis. Applicants with less than thirty 
(30) transfer credit hours are allowed to register 
for 8-week term courses only. 
Applicants who do not meet the admission criteria may 
petition for special admission. Their request will be re-
viewed by the appropriate committee which will make 
its recommendation to the Associate Dean for Career 
Programs. 
CHANGE 
Admission Requirements: RECEP I, Regis in Sterling, 
snd Regis In Wyoming 
Undergraduate student applicants to Career Programs 
who wish to seek a degree are subject to the following 
requirements: 
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1. An applicant must pay the initial application fee. 
2. Official documents from accredited high schools, 
colleges and universities, aedit-granting organiza-
tions approved by the American Council on Educa-
tion, and from national standardized examination 
programs (CLEP, PEP, DANTES) must be submit-
ted for credit evaluation. Notarized military docu-
ments, including DO 214, should be submitted by 
active duty and former military personnel. 
3. All undergraduate student applicants to these pro-
grams are subject to the following conditions: 
a. Applicants must be 23 years of age. 
b. The applicants will document at least three years 
of full-time work experience (including home-
making) or its equivalent. 
c. Applicants must have a minimum of 39 semester 
hours of credit at the "C"Ievel or above. This may 
include credit from other institutions, national 
standardized examination programs, in-house 
credit by examination, and credit earned through 
portfolio assessment. All the transfer credit 
submitted will not necessarily be applied to a 
studenrs degree plan. 
d. All applicants will complete a written essay as a 
part of the application process. An applicant will 
not be admitted to Regis College as a classified 
student until the essay has been received and 
positively evaluated for satisfactory writing skills. 
Applicants who are accumulating documentation of 
their 39 hours are allowed to take nine (9) semester 
credit hours of course work at Regis under undassified 
status. 
Applicants who do not meet the criteria (with the excep-
tion ~f t.he 39 h~urs minim~m) may petition for special 
admiSSIOn. The1r requestw11t be reviewed by the appro-
priate committee which will make its recommendation 
to the Academic Dean for Career Programs. 
REPLACE 
Admission Requirements: UWW 
The admission requirements for being admitted to the 
UWW/CBTE program for Regis College are as follows: 
1. Completion of the UWW application. 
2. Payment of the application fee. 
3. For bachel~r degree s~udents : two letters of rec-
omm~ndation addressmg the studenrs ability to 
work Independently. For te~er education students: 
one letter of recommendation addressing the stu 
denrs ability to work independently and the nam~ 
address, and telephone number of a person who ' 
has obs~rved the s~denrs previous work with chil-
dren. Th1s person w111 be sent an evaluation to rm. 
4. Official transcripts from all colleges attended. 
5. For bachelor degree students· a grade po· t 
· m aver-
age of 2.000 on a 4.000 scale for the most recent 
college work in all subjects. For the teacher educa· 
tion students, a grade point average of 2.500 on a 
4.000 scale for the most recent 30 hours of college 
work in all subjects. 
6. Review and approval by the Admissions 
Committee. 
The Admissions Committee considers every candi· 
date's qualifications for admission into the teacher 
education program. After reviewing these qualifica· 
tions, the committee takes appropriate action which 
may include admission, rejection, or conditional accep-
tance, dependent upon the studenrs satisfactory com· 
pletion of the specified requirements. 
No one will be allowed to enter the methods block of 
courses until all requirements for acceptance have 
been met. 
After admission into the CBTE program, students must 
successfully proceed through the program and meet 
the Faculty Administrative Committee requirements for 
certification which include: 
1. A minimum grade point average of 2.500 on a 4.000 
scale. 
2. A minimum grade point average of 3.000 on all 
methods courses. 
3. Successful completion of student teaching and othef 
field work requirements. 
4. Continued evidence of effective communication 
skills, teacher competencies, and characteristics. 
5. Successful completion of graduation requirements. 
6. Successful completion of the California Achieve-
ment Test (CAT) according to CDE requirements. 
Sh.ould the student successfully complete tnese re· 
qUirements, the Faculty Administrative Committee mar 
recommend that the Education Department sign rec· 
omm.e~dations for state certification. The Facultf 
Adm1n1strative Committee reserves the righttowithhekl 
r~":l~ndation for certification on the baSis of defi-
CienCies 1n any of the characteristics needed to beCOme 
a successful teacher. 
Regis . qC?IIege provides assistance, but bears no re-s~nslbihty for student deficiencies in failing to coml*f ~~· etyxtemal regulations, rules, or laws.lt is there~ 
the1 1 Co1 of the student to apply for certification throu9 
lorado Department of Education. 
CHANGE 
~NCl.ASSIAED STUDENTS-RECEP ~ RegiS In Stef· 
ng, and Regis In Wyoming 
The unclassified status has been created in career PrO' 
grams for students with a minimum of 39 semestBI 
hours of acceptable transfer credit at the point of 
admission but who are waiting for official documenta-
tion of this credit. Advising provided for unclassified 
students at orientation and during the time the student 
remains in unclassified status is unofficial. Advisors will 
guide students in course choices so they will (1) take 
courses which will apply toward their degree with Regis 
College and (2) avoid repeating courses they have 
already taken. This advising is unofficial and based on 
the studenrs recollection of prior courses and/or unof-
ficial transcripts. 
While students remain in unclassified status, full re-
sponsibility for course selection is theirs. If, while in an 
unclassified status, they happen to take a Regis course 
which later proves to be a repeat of a course they have 
taken, then they will receive credit for only one of the 
courses, since double crediting is not permissible. 
The procedures for unclassified student matriculation 
include: 
1. The application form must be completed and the ad-
mission fee paid. 
2. A total of nine (9) hours can be taken as an unclas-
sified student. 
3. Students must sign an undassified student 
agreement. 
ADD 
RECEP II FRESHMEN 
RECEP II freshman classification is given to students 
who have earned a high school diploma or GED, or who 
transfer between 1 - 29 semester hours of college 
credit 
Freshmen are fimited to enrolling in 8-week term courses 
only or BA 220 (Career Management). 
ADD 
RECEP II CONDITIONAL SOPHOMORES 
!he ·conditional sophomore• status has been ~r~ated 
1n the RECEP 11 program for students with a m1mmum 
of ~irty (30) semester hours of acceptable ~~nsfer 
cred.ll at the point of admission bu~ who ~r.e wattlnQ for 
OffiCial documentation of this credit. Adv1smg provided 
for:conditional sophomore• students at orientati~~ and 
dunng the time the student remains in the •cond1t1onal 
sophomore• status is unofficial and based on the stu-
denrs recollection of prior courses and/or. unoffiCial 
transcripts. Advisors will guide students '" ~urs.e 
choices so that they will (1) take courses whtch Will 
app)y toward their degree with Regis College, and (2) 
avoid repeating courses they have already taken. 
While students remain in •conditional s~phof!lore· sta~~. full responsibility for course selection ts. thetrs. If, 
Whtle tn this status, they happen to take a Reg1s course 
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which later proves to be a repeat of a course they have 
taken, then they will receive credit for only one of the 
courses, since double crediting in not permissible. 
The procedures for •conditional sophomore• status 
include: 
1. The application form must be completed and the 
admission fee paid. 
2. A total of nine (9) hours of 5-week course work can 
be taken as a •conditional sophomore·. There is no 
limitation of 8-week term courses for •conditional so-
phomore· students. 
3. Students should sign a degree plan within the com-
pletion of nine (9) semester hours of 5-week course 
work. 
CHANGE 
NON-DEGREE-SEEKING (SPECIAL) STUDENTS-
RECEP II, Regis In Sterling, and Regis In Wyoming 
Admission to Regis degree completion programs for 
students completing degrees at other institutions is 
subject to the following requirements: 
1. The student must be in the last semester of a degree 
program at another college or university. 
2. The other school must notify Regis of the request, 
specifying that work done will count towards com-
pletion of its degree requirements. 
3. The student should normally be 23 years old and 
document at least three years of full time work expe-
rience (including homemaking) or its equivalent. 
4 The usual application fee will be waived because it 
· is designed to cover the normal work in developing 
a degree plan for the student. 
5 Application for this special admission must be stu-
. dent initiated and must be referred to the Academic 
Dean for Career Programs for approval. Application 
must indude documents substantiating items 1, 2, 
and3 above. 
CHANGE 
PRE-CLASSIFIED STUDENTS-RECEP I 
A student who is 23 years old with three (3) or more 
ears of work experience may be accepted to take up 
ro 39 hours of lower division credit with the . C~llege. 
These credit hours may apply toward the admiSSIOn re-
quirement. Formal admission to the C?oll~e as a de-
gree candidate require~ fc_>rmal appliCation and fee, 
meeting minim~m . admiSSIOn standards, and formal 
granting of adm1ss1on by the College. 
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EXPENSEs-UNDERGRADUATE 
CAREER PROGRAMS 
REPLACE 
CAREER PROGRAMS UNDERGRADUATE STU-
DENT CHARGES FOR 19*1991* 
Tuition (per credit hour) 
RECEP ! ........................................................ $136.00 
RECEP II ...................................................... $160.00 
Regis in Sterling ............................................ $160.00 
Regis in Wyoming ........................................ $160.00 
On-Site .......................................................... $160.00 
lNIW ···························································· $220.00 Teacher Recertification ................................ $120.00 
Application Fee .............................................. $60.00 
CLEP Testing ............................•..................... $38.00 
Course Change Fee . ...................................... $20.00 
Credit by Exam (per credit hour) .................... $42.00 
Declined Credit Card Fee ................................ $25.00 
Deferred tuition (per five week course) .................................. $16.00 
Deferred Tuition (per eight week course) .............................. $20.00 
Deferred Tuition (per fourteen week course) ........ ........ .......... $28.00 
Deferred Tuition Late Fee (per course) .................................................. $40.00 
Degree Plan Change ...................................... $20 00 
Experiential Learning · 
(Portf~lio, per credit hour) ............................ $42.00 
Graduat1on Fee .............................................. $75 00 
10 Replacement Fee ...................................... $15.00 Return~ Check Charge ................................ $25:oo 
-g:r:;rt~~;;eli~9·(~rsessio~):··::::::::::::::::::·~:gg 
•Tuition, fee, and refund schedules are subject to 
change. 
Tuition 
T~e tuiti~n, ~ees, and other charges described are good 
fa1th prOJe_ctions for the academic year. They are how-
ever, subJect to change from one academic period to 
the next~ deem~ necessary by the College in order 
to m~t ~~ financ1al commitments and to fulfill its 1 
and m1ss1on. roe 
CHANGE 
ln .~EC_EP I, Regis in Sterling, and Regis In W tUitiO~ IS due an~ payable on or before the fi~~"1lng 
meeting of any giVen term. When a tuition refu d · c ass 
the stu~nt r~ives an immediate credit to th~ ~~~ue, 
account if tuition was paid by charge card If . ge 
cash. a refund will be processed in tw ·. P<lld by 
paid by check, a refund will be proces~~~~n5g day~. If days. 1n • working 
In RE_CE P II tuition is payable on or bef 
meeting of any given session or term ~e the first ~l~s 
- orporate b1lhng 
and financial aid must be approved by the VICe Pres~ 
dent for Administration or his designee. 
Refunds 
CHANGE 
In RECEP I, Regis in Sterling, and Regis In Wyoming 
1 OO% of tuition is refundable through the first week of 
the term (drop/add week) and 25% through the second 
and third weeks of the term. Students may withdraw 
through week fiVe, but no refund is given. 
ADD 
MASTER OF ARTS 
DEGREE PROGRAM IN 
COMMUNITY SERVICE 
AND ADMINISTRATION 
(MACSA) 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS (CSA) 
CSA 610. FOUNDATIONS FOR COMMUNITYSERV· 
ICE ADMINISTRATION (6). The course begins wilh 
the _student responding to a Lifelong Learning Survey. 
ltw111 focus on interdisciplinary areas relatedtocommu· 
nity administration. Based on an assessment of the stu· 
dent's background, a special course of readings will be ~igned to address existing learning gaps as ~­mm~ by the program director. The student be 
requ1red to submit a comprehensive learning report 
upon completion of the assigned readings. This course 
will usually be completed before the first ~ 
course, CSA 620. 
CSA 615. FOUNDATIONS IN ADULT EDUCATION 
(6): This course begins with the student ~ng\? 
a L1fe~ng le~ing Survey, acomprehensive l~.,_.en, 
of ones preVIous learning, spanning the diso~u"teS 
psychology, sociology, adult learning theOry, m~ 
ment and administrative sciences. and leadersh1P~ 
velopment. '"fhe student will be required to ~u~~ co~prehens1ve learning report upon completiono 
asstgned readings. This course will usually be com- 1 
plated before the first summer course. CSA 625. 
CSA 620. LEADERSHIP SKILLS FOR ADUL!! V~LOP_MENT (6). Designed to acquaint the. ~~ 
with vanous strategies for adult~ UlS_'::'~ e~plores various developmental theOrieS SSSO"'": 
With adult growth, along with a desCription _of~ 
pt'OCeSses most suited to an adultcommunit)'ol "'J ~ Specific skills are given tor determining ~115 
res, for determining specific leadershiP .~ 
through a variety of inventories. and tor ~~d 
programs for adult enrichment VariOUS ~ 'J 
adult religious development are offered wi1ll ~J 
stress on the relationship of psychologiCal andre-~ 
models of growth. Management skills of b~ 
finding local resources, program planning, and use of 
volunteers are provided. Skills in how to become a 
resource, both professionally and personally, are of-
fered. Methods for values-clarification and values-en-
richment are surveyed. The purpose of this course is to 
assist the student in gaining self-knowledge concern-
ing personal leadership style and needs, and to provide 
skills for exercising leadership for assisting adults in 
personal development along holistic lines. 
CSA 625. LEADERSHIP SKILLS IN ADULT EDUCA· 
TION (6). The purpose of this course is to explore lead-
ership skills in adult education. The philosophical and 
theoretical foundations of adult education are reviewed 
and participants are acquainted with adult learning 
methodology and methods of assessing prior learning. 
Issues in multi-cultural education are also explored. 
Self awareness, a key component in leadership devel-
opment, is facilitated through various inventories and 
the Futures Invention Process. Because many adult 
educators are also involved in managerial functions, a 
component of this course addresses management 
concerns, particularly as they relate to managing and 
supporting volunteers. 
CSA 630. FAMILY AND COMMUNITY ENRICHMENT 
(6). The setting for leadership is the community. Each 
community is unique. Therefore, an analysis of the re-
lationship of culture to community, with a particular 
focus on the religious community, inaugurates this 
course. This is followed by a survey of methods to 
determine the nature of particular communities and by 
a discussion of how to read and interpret surveys on 
opinion polls. The local community of most interest to 
students will be the local church community. There-
newal of the life of that community will be discussed 
from the standpoint of the liturgical, the educational, 
and the service life of that community. Skills in commu-
nication theory will be taught along with methods for 
stimulating small group development. Various a:;pects 
of family life will be analyzed from a theological, a 
sociological, and a psychological perspective. Issues 
relating to the macro-community (the world) and the 
micro-community (the neighborhood) will also be dis-
cussed. A theological foundation tor enhancing com-
munity life in its many expressions is included in this 
course. 
CSA 635. ADULT EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY 
E_NRICHMENT (6). Lifelong education is ~ essential 
d!mension of community vitality. Given the nchness and 
d1versity of communities today, it is critical that adult 
~ucators understand this complexity and know way~ 
1n which the process of adult learning can best SUit 
these communities. 
CSA 644. HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT FOR 
COMMUNrTIES OF SERVICE (3). This cou~e draws 
content from existing college graduate courses 1r1 human 
re~ource management It is a non-reside"9' course 
usmg a learning contract, a mentor commumty. an~ a 
reporting system similar to CSA 61 0. Among the top1cs 
treated are the learning and survival needs of ~orkers, 
~amwork, personnel policies, training on the JOb, and 
JOb satisfaction and rewards. 
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CSA 645. ORGANIZAnONAL DESIGN FOR COM-
MUNmES OF SERVICE (3). This course builds upon 
the content in existing organizational courses in the 
management and business curriculum in the college. 
The course treats general organization theory, social 
change, structural dynamics, leadership styles, delega-
tion , and management. This is a non-residency course 
similar to CSA 644. Usually CSA 644 and CSA 645 are 
taken together. 
CSA 651. PRESSING ISSUES IN COMMUNITY AD-
MINISTRAnON (3). Topics covered include: program 
design, volunteer management, and empowerment 
systems. This is a residency course with 50 contact-
hours and uses the full-time program staff along with 
five adjunct faculty. The reporting pattern is the same as 
CSA 620 and CSA 630. All residency courses are held 
during the summer. This course is to be taken with CSA 
652. 
CSA 652. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT FOR COM-
MUNmES OF SERVICE (3). This course is built upon 
existing courses in interpreting accounting information, 
financial decision making, and management of finan-
cial matters for organizations with a community service 
focus. This course has a practical orientation offering 
learning in those areas of financial management most 
needed by administrators of church and church-related 
organizations. Ethical dimensions of financial manage-
ment will also be discussed. 
CSA 660. COMPREHENSIVE PROJECT IN COMMU. 
NITY ADMINISTRAnON (6). The overall purpose of 
the Aegis Program is to assist the student in applying 
the best resources from a developmental perspective to 
the need for growth in a particular community .The skills 
will be focused enough to be practical for a participanrs 
community, but general enough to be applicable to any 
community. Each student will be charged with the task 
of identifying the needs of a local community, designing 
a program to respond to those needs, managing the 
program so that the needs can~ m!'!t eff~vely, a~d 
evaluating the program to determme its effectiveness 1n 
meeting the original needs. The student will be ex-
pected to provide an adequate theory for his or her de-
cisions and a set of resources, both personaJ and pub-
lished which justify and support the program design. 
The stUdent will also be required to utilize explicit insight 
gained in previous courses of the MACSA Program 
which will serve to synthesize the total program into a 
final collective statement of accomplishment. 
CSA 661. COMPREHENSIVE PROJECT IN ADULT 
EDUCAnON (6).The overall purpose of the Regis Pro-
gram is to assist the student in applying the best re-
sources from a developmental perspective to the need 
for growth in a particular community. The skills will be 
focused enough to be practical tor a participanrs com-
munity but general enough to be applicable to any com-
munity: Each student will be charged with the task of 
identifying the adult education needs of a local commu-
nity, designing a program to respond to those needs, 
managing the program so that the needs can be met 
effectively, and evalu~ting the p~ram to determine its 
effectiveness in meeting the ongmal needs. The stu-
dent will be expected to provide an adequate theory for 
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his or her decisions and a set of resources, both 
personal and published, which justify and sup~rt the 
program design. The stude~t will ~lso be requ1red to 
utilize explicit insight gained 10 prev1ous course~ of the 
MACSA Program which will serve to synthes1ze the 
total program into a final collective statement of accom-
plishment. 
CHANGE 
GRADUATION 
Graduation Honors 
The MAACCD/MACSA degree is awarded with Honors 
to candidates who complete the program requirements 
with a cumulative grade point average of 3.850 or better 
based on a minimum of 24 credit hours of Regis 
College course work. Students who are designated 
Honors Graduates will receive diplomas after gradu-
ation with ·HoNORs· imprinted. 
CHANGE 
MAACCD/ MACSA PROGRAM EXPENSES 
The tuition, fees, and other charges described are good 
faith projections for the academic year. They are, how-
ever, subject to change from one academic term to the 
next as deemed necessary by the College in order to 
meet its financial commitments and to fulfill its role and 
mission. 
MAACCD/MACSA Student Charges for the 1990-91 
Academic Year 
Tuition (per credit hour) ................................ $190.00 
Application fee (includes the graduation fee) $125.00 
Career Counseling Fee (per session) ..•......... $30.00 
Course Change Fee ........................................ $20.00 
Declined Credit Card Fee ................................ $25.00 
10 Replacement Fee ................................•..... $15.00 
Returned Check Charge ................................ $25.00 
Transcript Fee .................................................. $5.00 
MASTER'S DEGREE 
PROGRAM IN 
BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION (MBA) 
REPLACE 
lt-ITRODUCTION 
The mission of the Regis College MBA program is to 
produce exceptional leaders. We provide the opportu-
nity for experienced professionals to develop knowl-
e<;lge,. skills, attitude~! and other qualities of mind which 
w111 g1ve th!3m th.e ab1hty to perfo"'!' creatively, ethically, 
and effectively 10 complex organizations under condi-
tions of constant change. 
The Regis MBA program allows the student to take a 
suitable course load. Students in the program may take 
from one to four classes per session. Many students 
with undergraduate studies in business can earn the 
MBA degree in as little as 20 months. 
PROGRAM OF STUDY AND DEGREE 
REQUIREMENTS 
MBA: INDIVIDUALIZED EMPHASIS 3Q SH 
(Emphasis not recorded on diploma or transcript) 
Core 6SH 
MBAC 600 Managerial Economics 
MBAC 601 Ethical and Legal Environment of Business 
Emphasis Requirements 12SH 
One course in Finance or Accounting 
One course in Systems or Operations 
One course in Marketing 
One course in Management from the following: 
Managerial Leadership MBAM604 
MBAM605 
MBAM606 
Human Resource Management 
Organizational Structure and Des~n 
General Electives 9SH 
Any three 600-level courses offered by 
the MBA Program 
Capstone 
MBAC 695 Strategies in a Global Environment 
MBA: FINANCE AND 
ACCOUNTING EMPHASIS 
Core 
MBAC 600 Managerial Economics 
MBAC 601 Ethical and Legal Environment 
of Business 
acsH 
6SH 
Emphasis Requirements 6 SH 
~~AAAF 660022 l~terpreting Accounting Information Fmancial Decision Making 
Emphasis Electives (Choose three) gSH 
MBAA603 
MBAA604 
MBAA605 
MBAA606 
MBAA607 
MBAA608 
MBAA609 
lntennediate Accounting Appl~tions 
Energy Acx:ounting and Taxation 
Advanced Auditing 
Financial Accounting Theory 
Accounting for Not-for-Profit 
Organizations 
Accounting tor the International 
Business 
Case Studies in Management 
Accounting 
MBM610 
MBM611 
Controllership 
MBM612 
MBAF603 
MBAF604 
MBAF605 
MBAF606 
MBAF 612 
Tax Influence on Business 
Decision Making 
Seminar in Finance and Accounting 
Investments and Portfolio Management 
Money and Banking 
International Financial Management 
Case Studies in Financial Management 
Seminar in Finance Accounting 
General Electives '6SH 
Any two 60C>-Ievel courses offered by 
the MBA Program 
Capstone 3 SH 
MBAC 695 Strategies In a Global Environment 
MBA: INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS EMPHASIS 
Core 
MBAC 600 Managerial Economics 
MBAC 601 Ethical and Legal Environment 
of Business 
Emphasis Requirements 
MBAS602 
MBAI602 
Systems Analysis, Design and 
Implementation 
Issues in International Business 
30SH 
6SH 
6SH 
Emphasis Electives (Choose Three) 9 SH 
MBAS 603 Information Resource Management 
MBAS 604 Database Management 
MBAS 605 Information Communication Networks 
MBAS 606 Managing Change 
MBAS 607 Systems Integration 
MBAS 608 Decision Systems and Managen:'ent 
MBAS 609 Seminar in Systems and Operation 
Management 
MBAS 611 International Science and Technology 
General Electives 6SH 
Nrt two 60C>-Ievel classes offered by the MBA Program 
Capstone 3 SH 
MBAC 695 Strategies in a Global Environment 
MBA: MARKET SmA TEGY 
EMPHASIS 
Core 
MBAC60o 
MBAC 601 Managerial Economics Ethical and Legal Environment 
of Business 
30SH 
6SH 
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Emphasis Requirements 6SH 
MBAK 602 Marketing Management 
MBAK 603 Marketing Strategy 
Emphasis Electives (Choose One) 3 SH 
MBAK 604 International Marketing 
MBAK 605 Market Research 
MBAK 606 Seminar in Marketing and Management 
General Electives 12SH 
Any four 600-level classes offered by 
the MBA Program 
Capstone 3 SH 
MBAC 695 Strategies in a Global Environment 
MBA: OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 
EMPHASIS 
Core 
MBAC 600 Managerial Economics 
MBAC 601 Ethical and Legal Environment 
of Business 
30SH 
6SH 
Emphasis Requirements 6 SH 
MBAO 602 Production and Operations Management 
MBAI 602 Issues in International Business 
Emphasis Electives (Choose Three) 9 SH 
MBA0603 
MBA0604 
MBA0605 
MBA0606 
MBA0607 
MBA0608 
MBA0609 
MBA0610 
Project Management 
Process Management 
Operations Management 
Managin_g Change 
Sennoe~rations 
Value Productions 
Seminar in Systems and Operations 
Management 
Knowledge Systems and Management 
General Electives 6SH 
Any two 600-level classes offered by the MBA Program 
3SH Capstone 
MBAC695 Strategies in a Global Environment 
MBA:INT.ERNATIONALBU~NESS 
EMPHASIS 
Core 
MBAC600 
MBAC601 
Managerial Economics 
Ethical and Legal Environment 
of Business 
30SH 
6SH 
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Emphasis Requirements 6SH 
MBAF 602 Financial Decision Making 
MBAI 602 Issues in International Business 
Emphasis Electives (Choose Three) 95H 
MBAI603 
MBAI604 
MBA1605 
MBA1608 
Managing International Business 
International Marketing 
International Financial Management 
Accounting for the International 
Enterprise 
Issues in International Law 
International Transportation 
International Science and Technology 
Focus: Area Studies 
MBAI609 
MBAI610 
MBAI611 
MBAI612 
MBAI613 Seminar in International Business 
General Electives 
Any two 600-level classes offered by 
the MBA Program 
Capstone 
65H 
35H 
MBAC 695 Strategies in a Global Environment 
GENERAL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
In addition to the completion of the academic require-
ments previously listed, the following are also required 
of each degree candidate: 
1. Each MBA candidate must complete a minimum of 
30 semester ho.urs of graduate-level courses (600-
leve!), 24 of wh1ch must be taken in residence with 
RegiS College. 
2. The candidate must attain a cumulative grade point 
a~rage of 3.00C? or higher in gradua&level courses 
pnor to graduation. 
3. Transfer ~red~ will only. be accepted from a col-
~ge or umvers1ty accredited by a regional accred-
rtlng bodX, and. then only if the Director of the 
Pr~gram rs sati~fied that such transfer credits fully 
satrsfy the requrrements for the Regis College MBA 
Program. No grade lower than a •e• will be ac-
cepted from another school as transfer crecft N 
grade lower than a ·c· will fulfill any require~·en~ 
of the program under any circumstances (e g 
a grade of -c-· or below is unacceptable). · ·• 
4. Final examinations ma¥ beg iven at the end of each 
term. A student who miSses a final exam· ti wh~ h~ other incomplete work for whic~~ on !lr 
no JUStifiable excuse is awarded the grade fe!P'e •.s 
the course. o rn 
Courses of Instruction 
The. (500-level) fundamentals courses 11 busmess manager the opportunity a ?W the non-
essary informational background tto acqu1re the nec-
o pursue the ad-
vanced (600-level) courses. These courses are re-
quired of students admitted to the program who have 
not previously completed course work in the speQfc 
areas. Some or all of them may be waived for lhe 
students with sufficient educational background in lhe 
respective business areas covered. Students witil 
experience deemed sufficient by the MBA Director may 
take a proficiency test for a particular 500-level course 
on a pass/no pass basis. Students who receive a pass 
grade will obtain a waiver from that course. 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
PREREQUISrTES (MBAP) 
Old course numbers are in brackets []and cross·lisled 
courses are denoted with an asrerisk·. 
MBAP 501 . FlNANCIAL ACCOUNTING [MBA 501] 
(3). This course introduces basic accounting principles 
and procedures for sole proprietorships,~ 
and corporations. The complete accounting cyde, il-
cluding an analysis of assets,liability, and owner-ecpt( 
accounts is presented. 
MBAP 502. MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT1NG [MBA 
502] (3). This course approaches accounting inforrna· 
tion, theory, and systems as they are used in managt 
ment decision-making. Prerequisite: MBAP 501. 
~BAP 503. ECONOMICS [MBA 503] (3). Con~ntral­
rng on the economic underpinnings of business ara1 
government, the focus of the course is on currentthe«f 
and methodologies. In addition to the traditional con-
cerns of national income, inflation and unemploymef11. an~ fiSCal and monetary policy, regionalism andglobai-
zation are covered. 
MBAP 504. BUSINESS FINANCE[MBA504](3).1Ns 
course introduces the tools and techniques u~ trt fi~anci~ managers to anticipate financing ~ o'-
tain caprtal , and effectively manage the finn s finattoa 
resources. Prerequisite: MBAP 502. 
M~AP 505. BUSINESS STATISTlCS ,.eASOSJ P~ 
-.:-h•.s CC!Urse addresses managerial applca~onsof~ ~st1cal rnformation. ln addition, use of statiStical~ 
rn the.decision-making process are~at~ Co~s~rable attention is paid to probabii!\Y ttleCil• 
estimatio.n, hypothesis testing, and regress1on. FUZZ'! 
sets are rntroduoed. 
~BAP 506. MARKETING [MBA 506] (3). ThiS CO~ ·~traduces the marketing process, including~..;~ 
SIS o_f product markets, making distrbutiOn ~­
and rmplementing marketing programs. 
MB~P 508. MANAGEMENT {MBASOSl (3):~~ ~f thiS course is the contrast between traditiOr~~ 
nes of management and the emerging manage>·~-
needs of contemporary organizatiOns. ~ ~rker demographics, organization deSign. WI ~ 
tion .access. production technologieS. a~_!S.r~re 
nomtc environment will be analyzed as theY 111..-
manager's role. 
GRADUATE LEVEL COURSES 
CORE(MBAC) 
MBAC 600. MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS (3). This 
course is designed to provide a solid economic founda-
tion for business managers. Several techniques useful 
for estimating demand revenue, production, and costs 
are explored. The nature of prices and output decisions 
are examined. Emphasis is placed on applications to a 
variety of practical situations with the use of examples 
and problems. PrenqJisile: MBAP 503. This core course 
should be taken in the first nine hours of the program. 
MBAC 601. ETHICAL AND LEGAL ENVIRONMENT 
OF BUSINESS (3). This course examines the social 
and governmental structure within which business op-
erates, and suggests effective and ethical strategies for 
addressing issues of public concerns, labor and em-
ployment law, administrative agency procedures, pub-
Ic issues management. and product liability. The course 
also examines social contract, agency and stakeholder 
models of corporate responsibility. This core course 
should be taken in the first nine hours of"the program. 
MBAC 695. STRATEGIES IN A GLOBAL ENVIRON-
MENT (3). This course examines the influence of inter-
national economic, financial and business structures 
and activijies on the long range strategic planning of the 
firm. Topics include the effect on long and short range 
planning of international financial institutions, (World 
Bank and the IMF), global capital markets, current 
political events affecting the firm, the impact of mone-
tary and fiscal policies on the international economy. 
third world debt and its consequences on real and 
financial markets, and business policies and planning in 
~ose markets. This capstone course should be taken 
10 the last six hours of the program. 
ACCOUNTJNG/FINANCE 
EMPHASIS COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
MBAA 602. INTERPRET1NG ACCOUNTING INFOR-
MATION (MBA 651] (3). This course focuses on the 
Understanding of financial statement analysis from a 
managerial perspective. Both standard accounting 
analysis and modem developments are presented. in .a 
practical, intuitively accessible fashion . Emphasis 1s 
Placed on cash flow analysis and the cash flow conse-
quences of business activity. Prerequisite: MBAP 502. 
MBAF 602. FINANCIAL DECISION MAKING [MBA 
652] (3). This course examines the use of financial 
theOries and techniques in making financial decisions 
Under. ~nditions of uncertainty. Emphasis is pia~ on 
the cntical evaluation of concepts to assess their use-
fu!ne~ in practical business situations. Computer ap-
pliCations are used to solve practical problems. Pre-
requisites: MBAP 504 and 505. 
ACCOUNTING ELECTIVES (MBAA) 
MBAA 603. INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING APPLI-
CATIONS (MBA 641] (3). This course is concerned 
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with the theory and practice of advanced financial 
accounting. Particular emphasis is given to recent 
developments in accounting valuation and reporting 
practices. Prerequisite: MBAA 602. 
MBAA 604. ENERGY ACCOUNTING AND TAXATION 
[MBA 625] (3). This course covers identification, un-
derstanding and interpretation of the accounting direc-
tives appropriate to oil and gas accounting as promul-
gated by the various regulatory agencies. U.S. tax rules 
pertaining to the energy industry are also addressed. 
Prerequisites: MBAA 602 and MBAF 602. 
MBAA 605. ADVANCED AUDmNG [MBA 642] (3). 
This course stresses the theory and practice of auditing 
manual and computerized accounting systems. The 
course covers audit principles and standards, the proc-
ess of determining audit objectives, and the design 
procedures to accomplish them. Prerequisite: MBAA 
602. 
MBAA 606. FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING THEORY 
[MBA 643] (3). This course deals with the underlying 
concepts of contemporary accounting theory. All o the 
major areas of accounting are addressed from this 
perspective. Prerequisite: MBAA 603. 
MBAA 607. ACCOUNTING FOR NOT-FOR-PROFIT 
ORGANIZATIONS [MBA 645] (3). This course is 
designed to provide insight into the special problems 
posed to management of the not-for-profit organization. 
Its emphasis is on the use of accounting information to 
help identify and solve problems frequently encoun-
tered in the management of these organizations. Pre-
requisites: MBAA 602 and MBAF 602. 
MBAA 608. ACCOUNTING FOR THE INTERNA-
TIONAL ENTERPRISE [MBA 646] (3). This course 
examines the special problems of a business operating 
internationally. It emphasizes·the use of accounting to 
identify and solve management and operational prob-
lems for the multinational firm. Prerequisites: MBAF 
602 and MBAA 602. 
MBAA 609. CASE STUDIES IN MANAGEMENT Ac-
COUNTING [MBA 603] (3). This course develops the 
studenrs management accounting techniques and the 
skills needed to make ethical profit-maximizing deci-
sions. Prerequisite: MBAA 602. 
MBAA 610. CONTROLLERSHIP [MBA 620] (3). This 
course covers the function, role and responsibilities of 
the chief accounting offiCer of a business organization. 
It includes consideration of both financial and non-
financial aspects of the controllership function. 
MBAA 611. TAX INFLUENCE ON BUSINESS DECI-
SION MAKING [MBA 621] (3). This course studies the 
structure of the tax code, the principles underlying it, 
and the impact of the code on a wide variety of business 
transactions. 
MBAA 612. SEMINAR IN FINANCES AND ACCOUNT-
ING [MBA 647] (3). This course addresses current 
topics relevant to manag~rs in the areas of fina~ and 
accounting. Content vanes term by term accord1ng to 
the changing concerns of managers in these areas and 
the shiftin~ of conditions in the business environment. 
Prerequisite: Permission of Instructor. 
F1NANCE ELECTIVES (MBAF) 
MBAF 603. INVESTMENTS AND PORTFOLIO MAN-
AGEMENT [MBA 623] (3). This course provides an 
understanding of the kinds of analysis and techniques 
used by Individual investors and professional money 
managers to decide on investment objectives and se-
lect possible investment alternatives. Prerequisite: 
MBAF602. 
MBAF 604. MONEY AND BANKING [MBA 626] (3). 
This course provides a framework for understanding fi-
nancial institutions and markets and the effects of gov-
ernment policy on financial institutions, interest rates 
and levels of economic activity. Prerequisite: MBAP 
503. 
MBAF 605. INTERNATIONAL ANANCIAL MANAGE-
MENT [MBA 644] (3). This course introduces financial 
management issues confronting multinational firms, in-
cluding topics such as foreign exchange risk manage-
ment, positioning of funds and cash management, and 
capital budgeting in the international setting. Case 
studies are used to supplement lectures and class 
discussions. Prerequisite: MBAF 602. 
MBAF 606. CASE STUDIES IN ANANCIAL MAN-
AGEMENT [MBA 602] (3). This course allows students 
to apply the principles of business finance to business 
decision-making using the case method of instruction. 
Prerequisites: MBAA 602 and MBAF 602. 
MBAF 612. SEMINAR IN FINANCE AND ACCOUNT-
ING [MBA 647] (3). This course addresses current 
topics relevant to managers in the areas of finance and 
accounting. Content varies term by term according to 
the changing concerns of managers in these areas and 
the shifting of conditions in the business environment. 
Prerequisite: Permission of Instructor. 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
EMPHASIS COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
MBAF 602. ANANCIAL DECISION MAKING [MBA 
652] (3). This course examines the use of financial 
theories and techniques in making financial decisions 
under conditions of uncertainty. Emphasis is placed on 
the critical evaluation of concepts to assess their use-
fulness in practical business situations. Computer ap-
plications are used to solve practical problems. Pre-
requisites: MBAP 504 and 505. 
MBA1602. ISSUES IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
[MBA 670] (3): This ~ursa ~vers issues essential to 
an u.nderstandmg of 1n!ematio~al business activity in-
~ludlng: the n~tu~e ~f l~temation~ business, interna-
tional eco.nomiC Institutions and ISSues, international 
'!'onetary 1ssue~. government activity affecting interna-
tional trade, social and cultural effects on international 
business, human resource management and other 
related issues. 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ELECTIVES (MBAQ 
MBAI603. MANAGING INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
(MBA 671] (3). This course examines business and 
legal issues which need to be considered in doing 
business overseas including: procurement of goods/ 
services, forms of doing business, dispute resolution, 
US and foreign laws affecting international business, 
export/import procedures, control procedures, and 
human resource issues. Prerequisite: MBAI602. 
MBAI 604. INTERNATIONAL MARKETlNG LMBA 627) 
(3). This course examines the impact of conditions 
unique to international business on the marketing of 
goods and services. It includes such issues as govern-
ment policies and regulations, cultural differences in 
advertising, consumer preferences and buying pat-
tams, distribution and pricing differences, exchange 
rates, and other financial concerns. 
MBAI605.1NTERNATIONAL ANANCIAL MANAGE· 
MENT [MBA 644] (3). This course introduces financial 
management issues confronting multinational firms, in-
cluding topics such as foreign exchange risk manage· 
ment, positioning of funds and cash management, and 
capital budgeting in . the international setting. Case 
studies are used to supplement lecture and class dis· 
cussions. Prerequisite MBAF 602. 
MBAI 608. ACCOUNTING FOR THE INTERNA· 
TION~L ENTERP.RISE [MBA 646] (3). This course 
~xa_rmnes ~ spec1al problems of the business operat· 
~ng tnten:tationally. It emphasizes the use of accounting 
Information, techniques, and theories to identify and 
solv~ m~agement and operational problems for the 
multinational firm. Prerequisites: MBAF 602 and MBAA 
602. 
MBAI609. I~SUES IN INTERNATIONAL LAW fABA 
~5] (3). "fhls course examines the effect on intema· 
tiona! bus1ness of such legal issues as antitrust, export 
controls, form:; of business organization, the Foreign 
Corrupt Practices Act, and treaties and international 
agreements. 
MBAI 610. INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORTATION ~B~ 6?41 _(3). This course covers transportation and dlstribu~on 1~es relevant to the movement of product 
across International boundaries. It focuses on costs, 
tif!l9th0ds and requirements of in1emational transac-ons. Prerequisite: MBAI602. 
MBAI 611 • INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE AND TECH-
NOLOGY [MBA 673] (3). This course covers technol· m-c~sanandsferthebetween countries, technology effects on develo~ nati 1· · t ts and internar aJ . . ,.......... ons, 109nSing, pa en 
technology re 10trictin. .JOint ve.ntures, environmentalism, 
s ons and Imbalance military technol-
ogy' and control of technology. Prereq~isite: MBAI602. 
MBA1612. FOCUS: AREA STUDIES[MBA 672] (3). 
This course examines in detail the varying economic, 
cultural, social, political, religious, and environmental 
relationships in selected regions of the world. Regions 
covered by the course might include the Middle East, 
Europe, the Far East, and Latin America. The course 
would cover these areas on a rotating basis. 
MBAJ 613. SEMINAR IN INTERNATIONAL BUSI-
NESS [MBA 676] (3). The course offers seminars in 
selected current topics affecting international business. 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
EMPHASIS COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
MBAS 602. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, DESIGN AND IM-
PLEMENTATION [MBA 611] (3). This is the principle 
methods course in information systems. SDLC, mini-
iteration and simulation are treated as separate instruc-
tional blocks. Students will perform a full scale feasibil-
ity and systems study at a client company as an integral 
part of the course. Prerequisite: MBAP 503. 
MBAJ 602. ISSUES IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
[MBA 670] (3). This course covers issues essential to 
an understanding of international business activity in-
cluding: the nature of international business, interna-
tional economic institutions and issues, international 
monetary Issues, government activity affecting in~ma­
tional trade, social and cultural effects on international 
business, human resource management, and other 
related issues. 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS ELECTIVES (MBAS) 
MBAS 603. INFORMATION RESOURCE MANAGE-
MENT [MBA 606] (3). Designed for the n·on-technical 
manager, this course pursues a functional approa~h ~ 
information systems management. Much emphasiS IS 
placed on the valuation function with regard to the 
assessment and appropriateness of new t;echnoiO?Y. 
The current state of the art with regard to mformation 
systems is identified. Prerequisite: MBAP 503. 
MBAS 604. DATABASE MANAGEMENT ,..BA 610] 
(3). This course discusses hierarchical, network, and 
relational database structures. Both image and knowl-
edge-based systems are evaluated as. to applicabilio/. 
Problems of standardization in an env~ronment of dis-
tributive networks and databanks are considered. Use 
of database linkage between information systems and 
networks will be examirted. Prerequisite: MBAS 602. 
MBAS 605.1NFORMAT10N COMMUNICATIO~ NET· 
WORKS [MBA 635] (3). Pursuing a managenal per-
spective, this course examines current network deyel-
opmentand usage. Local, wide area, and rnetropohtannd 
networks are considered as to hardware, software, a . 
protocols. In addition, issues resulting from standard!· 
zation and security problems are discussec:l· Recent 
advances In photonics are stressed. Pendmg ~uro­
pean Community communication standards will be 
described. Prerequisite: MBAS 602. 
MBAS 606. MANAGING CHANGE [MBA 662] (3). 
This course considers changes in both concepts and 
methods involved in the production of goods and serv-
ices. Impacts on the American model of increased com-
petitive pressure from Europe and Asia are examined In 
detail. In addition, the substantial and increasing role of 
information systems in operations management Is dis-
cussed. Prerequisite: MBAS 602 or MBAO 602. 
MBAS607. SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (3). Employing 
both General Systems Theory and the s~tem ap-
proach, this course focuses on the complete Integration 
of organizational resources. Solutions to the problems 
of •islands of technology• are provided. Questions of 
appropriateness, application, and integration are dis-
cussed. A particular issue is the need to consider both 
technology and technique in terms of management and 
decision making. Prerequisite: MBAS 602. 
MBAS 608. DECISION SYSTEMS AND MANAGE-
MENT [MBA 660] (3). This course focuses on informa-
tion systems applications related to decision-making 
and productivity. Decision support systems, office auto-
mation, and expert systems are treated in a manage-
ment information systems environment. Both model-
based and knowledge-based systems are examined at 
length. Prerequisite: MBAS 602. 
MBAS 609. SEMINAR IN SYSTEMS AND OPERA-
TIONS MANAGEMENT [MBA 665] (3). This course 
addresses current topics of major concern to managers 
in the area of information systems and operations 
management. Topics vary from term to term based on 
a survey of students, faculty, and client companies. 
Prerequisite: Permission of Instructor. 
MBAS 611.1NTERNATIONAL SCIENCE AND TECH-
NOLOGY (MBA 673] (3). This course covers technol-
ogy transfer between countries, technology effects on 
LDC's and the developed nations, licensing, patents 
and international joint ventures, environmentalism, 
technology restrictions and imbalances, military tech· 
nology, and control of technology. Prerequisite: MBAI 
602. 
OPERA nON MANAGEMENT 
EMPHASIS COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
MBAO 602. PRODUCTION AND OPERA nON MAN-
AGEMENT [MBA 624] (3). This is methods course for 
both goods and services producers. This course fo-
cuses on planning, strategy, and control. 9c?th the 
traditional and world-class models are considered. 
Computer Integrated Operations, Total Quality Man-
agement, and Just-in-Time are discussed at length. 
Prerequisite: MBAP 503. 
MBAI602. ISSUES IN INTERNAn.ONAL BUSI~ESS 
[MBA 670] (3). The course ~vers tss~es e~n~al.to 
an understanding of international bus1ness actiVIty In· 
eluding: the nature of international busi~, intf~ma­
tional economic institutions and issues, International 
monetary issues, government activity aff~ng in~ma­
tional trade. social and cultural effects on International 
business, human resource management, and other 
related topics. 
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OPERA nONS MANAGEMENT ELECTIVES (MBAO) 
MBAO 603. PROJECT MANAGEMENT [MBA 609] 
(3). This course focuses on th~ m~agerial B:Spects of 
project management by constdenng the tOPIC tr:om a 
perspective of organizational form and managenal re-
quirements. Central issues of project selection, organi-
zation, implementation, modification, and management 
are considered from the view of both goods and service 
producers. Prerequisite: MBAO 602. 
MBAO 604. PROCESS MANAGEMENT (3). This 
course focuses on the transformation process, simpli-
fiCation, and technology application.ltevaluaties Euro-
pean, Asian, and United States models. Treating the or-
ganization as a single process reaching from suppliers 
to customers, the primary role of information and knowl-
edge are stressed. Both goods and service producers 
are evaluated. Linkage and interface management are 
emphasized. Prerequisite: MBAO 602. 
MBAO 605. OPERATIONS RESEARCH [MBA 633] 
(3). Focusing on methods, this course considers the 
usages of operations research by management. In 
~ition, both the history ~ development of opera-
tions research are descnbed. Linear programming 
sensitivity analysis, and probability models are dis~ 
cussed at length. The increasing use of nonlinear and 
dynamic programming is described. Prerequisite: MBAP 
505. 
MBAO ~- MANAGING CHANGE [MBA 662] (3). Chang~s 1n both concepts and methods involved in the 
product1on of go~ and services are considered. 
l!llpacts on the AmeriCan model of increased competi-
tive pressur~ .from Europe and Asia are examined in ~tall. ln. addition, th~ substantial and increasing role of 
Information syst~rt:~s 1n operations management is dis-
cussed. Prerequisite: MBAS 602 or MBAO 602. 
M~AO 607. SERVICE OPERATION [MBA 664] (3). 
Th1s.course emplo~s the methods and concepts of pro-du~on and operations management in addressing the 
unrq~e concerns of the producer of services. The ~om1nant role of !he custo.mer i.n the production process 
1s stJ:essed. ServJCe classification, service delivery and 
seMce co~trol and ~rganization are treated separcitely 
Both. publrc and pn~a~e sector service concerns are 
considered. Prerequtsite: MBAO 602. 
M~AO 608. VALUE PRODUCTION [MBA 663] (3) 
Us1ng the concept of the value-chain, this course trea~ 
value rather than cost as the ::arvvnnr;ate meas f 
Prod cti ·ty ffic' ....,..,.... ....,.,... ure o u VI 'e Ieney, and effectiveness. Focusing on ~ystem and process, the course employs the co nee t f 
1ntemal customers and activity-based acco P. 0 ~roughout. The ro~ of regional competition is ~~~~ 
1n terms of produCtion process chan . Su~ 
Prerequisite: MBAO 602. ge requirements. 
MBAO 609. SEMINAR IN SYSTEMS AND OPER 
nONS MANAGEMENT (MBA 665] (l) Th' A-
addresses currenttopics of major conce • 15 course 
in the area of information systems a~o manaQers 
management. Topics vary from term to te operations 
a surve~ ~f stude~ts! faculty, and client~~~ on 
Prerequisite: perm1ss1on of instrudor. panles. 
MBAO 610. KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS AND MANAGE-
MENT [MBA 661] (3). Beginning with the Study of lan-
guage understanding systems, this course moves~ 
1 vision understanding and expert systems. Emphass~ 
placed on knowledge engineering and representa&n 
as well as specifrc applications. Neural netwo~X and 
learning systems are evaluated in a context of r~ 
advances. New developments in both Asia and E~ 
are considered. Prerequisite: MBAO 602. 
MARKET STRATEGY EMPHASIS 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 
MBAK 602. MARKETING MANAGEMEHT{MBA655J 
(3). This course uses case analysis to explore the ep-
plication of marketing principles to the basic pr()(id 
and service decisions of the firm. It addresses sudl 
issues as product development, pricing and distrbf. 
tion , changing attitudes and habits of buyers, malt.el 
definition and forecasting, and the impactofsuchfortes 
as product technology, advertising, and competitor 
behavior on the product life cycle. Prerequisite: MBAP 
506. 
MEtAK 603. MARKETING STRA TEGY[MBA656] (3). 
This course examines the relationship of marl<eting t 
corporate strategy, as well as the strategic positionii'Q 
of individual product or service lines. It stresses &'1 
understanding of current tools in stra1egic marl<etplan-
ning, as well as the planning and decision-making 
process itself. Prerequisite MBAP 506. 
MARKET STRATEGY ELECTIVES (MBAK) 
MBAK 604. INTERNATIONAL MARKETING [USA 
62!J (3). T~is course examines the impact of co~ 
un1que to International business on the marketing of 
goods and services. It includes such issues as go~· 
ment ~licies and regulations, cultural diffe~ces 11 
advertistng, consumer preferences and buying pat· 
tems, distribution and pricing differences, exchall98 
rates and other financial concerns. 
M~AK 605. MARKET RESEARCH (MBA 657] (3~ 
Thts ~urse provides a foundation in market rese~ 
techn1ques for the student interested in a marketillO 
concentration in the MBA. The course wYI r::11'# a ~rtoire of sampling and survey techniques. useandol 
avarlable data relevant to marketing concerns. 
other fundam~ntals of this discipline. Th~ fOCUS wRI ~ ~n how to des1Q.n a valid research project tn the ma_rkel ~ng area and Will include applied exercises and P:l~ 
In the studenrs present career fields. prerequisiteS· 
MBAP 505 and MBAP 506. 
MBAK. 606. SEMINAR IN MARKETING [MBA 6581 
<3>· Th!s course addresses current topics retevantto 
=ting managers. Content varies from term to~ 
. on Student needs and changes in the~ of ~nvtronment. Prerequisite: MBAP 506 orpermisSi011 1nstrudor. 
INDIVIDUAL OPTIONS 
MANAGEMENT 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS (MBAM) 
MBAM 604. MANAGERIAL LEADERSHIP (LEAD-
ING THE WORK TEAM) (3). This course provides the 
student with leadership skills in managing the work 
team. Emphasis is placed on interpersonal behavior 
and group dynamics and processes, including commu-
nication, job design, role definition, motivation of indi-
viduals within groups, work force diversity, and the 
evolution of group cultures and norms in various kinds 
of work environments. Concepts will be drawn from the 
fields of industrial psychology, industrial sociology, and 
other behavioral sciences. 
MBAM 650. HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
[MBA 604] (3). This course introduces the personnel 
function and serves as an overview of the services and 
activities assigned to it in formal organizations. Empha-
sis will be placed on how the manager is involved with 
this function. Such topics as human resource planning 
in a changing environment, employee recruitment and 
selection, training and development, career planning, 
compensation, legal obligations to employees, per-
formance appraisal and labor-management relations 
are addressed. Prerequisite: MBAP 508. 
MBAM 606. ORGANIZATIONAL SmUCTURE AND 
DESIGN [MBA 654] (3). The focus of this course is to 
develop an ability to observe organizations critically. 
Standard organizational development (OD) approa~s 
to change, like identifying, diagnosing and overcom1ng 
resistance, change facilitation techniques, closure. or 
refreezing will be presented. A framework for choos.ng 
an organization form congruent with desired perform-
ance and productivity goals and strategies will be 
reviewed. These issues will be addressed at both the 
macro level of the total organization and the mic~ l~vel 
of work groups within the organization. Prerequ1s1tes: 
MBAP 508, MBAM 604, or permission of instructor. 
MBAM 607. MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS [MBA 
628] (3). This course introduces fundamental decision-
making criteria necessary for considering and effec-
tiv~ly implementing merger and acquisition programs 
us1ng actual examples of both successful and unsuc-
cessful attempts. 
CHANGE 
GRADUATION 
Graduation Honors 
The MBA degree is awarded with Honors to ~didates 
~o complete the program requirements With a cumu-
lative grade point average of 3 .850 or better based on 
a minimum ot 24 credit hours of Regis College 
course work. Students who are designated .Hon~rs ~raduates will receive diplomas after graduat1on With 
HONORS" imprinted. 
CHANGE 
MBA PROGRAM EXPENSES 
The tuition, fees, and other ch~es described are good 
faith projections for the academ1c year. They are, how-
ever, subject to change from one academic term to the 
next as deemed necessary by the College in order to 
meet its financial commitments and to fulfill its role and 
mission. 
MBA Student Charges for the 199D-91 Academic Year . 
Tuition (per credit hour) ................................ $248.00 
Application Fee ............................................ $125.00 
Career Counseling Fee (per session) ............ $30.00 
Course Change Fee ...................................... $20.00 
Declined Credit Card Fee .............................. $25.00 
Graduation Fee .............................................. $75.00 
ID Replacement Fee ...................................... $15.00 
Returned Check Charge ................................ $25.00 
Transcript Fee .................................................. $5.00 
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MASTER OF SCIENCE 
DEGREE PROGRAM 
IN MANAGEMENT 
PROGRAM OF STUDY 
The Regis College Master of Science in Management 
degree program requires all of the courses listed below, 
a total of 32 semester hours, in order to complete the 
degree. 
CHANGE 
MSM 600 The Changing Context of 
Management 
MSM 610 Management Processes 
MSM620 Managing Process Interactions 
MSM630 Planning for Performance 
MSM640 Organizing and Influencing for 
Performance 
MSM 650 Recognizing and 
MSM660 
Achieving Results 
Managing in a Changing 
MSM 670 
Economy 
Managing in the Societal 
Infrastructure 
MSM680 Managing in Shifting 
MSM 690 
Operational Reality 
Managing in the Marketplace 
MSM699A Professional Project 
Presentation 
ADD 
MSM 6998 Professonal Project 
Presentation 
CHANGE 
TOTAL COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
CHANGE 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
1 SH 
1 SH 
32SH 
1. Successful completion of required 600-Ievel 
~o~n?s~s, course attendance and course assign-
2. Su~ssful CO'!JP~tion and presentation of MSM ~~~at culmmation of program (MSM 699A and 
3. Ability to show practical application of man 
ment th~o~ i~ C?Urrent managerial contexte~ 
change 1n md1viduals and organizations. ng 
4. Maintenance of a cumulative grade · 
of 3.000 or better in graduate level J~rslnt av~rage 
graduation. es pnor to 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS (MSM) 
CHANGE 
MSM 699A (1) and B (1 ). PROFESSIONAL PROJECT 
PRESENTATION. Focus: Leadership in Action. As a 
capstone of the Master of Science in Managemert 
Program, each participant is responsible for prepamg 
and presenting a professional paper on the results of his 
or her MSM project. This project and presenlalion wm 
receive credit and will be recorded on the ~ 
according to the title of the student's project and pres-
entation. 
GRADUATION 
CHANGE 
Graduation with Honors 
The MSM degree w ith honors is awarded to candida!es 
who complete 24 credit hours of the program 
requirements In residence with a cumulative grade 
point average of 3.850 or higher based on a mlnlmll11 
of 24 credit hours of Regis College course work. 
CHANGE 
MSM PROGRAM EXPENSES 
T~e tuition, fees, and other charges described are good 
truth projections for the academic year. They aJe, 
however, subject to change from one academic tenniO 
the next as deemed necessary by the College in Older 
to meet its financial commitments and to fulfill its role 
and mission. 
MSM Student Charges for the1990-91 Academic Yea! 
Tuiti~n (per credit hour) ................................ ~~ ~hcation Fee ........................... : ................... $7 ·
00 areer Counseling Fee (per sess1on) ............ $30.
00 ~ur:se Chang~ Fee ...................................... $25$20.00 G dm~ Cred1t Card Fee .............................. 5.00 I ~duation Fee .............................................. $7 
5
·
00 A . Replacement Fee .................................... ~·00 T~tlJme_d Check Fee ...................................... $5·00 anscnpt Fee .................................................. . 
ADD 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
DEGREE PROGRAM 
IN COMPUTER 
INFORMATION 
SCIENCE 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The Master of Science in Computer Information Sci-
ence (MSCIS) program at Regis College offers the 
computer professional a unique opportunity for an 
Information Age- based education. The student in the 
MSCIS program must have a proven background in the 
computer industry and desire to broaden his or her 
~ledge In the technical aspects of this rapidly chang-
tng discipline along with an added emphasis in business 
applications and managerial skills. 
The computer professional is currently making a transi-
tion from the "back room· to the "board room•. This 
program helps the professional make that transition 
from both a technical and a managerial perspective. 
Students will expand and gain new skills in numerous 
areas including: 
• Presentation of technical materials to non-technical 
audiences. 
• Managing the information resources of a business. 
• Writing skills. 
• Problem identifiCation, definition, and solving. 
• Managing the software package solution. 
• Tailoringandusingasystemsdevelopmentlifecycle. 
• Managing change. 
• Expanding managerial/leadership skills. 
• Understanding and managing technology. 
• Software quality assurance. 
• Negotiations and the multi-vendor solution. 
PROGRAM OF STUDY 
The Regis College Master of Science Degree in Com-
puter Information Science requires the .succe;;sful 
completion of a total of 36 semester hours tncludtng: 
Successful completion of a Professional Project (MSC 
695). 
The following four courses are required of all students 
before they enroll in elective courses: 
MSC600 
MSC605 
MSC610 
MSC620 
Hardware Platforms In the 
Computer Environment 
Ergonomics & Technology 
Systems Integration 
Presentation ofTechnical Materials 
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The student must choose seven of the following ten 
courses: 
MSC625 
MSC630 
MSC635 
MSC640 
MSC645 
MSC650 
MSC655 
MSC675 
MSC680 
Object Oriented Programming 
Object Oriented Systems Design 
Software Testing 
Advanced Database Concepts 
Advanced Systems Analysis 
Case Technology & Systems Design 
Local Area Networks 
Managing Strategic Computing Issues 
Project Management 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
1. Successful completion of required 600-level 
courses, course attendance and course assign-
ments. 
2. Successful completion and presentation of MSCIS 
project at culmination of program (MSC 695). 
3. Maintenance of a cumulative grade point average 
of 3.000 or better in graduate-level courses prior 
to graduation. 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS (MSC) 
MSC 600. HARDWARE PLATFORMS IN THE COM-
PUTER ENVIRONMENT (3). This course identiftes and 
discusses the major issues related to computer hard-
ware. Issues including connectivity between PCs and 
mini or mainframes, minis and mainframes, and be-
tween mainframes will be discussed. 
MSC 605. ERGONOMICS AND TECHNOLOGY 
(3).This course explores the management issues in-
volved in utilizing computer technology in an enterprise. 
Issues include software ergonomics, planning for user 
and management support, need for training and docu-
mentation, the role information technology can play in 
improving the quality of life in the enterprise (in recog-
nition of the fact that the greatest competitive pressure 
among companies is predicted to be competition for 
skilled. talented, committed individuals). The goal of 
information technology is to make jobs easier and more 
rewarding. This course will cover the aspects involved 
in meeting that objective. 
MSC 610. SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (3). As less 
"from the ground up• software Is developed and as cor-
porations attempt to integrate departmental islands of 
information, systems integration increases in impor-
tance. This class explores the role of open systems and 
standards (e.g., UNIX and IBM's development of SM 
as an inter-operability ~dard), the need for pl~nin~ 
for integration, the techmques used to connect d1ssim1-
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lar systems, the need for ergonomics standru?s, ~e 
planning and management of a standards proJect (an· 
eluding tradeoffs associated with standardization). 
MSC 620. PRESENTATION OF TECHNICAL MATE-
RIALS (3). Non-technical communications with man-
agers, users, staff members, vendors, and customers 
are an essential job skill in the systems arena. This 
course is provided early in the program to allow the 
students to practice these skills during subsequent 
courses. The student develops additional skills in the 
presentation of technical material to non-technical indi-
viduals in both written and oral format. Current technol-
ogy for effective presentation of non-technical informa-
tion will be shared. This technology includes: page 
layout, topic organization and the use of supporting 
illustrations, use of color, and methods for obtaining 
audience participation. Prerequisite: MSC 610. 
MSC 625. OBJECT -oRIENTED PROGRAMMING (3). 
This course provides technical profiCiency in an object-
oriented programming language. The syntax, logic, 
testing and debugging required to produce programs in 
an object-oriented approach will be presented. Stu-
dents will be introduced to the issues of object-oriented 
design through designing and coding object-oriented 
programs. 
MSC 630. OBJECT-ORIENTED SYSTEMS DESIGN 
(3).- Th~s course explor~s systems design from the 
ObJect-onented programm1ng perspective in contrast to 
the perspective used with procedural programming l~nguaQeS. Genera! classes of programming applica-
tion~ . w111 be exam1ned from both perspectives. In 
add1t1on, a case study of the same program in SMALL-
TALK, LISP, ~nd Pascal will be presented. A knowl-
edge of LISP IS helpful but not required. Prerequisites· 
MSC 620 and MSC 645. . 
MSC 635. SO~ ARE TESTING (3). This course dis-
cus~s the testing of software, with emphasis on a 
techmcal ~proach. It ~ins with the philsophical, p~ycholog1cal! and econom1c issues involved and pro-
vides an. oveMeW of ~ram inspections, walkthroughs 
and. rev1ews. It exa"'!mes black box and white box 
testmg, module and h1gher order testing, debugging, 
test data generat~rs. mathematical proofs, predictive 
models, complex1~. measures, and program library 
systems. Prerequ1s1te: MSC 620. 
M~C.640. ADVANCED DATABASE CONCEPTS (3) 
Th1s IS. a han~-on course using the SOL model to; 
managmg ~maJor database .In addition to studing SOL 
the class Will cove~ enterp~se-wide EIR data model in • 
and performance 1ssues, Integrity issues security . ~ 
sues, data.and database administration aS they rei~~ ~no9thde rtabelationatl mhodell. Thi~ cou~ also covers evolv~ 1 . a . ase ec no ogy mcludmg: optical storage 
ObJect-onented data bases, data repositories d. tr·~ 
uted data ~ases, integratio~ o~ CAD data, finanei~~~~ta 
and.graphlc data, a~d A~fiCiallntelligence data int _ 
gration. The term proJect IS to design am · e 
database. ~rerequisites: MSC 620 and a~~~:rporadrate 
ate course 1n database management. rg u-
MSC 645. ADVANCED SYSTEMS ANALYSIS (3~ This 
course builds upon the foundation provided by an 
undergraduate course in Systems Analysis and ex· 
plores the application of Computer Aided Software 
Engineering (CASE) technology as an analysis tool.~ 
addition to studying an automated CASE tool as a class 
casestudy, thestudentwillexaminetheissuesinvo!Yed 
in the introduction of automated tools in systemSallalY· 
sis. Prerequisites: MSC 620 and an undergraduate 
course in systems analysis. 
MSC 650. CASE TECHNOLOGY AND SYSTEMS(3). 
This course builds upon the foundation provided by an 
undergraduate course in systems analysis by providing 
the student with the opportunity to carry a systems 
analysis into systems design and to explore the~ 
cation of CASE technol~y as a design tool to bast 
systems design. By participating in a class case sllxtf 
the student will explore the relationship between 111e 
analysis of a system and its design. The student w: 
also clarify the nature and purpose of CASE as ades9n 
tool in contrast with the documentation produced t1f 
CASE as a systems analysis tool. Prerequisite: MSC 
645. 
MSC 655. SOFTWARE PROTOTYPING AND SYS. 
TEMS (3). This course explores the use of prototyping 
~a systems design tool. Students will exploreclarifica· 
tion of a user specifiCation in the systems design t1f 
working with and producing a limited function syslem 
and using it to refine user requirements such as user 
interfa~ (e.g., screen design) and performance. S,b:i-
dents Will also explore the concept of leaving "hooks WI 
software for later expandability by producing a~ID 
tum the prototype into a limited function release with a 
schedule of releases to add functionality in stageS. 
Prerequisite: MSC 645. 
MSC 665. LOCAL AREA NETWORKS (3). This COliSB 
prc;>Vides hands-on experience in the design and ins~ 
lation of a locaJ area network. The course begins with 
three resources: a number of PCs, a number of cableS. 
and a local Area Network (LAN software package). 
The students will assemble and verity the accurate 
prca:ssing of information on the network. They will alSO 
identify. review and document the advantages andOIS· 
advantages of the major LAN sottwarepackagesonthe 
market. Prerequisite: MSC 620. 
MSC 675. MANAGING STRATEGIC COMPUTIN~ 
SYSTEMS (3). This course examinies the stra:teQJC usag~ of computers. Potential topics include: Artificial 
!ntelhgence •. the management of technology, ne!WOIX· '"~· e.lectromc data interchange, distributed data00Se5: 
bridgmg ~pie, user self-suffiCiency, Wide Area Ne~ 
works, on-hne transaction processing, and the use. technolog~ t.o solve problems. The interaction of mafr 
frames, .mm1-computers, and personal computers wi 
also be mcluded. Prerequisite: MSC 620. 
MS~680. PROJECT MANAGEMENT (3). This course stu~~es the management of software develop~! 
proJects to meet the goal of accurate, reliable, maintaJII· =tisoftw~e within a budget and on-time in bOth!:_ 1 onal hfe cycle approach and the cyclic deYSIIIY. me~t methOd. Topics include the technical as~ of 
proJect estimation (e.g., software metrics), scfiedulinQ 
(e.g., PERT), and release control. The course concen-
trates ory m~agement issues (e.g., team-building, 
cooperation with users and managers, commitment to 
quality). Teams will manage a simulated major soft-
ware pro~ from specification to implementation. 
Prerequisite: MSC 620. 
MSC 695. FINAL PROJECT DEVELOPMENT (3). 
This course guides the student in the development of 
his or his her master's project. This project is the 
capstone of the MSCIS program and allows the student 
to show comprehensive knowledge of the field. The 
project is mutally defined bythe student and the instruc-
tor. In addition to making a written report on the project, 
each student must present the results orally to his or her 
peers. Prerequisite: MSC 620. 
ADMISSION 
General Statement 
Admission to the program is open to all men and women 
who are at least twenty-five (25) years of age, hold a 
bachelor's degree from a regionally accredited college 
or university in any field of study, and have three years 
of computer-related work experience. In addition, an 
entrance assessment test will be administered to allow 
students to demonstrate the fundamental knowledge 
necessary to enter the program and assist in placing 
students in the proper courses. Students may transfer 
up to six (6) graduate level credit hours from a regionally 
accredited college or university toward the elective 
course requirements. 
Admission Requirements 
The admission process cannot be completed until all of 
the following materials are on file in the Master of 
Science in Computer Information Science Office: 
1. Completed application form and non-refundable 
application fee. 
2. Completion of the MSCIS assessment test. 
3. OffiCial transcript of bachelor's degree from a 
regionally accredited college or university. 
Application Deadline 
Applications materials for admission must be submitted 
at least thirty days prior to the beginning of the course 
inwhichastudentplanstostarttheMSCISprogram. All 
admission requirements must be completed before the 
student begins course work. 
Returning Students 
The MSCIS program is designed to allow flexibility in 
the completion of the course of study. Those who ~r~p 
out of the program and wish to return may do s~ w1th1n 
one year without an interview with the Admissions 
Chairperson. 
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International Students 
All i~te~ational. students must complete the general 
admiSSIOn reqUirements of all applicants. An 1-20 is 
issued by the Office of the Registrar only after the 
stu~nt has ~n accepted by the College and has 
reoe1ved financial clearance from the Business Office. 
ACADEMIC STANDING AND PENAL TV 
Scholastic Standing 
Good scholastic standing in the MSCIS program re-
quires a cumulative grade point average of 3.000. The 
cumulative grade point average is computed by dividing 
the total number of grade points earned in the MSCIS 
600-level courses by the total number of credit hours 
attempted in those courses. A grade lower than -c· will 
not be counted as work toward the degree, but will be 
induded in the cumulative grade point average. 
Probation and Suspension 
If a studenfs cumulative grade point average falls 
below 3.000, he or she will be placed on academic 
probation. A student placed on probation has one 
semester to raise his or her grade point average to 
3.000. Normally , a student on probation Is permitted to 
take only one course per semester. A student who fails 
to raise his or her cumulative grade point average to 
3.000 will be suspended from the MSCIS program. In 
addition, a student who receives a grade of ·c· or less 
in two courses will be subject to academic review and 
may be suspended from the program. Suspension 
appeals should be directed to the Program Director. 
REGISTRATION 
Procedure 
Registration is generally processed by walk-in or tele-
phone. Late registrations ar~ permitted only with the 
permission of the Program D~rector. 
Course Load/OVerload 
The Master of Science degree in Computer Information 
Science consists of twelw courses. Full-time status is 
gained by taking six semester hours each se"'!ester 
(three semester hours per seven-week academic pe-
riod) during the academic year. A student must have 
prior approval of the Program Director to take an 
overload. An overload is defined as ~ng more. than~ 
semester hours in any two consecutive academ1c pen-
ods. Approval may be obtained by submitti~g the ap-
propriate form with justifi<?Cltion for the action to. the 
Program Director who reVI8WS the request and either 
approves or denies the request based on the studenfs 
performance and proposed course load. 
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GRADUATION 
Application 
The filing of a formal Application for Graduation is 
required according to the guidelines established by the 
Office of the Registrar. Failure to do so may delay 
graduation. 
Graduation Fee 
A graduation fee is due and payable upon submission 
of the graduation application. Graduation applications 
are not accepted without payment of the application 
fee. 
Graduation with Honors 
The MSCIS degree with honors is awarded to candi-
dates who complete the program requirements with a 
cumulative grade point average of 3.850 or higher 
based on a minimum of 24 credit hours of Aegis College 
course work. 
TUITION 
Tuition for the MSCIS program is due on or before the 
first class meeting of any course. In addition to payment 
by cash, check, or credit card, tuition payment may be 
made as follows with prior written approval from the 
Director of the MSCIS program or his/her designee: 
1. If a studenfs employer has guaranteed payment of 
tuition , in writing, to be remitted to Aegis College on 
the basis of registration certification, the employer 
may be billed directly. 
2. Students who have a loan that has been approved 
by the Aegis College Financial Aid Office can have 
their tuition payment deducted from the loan when 
they reach half-time status. 
APPEALS OF DISPUTED GRADES 
All grade challenges must be initiated within eight 
weeks of c~mpletion of the course being challenged. If 
a student wiShes to protest a grade received in a course 
he or she should do the following: 
!he student fi~t con~cts the instructor and reviews the 
1ssue. If the d1spute IS not resolved with the instructor 
both the student and the instructor will submit written 
statements explaining the situation to the MSCIS Direc-
tor. The Director will review all documentation submit-
te:d and d~termine the validity of the challenge. The 
D~rector w1l! contact !he student and the instructor to set 
up an appointment, 1f necessary. The Director will then 
make the decision. A student will be informed in writing 
of approval or denial. Appeals to the Academic Dean of 
Career Programs must be submitted within two calen-
dar weeks of receipt of the Director's decision The 
Dean's decision will be final. · 
MSCIS PROGRAM EXPENSES 
The tuition, fees, and other charges described are good 
faith projections for the academic year. They are 
however, subject to change from one academic term~ 
the next as deemed necessal)' to the College in Older 
to meet its financial commitments and to fulfill its role 
and mission. 
MSCIS Student Charges for the 1990-91 
Academic Year 
Tuition (per credit hour) ................................ $200.00 
Application Fee .............................................. $75.00 
Career Counseling fee (per session) .............. $30.00 
Declined Credit Card Fee .............................. $25.00 
Graduation Fee .. ............................................ $75.00 
I.D. Replacement Fee .................................... $15.00 
Returned Check Fee ...................................... $25.00 
Transcript Fee .................................................. $5.00 
ADD 
MASTER OF 
NONPROFIT 
MANAGEMENT DEGREE 
PROGRAM 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The Master of Nonprofit Management (MNM) program 
~ffers a_n mtense, conceptually-based, and applica· 
tions-onented course of study for individuals interested 
i~ ~.nhan~i~g their leadership and management capa· 
bihties w1th1n the nonprofit setting. A total of 36 sem· 
seter hours are required to earn the MNM degree. 
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
1. Successful completion of all required course work, 
a total of 36 semester hours. 
2. Successful completion and presentation of MNM 
thesis or project. 
3. Completion of 600+ hour internship, if required. 
4. Maintenance of a cumulative grade point average 
of 3.000 or better prior to graduation. 
CERTIFICATE IN NONPROFTT MANAGEMENT 
The certificate program is also a conceptually-based 
and applications-oriented course of study for individu· 
al~ w~o are interested in developing or improving their 
skills m nonprofit organization management. As in the 
Master's program, courses are held during the week, in 
the evemng, for ten-week academic periods. Twenty 
f~ur credit hours are required for completion of the oer· 
tificate program and these can usally be completed 
over a one year period. 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS (MNM) 
MNM 601. THE NONPROFIT SECTOR IN SOCIETY 
(3). This is the basic course that examines the historical 
and contemporary leadership exerted by private non· 
~o.fit organizations, including their economic, socio· 
OQI<:al, political, cultural, and philosophical foun~at~ons 
and llllpads. Types ancl1rends in nonprofit organiZatiOns 
and major features that distinguish them from the busi· 
ness and government sectors of society are examined. 
MNM 602. COMMUNICATION SKJLLS FOR NON-
P~OFJT ORGANIZATION LEADERS (2). This course 
Will examine the principles and practiceS of effective 
communication, written and oral. Topics will inclu_de 
memo, report, and proposal writing as well as eff~ve 
oral com":Junication in all types of setting~. includ1~g 
staff_meetings, public forums, and electromc and pnnt 
med1a relations. 
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MNM 610. LEGAL ISSUES AND NONPROFTT OR-
GANIZATIONS (2). T~is course focuses upon our legal 
framework and ~g.al1~ues that are especially signifi· 
~t t~ trye adm1n1~tration of nonprofit organizations 
1ndud~ng lnCOrJ?Oration and by-laws, tax exemption and 
reporting reqUirements, advocacy and lobbying re-l~t~ ~nd unrelated business income, and legal resi>on-
Siblhties of staff and board. 
MNM 611. NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONAL POLl-
TICS (2). This organizational theory and behavior course 
addresses the wide range of extemal forces and inter-
nal dynamics that effect the way various types of 
nonprofit organizations function and evolve. 
MNM 620. MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS 
FOR NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (2). This course 
focuses on '!'arketing and public relations principles, 
current pract1ces, and the production of a specifiC pro· 
gram or plan, especially in relation to resources avail· 
able to various types of nonprofit organizations. 
MNM 621 . FUNDRAISING FOR NONPROFTT OR· 
GANIZATIONS (2). This course examines principles 
and techniques of fundraising and development for 
different types of nonprofit organizations, including 
foundation, corporate, government and individual so· 
licitation and proposal writing, conducting special events 
and capital campaigns, obtaining and retaining mem-
berships, pricing services, creating and operating profit· 
making ventures, and creating deferred giving pro· 
grams. 
MNM 630. ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES AND PRO. 
CEDURES FOR NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (2). 
This course examines the basic principles and prooe· 
dures of accounting, especially as applied to nonprofit 
organizations. Topics covered include budgeting, cash 
flow projections and analysis, internal expenditure 
controls, and audits. 
MNM 631. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT FOR NON-
PROFTT ORGANIZATIONS (2). This course focuses 
on using financial information for management of non· 
profit organizations. Topics include understanding and 
analyzing financial statements, long-term financial plan-
ning, use of fund accounting, budget management, and 
budget development for grants and special campaigns. 
MNM 640. VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT FOR NON· 
PROFTT ORGANIZATIONS (2). This course examines 
the extensive role of volunteerism in society and how 
volunteers are recruited, organized, and managed in 
various types of nonprofit organizations. Special atten-
tion is focused on the Board of Directors as a unique 
component of the community of volunteers. 
MNM 641. CONFLICT RESOLUTION IN NONPROFTT 
ORGANIZATIONS (2). This course concentrates on 
the theOry and practi~ of various app_roa~hes. to the 
resolution of conflicts 1n nonprofit orgamzations mclud· 
ing interpersonal a~d i~tergroup dispute mediation, 
negotiation, and arb•tration. 
MNM 642. HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT FOR 
NONPROFTT ORGANIZATIONS (2). This course 
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examines a variety of issues addressing the effective 
management of people working in nonprofit organiza-
tions including hiring policies and practices, compensa-
tion packages, staff development, staff evaluation, 
collective bargaining, labor-management issues, and 
equal employment opportunity. 
MNM 650. INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR NON-
PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS (2). This course focuses 
on the uses of information systems for assisting admin-
istrators in nonprofit organizations to keep records and 
make decisions. Special emphasis will be placed on 
computer technology and programs that are available 
which are especially useful in managing nonprofit or-
ganizations. 
MNM 651. RESEARCH METHODS FOR NONPROFJT 
ORGANIZATIONS (2). This course addresses the 
investigation of social and organizational concerns. 
Special emphasis is focused on the practical methods 
of assessing and evaluating a nonprofit organization or 
one of its programs and projects. 
MNM 680. ElliiCAL ISSUES AND NONPROFJT 
ORGANIZATIONS (3). This course examines ethical 
and moral issues that pose dilemmas for administrators 
of nonprofit organizations, especially those that relate 
to an organization's purpose, funding sources, clients 
or constituencies, Board of Directors, volunteers, and 
staff. 
MNM 690. THESIS OR PROJECT {6). This thesis or 
project is to be determined by the student and the 
program director and it is to be an original work. 
ADMISSION 
General Statement 
The purpose of the Master's and CertifiCate Programs 
is to develop or enhance the leadership and organiza-
tional skills of nonprofit professionals or those anticipat-
ing a career in this field. 
Admission Requirements 
Admission is open to anyone who holds a bachelor's 
degree from an accredited college or university in any 
f~eld of study. and has had two to three years of profes-
sional administrative experience in a nonprofit organi-
zation. Applicants who have not had the opportunity to 
gain this type of professional experience will be re-
q~ir~ to complete a 600-~our administrative internship 
w1thm any forty week penod before obtaining the mas-
ter's degree or certifiCate. 
Transfer of Credits 
A maximum of 6 semester hours of transfer graduate 
level credits can be accepted toward the MNM degree 
or certifiCate with approval of the Program Director. 
Application Deadline 
Applications for admission will be accepted throughout 
the year. 
Returning Students 
The MNM program is designed to allow flexibility in the 
completion of the course of study. Those who withdraw 
from the program and wish to return may do so within 
two years without an interview with the Program D~ec· 
tor or other re-admission requirments. 
ACADEMIC STANDING AND PENALTY 
Scholastic Standing 
Good scholastic standing in the MNM program requires 
a cumulative grade point average of 3.000. The cumu-
lative grade point average is computed by dividing the 
total number of grade points earned in the MNM 600. 
level courses by the total number of credit hours at· 
tempted in those courses. A grade lower than -c· wUI 
not be counted as work toward the degree, but will be 
included in the cumulative grade point average. 
Probation and Suspension 
If a student's cumulative grade point average falls 
below 3.000, he or she will be placed on academic 
probation. A student placed on probation has one 
semester to raise his or her grade point average to 
3.000. Normally , a student on probation is permitted to 
take only one course per semester. A student who fails 
to raise his or her cumulative grade point average to 
3.000 will be suspended from the MNM program. In 
addition. a student who receives a grade of ·c· or less 
in two courses will be subject to academic review and 
may be suspended from the program. Suspension 
appeals should be directed to the Program Director. 
MNM PROGRAM EXPENSES 
T~ tuitio.n, f~s. and other charges described are good 
fruth proJections for the academic year. They are, 
however, subject to change from one academic term to 
the next as deemed necessary by the College in order 
to meet its financial commitments and to fulfill its role 
and mission. 
MNM Student Charges for the 1990-91 Academic Year 
~.lication Fee .............................................. $60.00 
0 ustion (per credit hour) ................................ $200.00 ~op Fee ........................................................ $20.00 
De~r:se Change Fee ...................................... $20.~ Grad~::o~r~ Card Fee .............................. ~:oo 
1.0. Replacement·F·········································· $15.00 
Returned Check F ee .................................... $ 5.00 
T . ee ...................................... $2 
ranscnpt Fee .................................................. $5.00 
Tuition is ~ue and payable at the first class m~~ng 
each sessson. Tuition may be paid in advance. Tu1~on 
deferments based on employer or financial aid re1m· 
bursements will be accepted in lieu of payment. Pay· 
ment may be made by cash, check, or credit card. 
If for ~ome reason a student is unable to attend the first 
sess1on of a ~lass he or she must make prior arrange-
ments regard1ng payment with the program office. 
HEALTH CARE 
MANAGEMENT 
PROGRAMS 
DEGREE AND CERTIFICATE OFFERINGS 
Location: Main Hall 
Regis College 
West 50th Ave. and Lowell Blvd. 
Denver, CO 80221 
(303) 458·4168 
Degree Offerings 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Program: 
Major: 
Health Records Information Management 
Health Records Information Management 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
Program: 
Major: 
Nursing 
Nursing 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
Program: 
Major: 
Emphases: 
Certificate Offertng 
Program: 
Certificate: 
Nursing 
Nursing Administration 
Acute Care 
Home Care 
Health Records Information Management 
Health Records Information Man~gement 
(prior baccalaureate degree reqUired) 
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HEALTH CARE 
MANAGEMENT 
PROGRAMS 
REPLACE 
UNDERGRADUATE CORE 
STUDIES AND GENERAL DEGREE 
REQUIREMENTS 
The Liberal Arts Core requirements vary somew~at 
among the three major divisions of the College, that IS, 
Health Care Management Programs, Career Programs, 
and Campus Programs. Some of the Core r~uire­
ments may be met by courses that are conside~ed 
prerequisites for a specific major. The Core require-
ments tor students in programs offered by Health Care 
Management (HCM) are: 
Core Studies Requirements 
Natural Science/Mathematics/ 
Computer Science 
Social Science/Economics/Business 
Philosophy 
Religious Studies 
Literature/Humanities/Oral & 
44SH 
14SH 
12SH 
6SH 
6SH 
Written Communication 3 SH 
English Composition 3 SH 
NOTE: At least one of the courses used to fulfill the 
above requirements must have a non-United States 
focus. 
EXPENSES: HEALTH CARE 
MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS 
The tuition, fees, and other charges described are good 
faith projections for the academic year. They are, how-
ever, subject to change from one academic term to the 
next as deemed necessary by the College in order to 
meet its financial commitments and to fulfill its role and 
mission. 
CHANGE 
HRIM PROGRAMS STUDENT CHARGES FOR THE 
ACADEMIC YEAR 19~91 
Tuition 
Denver .......................................................... $150/SH 
Colorado Springs .......................................... $126/SH 
Fees 
Application Fee .............................................. $60.00 
Graduation Fee .............................................. $75.00 
Late Registration (per day) ............................ $30.00 
Course Withdrawal (each course) .................. $10.00 
Course Drop/Add (each course) .................... $10.00 
Transcript ................................ .......................... $5.00 
Additional course fees may exist that are not listed 
above. 
CHANGE 
NURSING PROGRAM 
STUDENT CHARGES FOR THE 
ACADEMIC YEAR 1990-91 
Charges are per semester, unless otherwise noted. 
Tuition - Traditional Nursing 
Full-time ...................................................... $4,720.00 
Part-time (per credit hour) .......................... $307.00 
Tuition - Accelerated Nursing 
Full-time {per semester - Fall & Spring) ...... $5,000.00 
Full-time (Summer) .................................... $4,000.00 
Fees 
Health and Counseling Fee 
0 {Full-time students only) .............................. $70.0 
Computer Services ............ ............................ $50.~ 
Athletic Facilities ............................................ $30.
00 *Stude~t Activity Full-time .............................. $55.
00 Part-time ...................................................... $45.
00 Professional Liability Insurance ...................... $15. 
Nurs_ing .Lab .......... .......................................... ~:~ 
Application .............................. ........................ $2 
00 **Orientation ........... ....................................... $50.
00 La~guage Lab ................................................ $45.
00 Sc~ence Lab .................................................... $80. 
Physical. Education Course .... Determiood by Cou~ GLa~duRatiC?n F~ .............................................. $75:
00 eg~tration {per day) ............................ $30 
00 Course Withdrawal (each course) .................. $10.
00 Course .Drop/Add (each course) .................... $10.
00 T ranscnpt .......................................................... $5. 
Additional course fees may exist for courses not listed. 
•Determined by the Student Executive Board; subject to Change. 
UIJ.t-... f,,.., 
•YC:rW Su.~uents only. 
Residence Halls Room Rent 
Double 
West Hall $1 ,565 
DeSmet Hall $1 , 150 
O'Connell Hall $1,150 
Board Charges 
Single 
NIA 
NIA 
$1,365 
Large Single 
$2,710 
$1,975 
$1,975 
20 Meal Plan .................................................. $1 ,230 
15 Meal Plan . . ... .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... $1 , 140 
75 Meals per semester plus 
$350 Cash Value .................................... $1,140 
10 Meal Plan .................................................. $1,070 
CHANGE 
RN Degree Completion Option 
Tuition (per credit hour) ................................ $167.00 
Application fee ................................................ $25.00 
'Professional Liability Insurance .................... $15.00 
NLN Testing (per test) .................................... $38.00 
'If proof of insurance is provided, personal professional 
liability insurance may be substituted. 
HEALTH RECORDS 
INFORMATION 
MANGEMENT 
REPLACE 
HRIM PROGRAM 
REQUIREMENTS 
Core Studies Requirements 
Uterature/Humanities/Oral & Written 
44SH 
Communication 3 SH 
English Composition 3 SH 
Social Science/Economics/Psychology 12 SH 
Philosophy 6 SH 
Religious Studies 6 SH 
Anatomy & Physiology 1 3 SH 
Anatomy & Physiology Lab 1 SH 
Anatomy & Physiology 11 3 SH 
Anatomy & Physiology Lab 1 SH 
Computer Literacy (CS 200 or equivalent) 3 SH 
IntroduCtion to Statistics (MT 270 or equivalent) 3 SH 
De{Jaltment Requirements 21SH 
~~ness Electives - Lower Division 6 SH 
smess Electives - Upper Division 
(HAM 403 Data Analysis) 6 SH 
Management Information Systems (or equivalent) 3 SH 
BA 452 Management of Human Resources 3 SH 
BA 461 Management 
Professional Requirements 
HAM 303 Disease Classification/ 
Reimbursement Systems 
HAM 310 Medical Terminology 
HAM 313 Introduction to Health 
Record Administration 
HAM 314E Medical Record Science Lab 
for HAM 313 
HAM 314P Medical Record Science Lab 
for CPT-4 Coding 
HAM 315 Organization & Dilemmas 
in Health Care Delivery 
HAM 317 Role of the Health 
Record Manager 
HAM 318 Health Statistics 
HAM 320 Fundamentals of Human Disease 
HAM 402 Current Topics in Records 
Management 
HAM 414 Administration of Health 
Information Services 
HAM 421 Health Information Systems 
HAM 423 Medico-Legal Concepts 
HAM 425 Quality Assurance/ Risk 
ManagemenVUtilization Review 
HAM 441 Management Practicum 
HAM 443 Directed Practice 
Electives 
TOTAL COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
REPLACE 
HRIM CERTIFICATE 
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 
Department Requirements 
Anatomy & Physiology I 
Anatomy & Physiology Lab 
Anatomy & Physiology II 
Anatomy & Physiology Lab . 
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3SH 
42SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
1 SH 
1 SH 
3SH 
2SH 
1 SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
2SH 
4SH 
4SH 
3SH 
21SH 
128SH 
20SH 
3SH 
1 SH 
3SH 
1 SH 
3SH 
3SH 
6SH 
Introduction to Statistics (MT 270 o: equ1vatent) 
Computer Uter~cy (CS 200 o: ~Uivalent) 
Business Elect1ves. Upper DIVISIOn 
•BA 452 Management of Human Resources 
•BA 461 Management 
•HAM 403 Data Analysis 
•Management Information Systems (CS 455 
or equivalent) 
Professional Requirements 
HRM303 
HAM 310 
HAM 313 
Disease Classification/ 
Reimbursement Systems 
Medical Terminology 
Introduction to Health 
Records Administration 
42SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
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HAM 314E Medical Record Science Lab 
for HAM 313 
HAM 314P Medical Record Science Lab 
1 SH 
HAM 315 
for CPT-4 Coding 
Organization & Dilemmas 
1 SH 
in Health Care Delivery 3SH 
HRM317 Role of the Health 
Record Manager 2SH 
HAM 318 Health Statistics 1 SH 
HRM320 Fundamentals of Human Disease 3SH 
HRM402 Current Topics in Records 
Management 
HAM 414 Administration of Health 
Information Services 
HAM 421 Health Information Systems 
HRM423 Medico-Legal Concepts 
HRM425 Quality Assurance/ Risk 
ManagemenVUtilization Review 
HAM 441 Management Practicum 
HRM443 Directed Practice 
TOTAL COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
NURSING 
REPLACE 
NURSING PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 
Core Studies Requirements 
Departmental Requirements • 
CH 206A, Chemistry for Health Related 
207 A Fields, Lab 
BL 240,241 Human Anatomy and Physiology 
242, 243 I and II, Labs 
BL 418,419 Microbiology, Lab 
PY 250 General Psychology 
PY 459 Developmental Psychology: 
Child 
SO 200 Introduction to Sociology 
MT 270 Introduction to Statistics 
(MT 272 Statistics for the Social 
Sciences may be substituted.) 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
4SH 
3SH 
62SH 
21SH 
28SH 
4SH 
8SH 
4SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
•Au c;>f the above courses also meet Aegis HCM core 
requ~rements. 
REPLACE 
Major requirements 
NR350 
NR430 
NR435 
NR436 
Normal and Therapeutic Nutrition 
Physical Assessment 
Pathophysiology 
Foundations for Professional 
Nursing Practice 
59SH 
3SH 
3SH 
3SH 
2SH 
NR437 Introduction to Nursing Roles and 
Health Concepts 3SH NR438 Nursing Practice: The 
Perioperative Environment SSH NR439 Pharmacology 3SH NA441 Nursing Practice: Childbearing 
Families SSH 
NR442 Nursing Practice: Children and 
Their Families SSH NR460 The Investigator Role: 
Nursing Research 3SH NR471 Nursing Practice: Psychiatric' 
Mental Health Environment SSH NR472 Nursing Practice: Community 
Environment SSH NR476 Nursing Practice: The Adult with 
Complex Illness 7SH NR480 Nursing Leadership/Management 4SH NR485 Advanced Practicum 3SH 
Upper Division Electives 6SH 
Electives 14SH 
TOTAL COURSE REQUIREMENTS 128SH 
REPLACE 
SAMPLE SCHEDULE: TRADITIONAL OPTION 
Freshman Year: 31 Semester Hours 
CH 206A, Chemistry for Health Related 
207 A Sciences 4 SH 
SO 200 Introduction to Sociology 3 SH 
PY 250 General Psychology 3 SH 
EN 203 Intermediate Composition 3 SH 
EC 200 Comparative Economics 3 SH 
L·t (EC 200, PS 310, or SO 472) 1 erature!Humanities 3 SH 
Religious Studies 3 SH 
Philosophy 3 SH 
Electives 6 SH 
Sophomore Year: 33 Semester Hours 
BL 240,241, Human Anatomy and Physiology 8 SH 
242,243 and labs 
Bl 418,419 Microbiology, lab 4 SH 
MTPY 459 Developmental Psychology: Child 3 SH 270 Introduction to Statistics 3 SH 
NRR1.3?0 Normal and Therapeutic Nutrition 3 SH e rgrous Studies 3 SH 
Philosophy 3 SH 
Electives 6 SH 
qNC?TEed: 0Six (6) SH upper d ivision electives also ra-Ul~ • ne course must have a non-U.S. focus. 
Junior Year 
Fall Semester: 16 Semester Hours 
NR430 
NR436 
Physical Assessment 3 SH 
Foundations for Professional 
Nursing Practice 2 SH 
NR437 
NR438 
NR439 
Introduction to Nursing Roles and 
Health Concepts 3 SH 
Nursing Practice: The Perioperative 
Environment 5 SH 
Pharmacology 3 SH 
Sprilg Semester. 16 Semester Hours 
NR435 
NR 441 
NR442 
Electives 
Pathophysiology 
Nursing Practice: Childbearing 
Families 
Nursing Practice: Children and 
Their Families 
Senior Year (Beginning In 1990) 
Fall Semester: 16 Semester Hours 
NR460 
NR471 
NR472 
Electives 
The Investigator Role: 
Nursing Research 
Nursing Practice: Psychiatric/ 
Mental Health Environment 
Nursing Practice: Community 
Environment 
Spring Semester. 16 Semester Hours 
NR476 
NR480 
NR485 
Electives 
Nursing Practice: The 
Ad~ It with Complex Illness 
Nurstng Leadership/Management 
Advanced Practicum 
3SH 
SSH 
SSH 
3SH 
3SH 
SSH 
SSH 
3SH 
7SH 
4SH 
3SH 
2SH 
~TE: Stu~nts in the Accelerated Option must meet 
and:equt~tle requirements, the core requirements, 
ule will :~~~~~~rse requirements, but their sched-
DELETE 
SAMPLE SCHEDULE· 
ACCELERATED STUDENTS 
REPLACE 
SAMPLE SCHEDULE· 
RNTO BSN DEGREE. 
COMPLETION STUDENTS 
30 Semester Houra 
NR 444 Co~tual Frameworks for 
Nurstng Practice 6SH 
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NR430 Physical Assessment 3SH NR435 Pathophysiology 3SH NR460 The Investigator Role: 
NR472 
Nursing Research 3SH 
Nursing Practice: The 
NR476R 
Community Environment 5SH 
Nursing:ractice: The Adult 
NR480 
with mplex Illness 3SH 
Nursing Leadership/Management 4SH 
PL 447 Medical Ethics 3SH 
REPLACE 
RN Students Accepted for the BSN Degree 
To be accepted into the Nursing Program for BSN 
degree completion, the registered nurse must be li-
censed to practice nursing. One year of experience in 
practice as a .registered nurse is recommended. The 
length of time to complete the Bachelor of Science 
degree in Nursing depends upon the individual back-
ground of the RN student 
The RN must complete all requirements for the Bache-
lor of Science degree through enrollment in Regis 
College classes, transfer credits, or examination. The 
College grants credit by examination to individuals who 
have developed college-level knowledge outside the 
formal classroom situation and can successfully dem-
onstrate this knowledge. 
Three types of examinations are given. First, RN 
students may challenge selected freshman and sopho-
more courses by taking the College Level Examination 
Program (CLEP) tests or Defense Activity for Non-
Traditional Education Support (DANTES) tests. Sec-
ond, they may take the National League for Nursing 
(NLN) exams toe«¥!' credit in ana~my and physiology, 
microbiology, nutrition, and chemiStry. Thtrd, compo-
nents of the nursing curriculum (up to 29 semester 
hours credit) may be challenged t?Y taking Regis Col-
lege Program in Nursing examinations. 
Because of the recently approved Colorado Articula-
tion Model testing to validate prior learning is no longer 
necessary'for many RNs. Prospective students should 
contact the RN to BSN advisor to determine whether 
the articulation guidelines apply to them. 
Although the course sequence for RN students diff~rs 
from the sequence followed ~ the four-year nurstng 
students all Regis College nurstng students must meet 
the same objectiVes and requirements to be offered the 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree. 
In 1983 the Program in Nursing establis~ a separ~te 
track tor registered nurses so that requtred nurstng 
course work could be completed within three lo~g 
semesters on an every other weekend schedu!e. Thts 
Weekend Option is designed for adults who ~ve ~t a 
distance or who prefer to study in concentrated time 
blocks. 
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Recently the Program added a one evening per w~k 
schedule that permits RNs to complete the nursing 
requirements In approximately 20 months. Course 
work may be completed at the Lo~ll ~ampus and at 
the Colorado Springs Campus. Penod1cally. the RN to 
BSN Option is offered on-site at 3:n area health care 
facility. Special tuition rates are avrulable for RN to BSN 
Option students. 
REPLACE 
Criteria for Acceptance Into the 
Program In Nursmg 
A student should declare nursing as a major when 
entering Regis College. He/she wil! then be assign~ 
an academic advisor from the nurs~ng faculty and w111 
follow the HCM Core requirements. Typically, during 
the first two years the student complete~ prereq_uis!te 
course work. Clinical courses begin dunng the JUniOr 
year. However, the studenfs declaration of nursi!1g ~ 
a major does not guarantee acceptance to the JUniOr 
year of the Program in Nursing. Acceptance to the 
junior year of the program and eligibility to enroll in 
clinical courses requires the following: 
1. Students must achieve a grade of ·c· or better in all 
courses required for the major in nursing. 
2. Students must have achieved a cumulative grade 
point average of 2.500 or better on a 4.000 system 
for acceptance to the junior level. 
3. Because the Program in Nursing prepares stu-
dents to take the professional nursing licensing ex-
amination, students who are admitted must be able 
to meet the physical and psychological standards 
established by the Colorado Nurse Practice Act 
and the State Board of Nursing. 
4. A complete physical examination record must be 
filed with the Health Services indicating that the 
student is able to meet the objectives of the Pro-
gram in Nursing and shows an absence of commu-
nicable disease. 
5. Students must show minimum competence levels 
in both written English and computation skills. 
6. Evidence of current CPR certiftcation prior to en-
tering clinical agencies Is required. 
The Program in Nursing reserves the right to deny 
admission or continued enrollment to any students or 
applicants who would pose an unreasonable risk of 
harm to themselves or others, or any unreasonable risk 
of disruption to the academic processes of the Program 
in Nurs1ng or the College. 
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS (NR) 
CHANGE 
NR 350. NORMAL AND THERAPEl!TIC NUTR~.ON (3). This course is a study of the sctence of nutrition. 
The nutritional requirements of humans are presented 
as the basis for plaran.ing_an adequ~te diet with con~kl· 
eration given to vanation 1n food choiCeS d~ to a vanety 
of social economic, cultural, and psychologiCal factors. 
Emphas'is is given to the integration of nutritional needs 
In the care of self and others throughout the life cycle in 
health and disease. Current Issues relating to nutrition 
are explored in order to understand the areas of leglti· 
mate controversy. 
DELETE 
NR 432. BASIC CONCEPTS: PHARMACOLOGY (3). 
DELETE 
NR 433. NURSING PROCESS II (2). 
DELETE 
NR 434. NURSING PROCESS 1: INTRODUCTION 
TO PRACTICE FOR THE RN (3). 
CHANGE 
NR 438. NURSING PRACTICE: THE PERIOPERA· 
nVE ENVIRONMENT (5). This course in periopera· 
tive nursing explores surgery as a stresso_r and. the 
nurse's role in assisting individuals to regrun optimal 
functioning after surgery. Emphasis is on~ role of the 
nurse as practitioner and teacher in relati~n t~ the 
individual experiencing surgery and on exarn1~~tion of 
the nursing interventions that will assist the indiVIdual to 
recover free of complications. Students wHI coll~rate 
with other health care team members in providing .d~r~ 
patient care in acute care settings. Prerequisites. 
Successful completion of NR 430 and NR 436. 
CHANGE 
NR_439. PHARMACOLOGY (3). This course pro~s 
an Introductory study of the principles of drug action 
and drug therapy in health and illness as it relates to the 
practitioner role of the nurse. Emphasis is pi~ on 
~tients' rights in the safe administration of mec11ca· 
tions and on examination of growth and deve~f>!Tient 
and on legal considerations of medication admmiStra-
ti?n. ~~prototypical agents from majord~g. clas· 
sifications will be studied. Prerequisites: AdmiSSIOn to 
the Program in Nursing and perm1ssion of the instructor 
for non-nursing majors. 
DELETE 
NR440. HEALTH/ILLNESS CONCEPTS: INFANCY 
TO YOUNG ADULTHOOD (2). 
CHANGE 
NR 441 . NURSING PRACTICE: CHILDBEARING 
FAMILIES (5). This course will focus on the role of the 
nurse and aspects of nursing practice in various health 
care environments as they apply to the childbearing 
family. The student will study physiological, psycho· 
logical, cultural, ethical, and spiritual factors that impact 
on the childbearing family. A family-centered approach 
will be emphasized during antepartal, intrapartal, post-
partal, and neonatal experiences. Prerequisites: All 
f~rst semester junior courses; second semester junior 
standing. 
DELETE 
NR 441T. NURSING PRACTICE: CHILDBEARING 
FAMILIES (6). 
CHANGE 
NR 442. NURSING PRACTICE: CHILDREN AND 
THEIR FAMILIES (5). This course focuses on the 
practitioner's role in the assessment, appropriate inter-
ventions, teaching needs, and emotional needs of the 
child with an altered level of health and its impact on the 
famio/, community, and environment. This course in· 
corporates a clinical component where the student col· 
laborates with hospital staff and an instructor to provide 
~e In an environment which includes an acute pediat· 
nc and an ambulatory pediatric setting. The child's 
growth and developmental level is used as a major 
focus with consideration of his/her ability to adapt and 
the family's ability to cope with the altered state of 
health. The theory component includes health and 
ilness concepts common to the pediatric age group. 
Prerequisites: NR 430, NR 435, NR 436, NR 439, NR 
440. 
DELETE 
~ 442T. NURSING PRACTICE: CHILDREN AND 
•nEIR FAMILIES (6). 
DELETE 
~~U44L 3. NURSING PROCESS: THE CARE OF 
ow TS (6). 
ADO 
NR 444A (3) and B (3). CONCEPTUAL FRAME· WO~KS FOR NURSING PRACTICE. The course ~ovbldes a bridge or transition for the RN retu~ning. for 
e accalaureatedegree. The course is organiZed mto 
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three major nursing practice areas: (1) nursing con-
cepts an? theories; (2) psychosocial aspects; and (3) 
relevan~ 1ssu.es .. These concepts support the emerging 
profess1onai1Zation of the student. This course offers 
an overview of the organizing framework of the Regis 
College Program in Nursing, including the nature of the 
nurse's role, nursing practice, and the setting (health 
care network). The course also provides opportunities 
to integrate previous and concurrent nursing knowl-
edge, the role of the baccalaureate-prepared nurse, 
and societal health care needs. The bio-psychosocial, 
cultural, and spiritual factors influencing health in indi-
viduals, groups, families, and communities are ex-
plored by building on the AN's previous knowledge 
base. The current competency levels and expected 
professional growth will be assessed through discus-
sion and assigned projects. 
DELETE 
NR 449. PHARMACOLOGY II (1). 
DELETE 
NR 450. ISSUES AND PERSPECTIVES IN 
NURSING (3). 
ADD 
NR 451. NURSING EXTERNSHIP (3). This summer 
course is an eight week clinical externship for selected 
nursing students who have completed one year of t~e 
nursing curriculum. Externs, under the pr~eptorsh!P 
of a registered nurse, provide direct pat1ent ca:r~ m 
selected specialty areas of their choice. The chmcal 
practicum of 36-40 hours perw~k enables ~he student 
to gain summer employment w~1le ~nhanctnQ compe-
tency and critical decision making 1n th~ reah~t th~ 
ractice setting. Course content e.mr;>haslz~s ski s.an ~rocedures, organizati~n and pnonty s~ttlng, ~ntt~ 
and verbal communication, and the .nurses role mc~u 
ing investigation, teaching, and discharge pla~m~g. 
During weekly seminars, the extern _sel~ts to~~di~~ 
. -d th review shares weekly obJectlv~s. a ~us:s professional and transition issues m a sup~or­
tive therapeutic framework. All extems and precep ~rs 
will be in weekly communication with the c~urs.~ ~~~ 
structor. All externs will be given th~ ~!f~n~~y at 
observe state-of-the-art programs an 
tertiary care facilities in Denver. 
CHANGE 
NG PRACTICE: PSYCHIATRIC/ ~~tri-~L .fe~~ ENVIRONMENT (5). Th_is co~r:s~ 
involves the integration of the ~ranch o_f nursmg w ~d 
. concerned with the promotion, maintenance, tal ~storation of ~~~~e~~;~d :,~:;;~;~;~~~~.e 
diSOrder .. Co r If will be explored. The student Will 
therapeutiC us~ o s;ocess and the principles of thera-~~~Yct~~~~~~7~~on while initiating, developing, and 
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terminating a short-term therapeutic relations.hip with a 
patient in the psychiatric-mental health enwo~~ent. 
Focus will include the nurse's role as a practitioner, 
teacher, investigator, and leader/manager. Prerequi-
site: Senior-level standing. 
DELETE 
NR 471T. NURSING PRACTICE: PSYCHIATRIC/ 
MENTAL HEAL lli ENVIRONMENT (6). 
DELETE 
NR 471R. NURSING PRACTICE: PSYCHIATRIC/ 
MENTAL HEALTH ENVIRONMENT FOR THE RN 
(~- . 
CHANGE 
NR 472. NURSING PRACTICE: COMMUNITY ENVI-
RONMENT (5). This course focuses on the practitio-
ner, teacher and investigator role of the nurse in the 
community setting. Use of the nursing process in 
providing health promotion, treatment of illness, and 
restoration to optimal health of individuals and families 
in the community will be emphasized. Major health 
problems in the community and the nurse's role in 
coordination and collaboration in providing for these 
problems are explored. Students in this course will 
provide direct client care in a multiplicity of community 
environments. Students will also be involved with 
health care agencies focusing on how they function as 
part of the health care network. Prerequisite: Senior-
level standing. 
DELETE 
NR 472T. NURSING PRACTICE: COMMUNITY 
ENVIRONMENT (6). 
DELETE 
NR 473. NURSING PROCESS Ill: ACUTE CARE 
SETTING (6). 
DELETE 
NR 473R. NURSING PROCESS Ill: ACUTE CARE 
SETTING FOR THE RN (4). 
DELETE 
NR 474. EPIDEMIOLOGY AND THE HEALTH CARE 
NETWORK (2). 
CHANGE 
NR 476. NURSING PRACTICE: lliE ADULT WITH 
COMPLEX ILLNESS (7). This course involves the in· 
depth stu~ of a variety of acu~e. chronic, and com~x 
alterations 1n adult health and 1llness status. Emphas1s 
is on the art and science of nursing and the role of the 
nurse as practitioner and teacher in relation to assess· 
ment planning, interventions, and evaluation of patient 
responses. Examination of environmental influences 
on health and illness status are included. Investigation 
and integration of current research findings are utilized 
by the student throughout the course as they relate to 
care and treatment of the adult patient. Concepts of 
emergency and disaster nursing are also induded as 
they relate to the health and illness of groups. Students 
enrolled in this course will provide direct patient care in 
a multiplicity of acute care settings. Prerequisite: SenO' 
level standing. 
ADD 
NR 476R. NURSING PRACTICE: THE ADULT WrTH 
COMPLEX ILLNESS (3). This course is designed to 
meet the same objectives as those specified in NR 476, 
but is for the RegiStered Nurse student. 
CHANGE 
NR 480. NURSING LEADERSHIP/MANAGEMENT 
(4). This course will. assist the practitioner to. !'J~r 
develop leader/manager skills which can be utiliZed m 
multiple health care settings with individuals and groups 
throughout health and illness. Prerequisites: Final 
semester senior level standing. 
DELETE 
NR 480T. NURSING LEADERSHIP/MANAGEMENT 
(6). 
DELETE 
NR 480R. NURSING LEADERSHIP/MANAGEMENT 
FOR lliE RN (4). 
ADD 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
IN NURSING DEGREE 
PROGRAM 
The MSN program Is presented in an every-otherweek-
end intensive Instructional format to accommodate 
working Registered Nurses from urban as well as rural 
areas of the state. The course work consists of three 
required areas: the core, the major, (Nursing Admini-
stration), and coghate. The core requirements include 
courses in theory of nursing, issues in nursing and 
health care, and nursing research. The major includes 
coursewor1< in nursing administration, human resource 
management, legal and ethical issues, health econom-
es,and management considerations specific to unique 
environments such as acute care/community/home 
health care. A practicum is required to allow students 
to apply theory to practice and to study an organization 
and nursing service directly. The cognate includes a fi-
nancial management course and an accounting course 
from the Master of Business Administration Program at 
Regis College. A thesis or master's project is also 
required. 
!he 36·39 semester hour program may be completed 
111 two years of full-time study. Nine semester hours per 
semester is considered full-time. Students who elect 
the thesis option may use the second summer of the 
program for three (3) semester hours of study with 
supervision from their thesis advisor. 
To be considered for the program, nurses must have ~mpleted a bachelor's degree in nursing from a Na-
tional League for Nursing (NLN) accredited program. 
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